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From easy to operate walk-behinds and comfortable,
powerful lawn tractors, through to a new robotic mower,
every John Deere machine is designed to give you a perfect cut 
every time and of course, many years of trouble free service. 
Isn’t it time to experience the difference?



Your complete guide to over 60 crops
� Suitable for all experience levels
� GYO is full of easy to use growing guides 
� Advice on year-round planning
� Problem solving
� Variety choice

GROW  
YOUR OWN

A one-stop manual packed with expert advice

Turn your garden into a nature reserve  
with Gardening for Wildlife
� 30 step-by-step projects for all the family
� Spotter’s guides to help you identify visitors to your garden
� Seasonal checklists to help visiting wildlife survive
� Must-grow flowers to attract wildlife
� Expert advice from your favourite BBC personalities

JUST
£3.99

JUST
£3.99

JUST
£3.99

� Planting for shade
� Lawn care 
� Pruning techniques   
� Taking cuttings 

� Pest damage  
� Weed control
� Fruit & veg in pots
� And many more…

MORE TO DISCOVER WITH OUR SPECIAL EDITIONS





Could May be the most
glorious month of the year
in our gardens? Tulips are
in their pomp, yet they’ll
soon give way to the roses
and geraniums of summer.
The seasons are unfurling
before our eyes, in an
explosion of colour and the
freshest of greens that no
other month can match.

May is also a pivotal month
for gardeners – especially if
you garden in a small space
– a time to make the most of
nature’s energy and keep
pots and borders full of life.
So we’ve 14 pages of
summer pot inspiration
to share with you – from

y’s container style ton
the best veg for pots. And with practical ps in ou k to Basicsc
handbook, you’ve all you need for yourr best-ever pots.

More treats, too, in our competition p izes this month – from 
a deeply desirable greenhouse, and £1£10,000 in powered 
gardening kit to win, to your last chanance to
name our Anniversary sweet pea! o enjoy
the month – and I’ll see you here n xt time
for our special scent issue.

PS To help you make the most of your pots and borders, we’ve
created an exciting new area called Small Garden Solutions ats
Gardeners’ World Live in June. Turn to p42 for details – and see you there!

Lucy Hall, Editor

gardenersworld.com

Discover more about fragrant
nts in our Scent Special

– co up in our next issue
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How to get in touch
For our contacts, turn to page 156For our contacts turn to p

Our promise to you...
Every month we bring you the very best of our
discoveries – from inspiring gardens and amazing
plants, to shopping tips and advice on how to keep
your garden blooming. If you ever feel we can
improve, let us know. After all, it’s your magazine.

Get more tips and ideas from the
team to feed your gardening habit,
online, on screen and in print

Discover more 
from Gardeners’ 
World Magazine

� Time to discover the Secret Garden!
This month’s subscription offer of 3 issues for just £5
also offers access to a rich new world of content. When
you become a subscriber, you can unlock extra content,
videos and offers in our subscriber-only, Secret Garden
area of gardenersworld.com. See page 32 for details.

� Digital extras
Discover our award-winning
digital edition for iPad users in
the AppStore – this month with
extra galleries previewing the
Chelsea Flower Show. Get
instant access and a free trial
when you subscribe for a year.w

� What’s new?
See what’s caught our
eye among Chelsea’s
2016 plant launches,
plus the best of past
Chelsea introductions,
in our ‘Showstoppers’
board at pinterest.
com/gwmag
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JOIN US ON FACEBOOK for regular updates
and images at: facebook.com/GWmagazine

� Discover new skills
Inspired by our Back to Basics
handbook, and want to improve
your skills? Join Associate
Editor David Hurrion in our new
Masterclasses – from pots to
cuttings, he’s got it covered.
Find out more at gardeners
world.com/masterclass
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We love
May

Do you remember when you were a child 

waking up on Christmas morning? That 

almost unbearable feeling of excitement? 

That is how most gardeners feel about May. 

The long trek through winter is over and late 

frost worries have passed. From now until 

autumn it is one long fiesta of flowers every 

day, vegetable gardens groaning with 

produce and crowds of bees and busy 

butterflies. Oh, and there will also be frantic 

moments when you realise that the weeds 

are growing crazily fast and the lawn needs 

cutting – but we won’t dwell on that.

Words by James Alexander-Sinclair

STAR OF THE MONTH  Astrantia major ‘Rubra’
I love this plant. So much that, if it were ever appropriate so to do, I would dress 

up as one for a fancy dress ball or make myself an extravagantly tiered hat 

from its flowers. Why? Well, partly because the colour is heavenly and the 

foliage divine, but mostly because those pincushion flowers are so detailed 

that one could get lost for hours in a single bloom. That is why I love the plant: 

the reasons why I would wish to dress up as one are undoubtedly more 

complicated and are best not explored. 

� Care Plant in good soil in sun or partial shade. Combines well with herbaceous 
geraniums, Sanguisorba and roses. Sow seed in cold frames when ripe.  
� Height x Spread 90cm x 60cm
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� Male fern & aquilegia
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Light and 
shade

� Tellima grandiflora &  
Geranium phaeum
One of my favourite combos for a slightly shady 

spot – nothing too loud and showy. Skittering bells 

of pale yellow and deep bass notes of geranium. 

The big leaved plant in the background is 

ornamental rhubarb, Rheum palmatum.

Tellima grandiflora
� Care Any soil will do. Flowers are lightly scented. 
Will self sow if you let it. Alternatively sow seed  
in a cold frame, and watch out for slugs.  
� H x S 70cm x 50cm
Geranium phaeum
� Care One of the best for partial shade, although  
can cope with sun, too. Cut back after flowering and 
it will send up fresh foliage. � H x S 60cm x 70cm

� Anthriscus sylvestris 
‘Ravenswing’ & Lamium orvala 
There are lots of delightful cow parsley relatives 

that shake their cheeky umbels around gardens 

at this time of year. This one is a corker with stems 

as sultry as a stockinged leg. The lamium, or dead 

nettle, is one of the best ground covers for planting 

in the shady bits under shrubs.

Anthriscus sylvestris ‘Ravenswing’
� Care Happy in both sun and part shade. Quite 
short lived so save some seed for sowing in autumn. 
Some seedlings will revert to green so reject them 
in favour of dark leaved ones. � H x S 1m x 25cm
Lamium orvala
� Care Cut back after flowering to encourage fresh
leaves. Divide plants in autumn or early spring
� H x S 45cm x 50cm

� Dryopteris filix-mas & aquilegia
When I was young and my views were somewhat 

unrefined, I thought that ferns were boring. Now  

I am older my eyes have been opened and I can 

appreciate the charms of pteridology – the 

subtlety of fronds and the charm of croziers. 

Learn from my mistakes, dear reader, and love 

ferns. Especially with aquilegias. 

Dryopteris filix-mas
� Care Water well for the first couple of seasons but 
after that it will cope with some dry shade. Divide 
plants in spring. � H x S 100cm x 65cm
Aquilegia
� Care The perfect filler plant. Happily self seeds 
and pops up all over the place. However, if you want 
the exact match to the parent then divide larger 
plants (carefully) in spring. � H x S 45cm x 30cm     

These delightful pairings will 
brighten up shadier garden spots

Plant partners

May 2016

� Tellima & geranium

� Cow parsley & dead nettle

11
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Purple-black berries

Leycesteria formosa Golden Lanterns

White flowers among purple bracts

Reddish new growth followed by golden-yellow foliage



1.5m

1.5m

gardenersworld.com

Plants for all seasons

With fascinating form and bright
colours, this hardy shrub is now a
garden stalwart, though its earlier
species was just pheasant food

How did a crop planted as food for pheasants
become such a valuable garden shrub? Though
the original species is still sometimes planted by
gamekeepers to please the discerning birds, a new,
very different form arrived, turning a humble shrub
into a colourful favourite. It’s the rich golden-yellow
foliage of Golden Lanterns that gives such impact.
With red tints to the shoots tips, leaf veins and leaf
edges, it dazzles from its first new growth in spring.

In early summer, strings of overlapping burgundy
bracts intermingled with white flowers open at the
shoot tips and in the upper leaf joints, and the
purple colouring in the bracts persists through
summer and autumn, as the berries ripen from
green to pink, to reddish purple, to almost black
– the berries sometimes weighing down the
branches to pheasant beak height.

In autumn, the reddish hue of the foliage
intensifies before dropping to leave green winter
stems. So that gives plenty of gorgeous features
from what was once considered a useful but
unremarkable plant. And, on top of all that,
it’s near impossible to kill. Sound worth a try?

� Care Plant in sun or part shade and protect
if growing at altitude or far north. In spring,
prune the oldest shoots or cut the whole plant
to the ground to restrict height. May be damaged
by spring frost but soon recovers.
� Height and spread 1.5m x 1.5m
� Where to buy Thompson & Morgan,
thompson-morgan.com 0844 573 1818. Expect
to pay £12.99 for a plant in a 3.5L pot + £4.95 postage
per order. Or find local nurseries by searching
the RHS website at rhs.org.uk/rhsplantfinder
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Leycesteria
formosa
Golden Lanterns

Autumn
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We love May

Joe’s plant for a purpose

Euphorbia x martini
makes the perfect year-
round partner for virtually
evey plant, says Joe Swift 

You’ll often see euphorbias in the RHS Chelsea
Flower Show gardens, as they always lift a planting
composition and have the knack of combining well
with most other plants, especially bright tulips.
Euphorbia x martini is one of my favourites – an
evergreen with showy acid-green upright bracts
that have a distinctive eye of tomato red. It brings  
a fresh zest and zing to the garden in spring.

Some euphorbias can get a little leggy, but this
one stays compact and looks good when not in
flower. The spent blooms can stay on the plant for
ages, but when they start to look shabby simply
trim them off to keep the plant in good shape.
Just make sure you wear gloves when handling 
euphorbias, as the sap can be an irritant.

Give Euphorbia x martini full sun or partial shade,
out of strong winds. It can cope with a range of fertile 
and poor soils, as long as it has sharp drainage. 
� Height x spread 75cm x 75cm

The best
supporting act

FIND OUT MORE about how to grow this

plant at gardenersworld.com/euphorbia
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offer

TO ORDER Please send cheques and postal orders made
payable to BBC Gardeners’ World Magazine free perennials offer,
Dept GW836, PO Box 162, Ipswich, IP8 3BX

FREE perennials offer Code: GW836

DESCRIPTION PRICE QTY TOTAL

TCM70754
9 FREE* garden-ready perennials for
every reader worth £22.47
Only 1 free collection per household

£5.65
postage

£5.65
postage 1 £5.65

TCM51425
Gazania ‘Tiger Stripes’
x 30 garden-ready plants £14.99 £13.49

TCM51423
Lobelia erinus ‘Ultra Cascade Mix’
x 30 garden-ready plants

£14.99 £13.49

TCM47467
Begonia ‘Apricot Shades’
x 30 garden-ready plants £14.99 £13.49

TCM51419
Geranium ‘Jackpot’ mix
x 30 garden-ready plants £14.99 £13.49

TCM57184
Nepeta ‘Patchwork’ mix
x 30 garden-ready plants £14.99 £13.49

TCM67466
Rudbeckia ‘Cherry Brandy’
x 30 garden-ready plants

£14.99 £13.49

BONUS OFFER My order totals £40 or more,
including postage – please deduct £10 from
my grand total.

-£10.00 -£10.00

Subscribers: insert your discount code here                     see p32

GRAND TOTAL £

Tick
1

16

MORE GREAT OFFERS FOR SUMMER COLOUR

Terms & Conditions Free plants despatched 
between May and June 2016. All other orders 
will be acknowledged by letter or email, 
advising despatch date. Offer closes 15 June 
2016. Please note your contract for supply  
of goods is with Thompson & Morgan, Poplar 
Lane, Ipswich IP8 3BU.Terms and conditions 
available on request. All offers subject to 
availability. Full growing instructions included. 
All height are spread sizes indicate full grown 
sizes and not size supplied.

Geranium ‘Jackpot’ mix
Masses of colourful single 
blooms on neat compact plants 
from June to October. Ideal for 
filling beds, borders and patio 
containers. Can be overwintered. 
H x S 40cm x 35cm 
30 garden-ready plants £14.99

Lobelia erinus ‘Ultra
Cascade Mix’
Includes a mixture of old and new
varieties for displays from early
summer all the way to autumn.
Trails to x S 45cm x 15cm
30 garden-ready plants £14.99

Nepeta ‘Patchwork’ mix
A hardy little perennial with a 
sweet, pungent aroma and hazy 
pink and blue flowers. Its loose, 
relaxed habit makes it perfect for 
creating soft, informal displays.  
H x S 40cm x 40cm
30 garden-ready plants £14.99

Begonia ‘Apricot Shades’
The trailing habit of Begonia ‘Apricot
Shades’ makes them ideal for
hanging baskets and window
boxes to light up even a shady
corner. Trails to x S 40cm x 20cm
30 garden-ready plants £14.99

Rudbeckia ‘Cherry Brandy’
Happy in poor soils and exposed to 
heat, these versatile coneflowers 
look stunning when planted in beds, 
large patio containers or as 
sweeping drifts in herbaceous 
borders. H x S 60cm x 40cm 
30 garden-ready plants £14.99

(Last 3 digits printed on signature strip)

Why buy 

garden-ready 

plants?

BONUS  

OFFER
Spend over £40 on 

any plants on this 

page, incl. postage , 

and receive £10 off 

your order total 

Gazania ‘Tiger Stripes’
So easy to grow, and perfect for 
filling beds and containers with 
fabulous summer colour from 
June right through to October. 
H x S 25cm x 20cm
30 garden-ready plants £14.99

�
  Super-robust,  

healthy plants 

�
  Delivered to your door

�
  Just plant, water and enjoy

When you 
buy garden- 
ready plants, 
we’ve done 
the hard 
work for you, 
so plants are 
already 
established 
on delivery – simply plant 
out on arrival and enjoy.
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Subscribers:

to get an extra 10% off, see
p32 for your discount code

0844 573 6054 (quote GW836) Min. telephone order £10
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www.thompson-morgan.com/GW836

offer

9 FREE
*

for every reader
worth 

£22.47

You’ll receive three 10cm (root to 

tip) garden-ready plants each of:

�  Delphinium ‘Rising Stars’ x 3 

Height x Spread 120cm x 75cm

�  Poppy ‘Coral Reef’ x 3 

H x S 60cm x 50cm 

�  Geranium ‘Orchid Blue’ x 3 

H x S 30cm x 45cm 
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This quality garden-ready perennial plant 

collection will provide trouble-free colour 

this year and for many years to come. 

3 x Poppy ‘Coral Reef’

3 x Delphinium ‘Rising Stars’

 (plants supplied will be a 

mix of the colours above) 3 x Geranium ‘Orchid Blue’



Visit screwfix.com for our full range of over 
25,000 products. Over 11,000 products 
available in store to take away today.
All products subject to availability. Delivery exclusions apply - see screwfi x.com/delivery. While stocks last. Terms and conditions apply - see screwfi x.com/termsandconditions.

OVER 200 
NEW FENCING 
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NEW RANGE 
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OVER 150 NEW 
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The Full Monty
dictated that you returned that hospitality 
with consideration.

So I had to think not what I would do  
in my garden with these plants or in this 
situation, but what might work best for 
other people. When I visited a garden to 
film it, it was not enough to simply point  
out the things that I liked about it – I had  
to try to unravel it as much as I could, to 
make it accessible for other people’s 
enjoyment. Mind you, you cannot treat 
your own garden like that. It must be as 
personal as possible. 

So you can see that filming at 
Longmeadow comes with mixed messages. 
On the one hand I do not want to ignore 
those lessons I absorbed at This Morning 
over a quarter of a century ago and allow 
entrance to my garden only with a set of 
rather grumpy and highly opinionated 

rules (and we have all 
been to gardens like 
that), but on the other 
hand this is our home 
and I have no wish for  
it to become an  
anodyne TV set. 

The way that I solve 
this is by imagining I am 

opening the garden to the public and you, 
the viewer, have come to visit. In practice, 
Longmeadow will never open, not least 
because the only access is down a little 
track that is barely wide enough for one car 
and we have parking for no more than half  
a dozen vehicles at a time. But I can open it 
for 30 days a year via television. Millions are 
invited and welcome, although I am afraid 
you must provide your own refreshments. 

Yes it is a private garden, with all the 
individual foibles and idiosyncrasies that 
our domestic set-up generates, but for the 
while at least, I am very aware that not only 
do I share it with you, but you also share 
your time and attention with me. 

Monty reflects on a balancing act that gives millions of visitors a year access to his private garden

19

ack in the mid-1980s I cut my 
television teeth on the ITV daytime 
programme This Morning. This 
came about after I got a phone call 

out of the blue from a researcher asking if I 
would come to Liverpool for a screen test. 
Apparently they had seen my picture in a 
gardening column I wrote for a Sunday 
paper. I found out later that they were 
looking for a ‘younger’ gardening presenter 
(I was then in my early 30s) and I was about 
the only remotely viable candidate. 

I duly did my screen test, not expecting 
anything but very happy with the £70 they 
paid me for the trouble. A week or so later I 
was doing my first live broadcast to the 
long-suffering nation – I remember it was 
on planting bulbs in layers in a container 
and lasted for seven minutes. Seven 
minutes! Nowadays half that is considered 

outrageously long.  
My segments for 
Gardeners’ World  
at Longmeadow, 
including all the 

cutaways, different 
sized shots and 

angles, average about 
three minutes and  
can consist of up to six different takes.
How times change. 

I was the resident gardening ‘expert’ on 
This Morning for the next nine years. And 
however unconfident I might have been 
about the extent of my horticultural 
expertise, I did learn an awful lot about 
telly. Of course it also taught me a lot about 
gardening. Up to then I had gardened 
entirely for my own and Sarah’s pleasure.  
I wrote about it, but always from a very 
personal viewpoint. I could not have cared 
less if people liked our garden or agreed 
with any opinion I had, as long as  
it made us happy. But daytime television, 
mostly done live in a studio with all the 
horticultural limitations that imposes, 
could not be treated so cavalierly. 

One of the best bits of advice was given  
to me by Richard Madeley, who, with his 
wife Judy Finnigan, hosted the show and 
were huge stars. He told me: “Always 
remember, it is the viewers’ show, not 
ours.” This was not just about getting as  
big an audience as possible but the nature 
of the relationship. 

I came to realise that people were letting  
us into their homes and sharing their lives. 
Apart from anything else, good manners 

  I solve this by 

imagining I am opening 

the garden to the public 

and you, the viewer, 

have come to visit  

coming back. If you would like  
to participate please contact  
bigdreams@liontv.co.uk

Monty on TV
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side of the fence

Should garden centres stay 
open seven days a week?

I read with interest your
article about Sunday trading.
I think garden centres should
be allowed to open on Sundays,
especially if the staff are there
anyway. In Scotland, they
open on Easter Sunday,
so why force them to shut
in England and Wales?

Craig Mason, by email

I’ve worked in retail for many
years, currently in a garden
centre. The existing hours allow
me to get home at a reasonable
time to have Sunday dinner
and spend time with my family.
Extended trading hours will
not improve revenue, rather
it will only move it from other
days. Leave Sunday alone
for everyone to enjoy.

Mick Collins, by email

For most of the year I live
in rural France, where on
Sundays many shops close
at 12.30pm and most
small shops, including our
local garden centre, close on
Mondays. The local economy
is good and, as far as I know,
nobody has died because they
can’t buy a tray of bedding
plants or a bag of compost

on a Sunday afternoon. We 
organise our shopping trips 
around the opening hours, 
rather than expecting the 
shops to open for us.

As you say, many staff
are already working for
eight hours or more on
Sundays. What happened
to family time? I’d support
shorter opening hours
rather than longer.

Christine Deering, France

Regarding the HTA’s
concerns about extended
working hours for garden
centre staff: many plant
nurseries have always worked
extended hours on Sundays
and bank holidays – this is
necessary to help keep small,
family-run nurseries going.

Staff can work 10-12 hour
days, often voluntarily. In
the constant battle between
nurseries and garden centres,
these dedicated staff should
also be considered, as they
have no other option if we
are to keep our skills and
businesses going.

Luci Skinner, by email

I am surprised that extended
Sunday opening hours are
even being considered!
We know how much Sunday
opening is affecting family life.
My daughter and son-in-law
work in retail and they hardly
ever have days off together
at the weekend. I understand
essential work needs to be
carried out, but this can
be kept to a minimum,
so staff don’t work more
than necessary. The existing
hours are long enough.

Esther Goodfellow, by email

Monty’s animal magnetismn

What a joy it was to read The Full 
Monty (April issue). I can’t agree 
more that pets bring additional 
meaning to a garden. I often read 
gardening experts expounding the 
negativities of pets in this domain. 
Sometimes you have to accept the 

I completely agree with Monty, 
(The Full Monty, April issue).  
I often despair at the havoc wreaked 
by my two cats, then there’s the 
constant cleaning of their waste 
from the flowerbeds. They have just 
knocked over a tray of seedlings, 
but I still grin as one cat is sat next 
to me and the other unsuccessfully 
chases a bee. It’s lovely sharing the 
garden, even if they do have four 
feet and a lot of fur.  

Tom Cooper, Bournemouth

In last issue’s Clippings, we asked what you thought about 
Sunday trading. Here is a selection of your responses: 

odd plant being dug up, or bulbs 
moving from one part of the 
garden to the other. Sharing my 
garden with my two cats leaves 
me happy and fulfilled. 

Mags Warrington, by email

No more budget 
cylinders?
You beat me to it with your On 
Test feature about budget mowers 
(April issue). Last month, I was all 
set to ask you what had happened 
to the cylinder mower. I am the
owner of a well-used Qualcast
mains electric version, which is  
light and was efficient, but is now 
showing considerable signs of wear. 
I’ve been looking for a new one for 
years, but budget electric cylinder 
mowers don’t seem to exist.

In your test, there are only two 
cylinder mowers and neither of 
them are electrically powered.  
Do budget electric cylinder
mowers still exist? I know there 
are battery-operated options but  
I find these are no match for long, 
wet grass. What is the reasoning 
behind the demise of the cylinder 
in favour of the rotary mower?

RW Ireland, by email

We say Cylinder mowers are perfect 
for cutting fine grass. They’re great 
for sports turf, but few domestic 
gardeners make the effort to keep  
a fine lawn now, so there’s not a big 
demand for low-priced ones these 
days among ordinary gardeners.

Down to earth
I am delighted that Monty has 
come to a better understanding  
of the vital resource of soil (April 
issue). However, to suggest that it’s 
only in the last 25 years that soil’s 
complexity and the need for more 
research have been appreciated  
is inaccurate and unfair to soil 
scientists. Far from being a nascent 
science, soil has been studied  
since the mid-19th century.  

Monty is right, though, to 
highlight how underfunded soil 
science is in this country. He is also 
spot on when he says we can all 
benefit from a little knowledge 
about the medium in which  
we grow our beloved plants.  

Elizabeth Dougherty, Cambridge

Monty goes back to his roots
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Much work in garden centres is 
carried out behind the scenes

A welcome attraction  
in the garden – for some
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Is small-space gardening 
just flower arranging?

James Alexander-Sinclair and Matt James

debate whether gardening in small spaces requires any skill

Over the fence

T
his year is the 300th anniversary
of the sad demise of Capability 
Brown, one of our greatest
landscape designers. He had a

remarkable ability to see far into the future
and envision what a landscape would look
like centuries after his own death. Moving
enormous trees and ordering vast lakes to
be hand dug was all in a days work for him
and, as a result, his legacy lives on and gets 
better and better every year.

What he did not get involved with was
organising collections of plants in small
spaces (or ‘flower arranging’), this is mostly
because you can make much more of an
impression on a large scale than you can
ever dream of doing in a small garden.

If you have rolling acres then you can
plant an arboretum rather than struggling
to choose the very best tree for your garden.
You can have a boating lake rather than a

modest fishpond.
Your containers
can be half the
size of most
people’s kitchens
and you can have
enormous double
borders that will

make you swoon with delight every day.
So much more satisfying than faffing
around with a modest patch where we
will never make a comparable splash.

So maybe we should give up on our small
gardens, and spend time visiting big stately 
estates instead? Not so fast… there are,
as I am sure you will all have spotted,
a couple of massive flaws. Big gardens
require deep pockets and lots of staff, and
that is not a responsibility many of us can
manage. It’s undoubtedly best to leave the
grand landscapes to someone else and enjoy
the pleasures of growing plants in whatever
space we have. When it comes to gardening,
big doesn’t necessarily mean better.   

You can

make more of an

impression on a 

large scale  

M
aybe it is, but is that a bad
thing? Everyone knows that
a brilliant bouquet of flowers 
requires a canny eye for

colour, texture and contrast, as well as size
and surprise, and all these elements can be
distilled to perfection in the small garden. 

In a small space you must have an
artist’s eye for detail, while in large
gardens you can conceal a bit here and
there. There is no room for mistakes
because everything is on show, all of the
time – incredible skill is required. Small-
space gardeners have no expansive
borders to play with either; with space at
a premium we have to consider succession
and seasonal change far more carefully. 

And is big definitely better? Many
wonderful gardens not much bigger than  
a few paving slabs come packed with
plants. Let’s also appreciate that gardening
is possible in the oddest and most unlikely
places. A run of steps or a window ledge
can be made beautiful. There’s nowhere
that can’t be bursting with permanent
displays of all things green and gorgeous – 
some people even garden on boats!

Gardening in a
small space is 
more of a
challenge, but
can be so much
more rewarding.
Gardeners with
big plots have a freer hand, it’s true, but so
many possibilities can be overwhelming.
There’s nothing like a restricted palette to
get the creative juices flowing, and from it,
many extraordinary little gardens are born.  

I will admit that my children would
love a Wembley-sized garden, but I’m a 
sucker for a small one. While many
struggle to tend acre-sized plots, I’m happy
to enjoy my small one from the comfort  
of a deckchair!

Gardening in

a small space

is more of a

challenge  

HAVE YOUR SAY Is it possible to make an impact in a small space? Is it more rewarding
than working on a bigger scale? Write and tell us your thoughts at the address on p21

Matt James is a garden designer and author of
RHS How to Plant a Garden (Mitchell Beazley, £25)

James Alexander-Sinclair is a landscape and 
garden designer, writer and TV presenter

On the Gardeners’ World website,
you’ll find lots of lively debate, with

readers asking questions and offering
advice. To join in conversations like
this one, or to ask a question, go to:

gardenersworld.com/forum

What are your

favourite plants 

for scent?

O I’m trying to grow scented
honeysuckle and would like some
jasmine too.

hollie hock

O Honeysuckles for me. Winter
flowering or the summer varieties.
A heady scent on a warm summer’s
evening, or scent on a cold winter’s
day. I grow lots of scented plants
but they are hard to beat.

Dave Morgan

O Sweet rocket casts its scent on
warm evening air and smells like a
cross between night scented stocks
and parma violet sweets. And on a
sunny winter’s day, the scent of
sweet box is magical.

Dovefromabove

O Fritillaria imperialis – I like to sniff
the bulbs. And Phuopsis stylosa
foliage has a similar type of smell.
And then there’s honeysuckle,
sarcococca, daphne…

nutcutlet

O Heliotropium arborescens
‘Chatsworth’, choisyas, regal lilies,
pineapple sage, night scented
stocks, and hyacinths. 

Verdun

O I love Philadelphus ‘Belle étoile’,
lilac blossoms, roses and a little
shrub called Choisya ‘White Dazzler’
l bought last year. The pretty white
flowers smell exactly like marzipan.

lilysilly

DON’T MISS our special scent
issue next month – see p177

Follow and add to this thread

at gardenersworld.com/

plants-for-scent

May 2016 
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Spotter’s guide to garden bird eggs
Richard ‘Bugman’ Jones helps you identify any eggs, pieces of shell or nests you come across

Singing is no mere
avian frivolity, it’s
all about serious
communication.
In May, the message
is often: “I’ve built a
relationship and a nest, 
and I will defend it.”

This is the most
vulnerable time for
birds, so secrecy and 
caution are their
watchwords. However, 
what looks to the
human eye like
skulking in the
shrubbery, can be a
tell-tale sign of nesting. 

Before trimming
hedges or pruning
shrubs and trees in
spring, search through
them carefully for any
indication of an active 
nest. It is illegal to
intentionally destroy
or damage nests or
eggs, so postpone
pruning if you see any.

You may also come
across egg remnants
on the ground, ejected 
after hatching. The
adult birds may well
have carried these
some distance from
the nest, so as not
to alert predators
to the presence  
of the young.

Richard Jones is
an entomologist  
and author
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Blackbird
Turdus merula

Builds a low nest in hedges, bushes
or ivy, similar to those of a thrush,

but with more moss mixed with the
mud, and with a dry grass lining.

Lays 3-5 mottled brown on pale-blue
eggs, sometimes unmarked. 

27-31mm long.

Great tit
Parus major

Makes nests in tree holes, nest
boxes or very thick hedges, mostly
made of moss and fine grass, lined

with a dense layer of hair and down.
Lays 5-11 dirty-white eggs, flecked
with brown, often more stippled at
the rounded end. 17-18mm long.

Starling
Sturnus vulgaris

Makes loose colonial groups of
nests in trees, cliffs or roof spaces.
These are large untidy masses of
twigs and grass, built by the male

but lined by the female with
feathers, moss, wool and leaves.
Lays 4-9 clear blue/green eggs. 

18-19mm long.

Song thrush
Turdus philomelos

Makes a neat nest of twigs and grass,
cemented with mud, lined with moss,

rotten wood or dung, set low in
a hedge or ivy thicket. Lays 3-6
cool-blue eggs, usually strongly

mottled with messy brown flecks. 
25-28mm long.

Robin
Erithacus rubecula

Famous for nesting in any hollow in a
steep bank, creeper thicket, hedge or
fallen flowerpot at the back of a shed.
Nests are a mess of dead leaves and
moss, lined with feathers and hair.

Lays 3-9 beige-to-white eggs, clear or
flecked with brown. 20-21mm long.

Dunnock
Prunella modularis

Chooses a nest site low down in
hedges, ivy or evergreens. Builds
a rough nest, with an outer frame

of twigs and grass, neatly lined
with moss, hair or wool. Lays
3-6 cool-blue unspotted eggs. 

17-18mm long.

Coal tit
Periparus ater

Nests near or on the ground, in a
hole in a steep bank or tree stump.
Looks similar to a great tit’s nest

(left). Lays 5-14 pure-white, brown-
stippled or heavily large-flecked 

eggs. 14-15mm long. 

Wren
Troglodytes troglodytes

In dense ivy or thicket, roof thatch or
holes in old buildings, builds a neatly
domed, globular nest of moss, grass
and dead leaves, lined with feathers,
with small entry hole at side. Lays 3-11
off-white eggs, usually with a halo of
stipple at rounded end. 13-16mm long.

House sparrow
Passer domesticus

Makes a nest of dry grass, string and
feathers in any hole or niche on a

building, in a creeper thicket, dense
hedge or buried deep in conifer

foliage. Lays 3-7 very pale bluish or
off-white eggs, irregularly stippled
with brown, usually denser at the

rounded end. 21-22mm long.
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Clippings goes to Chelsea
Whether you’re visiting the grounds in person, or enjoying it from the comfort of your armchair, there’s
something for everyone at the RHS Chelsea Flower Show. Here’s our guide to this year’s extravaganza

for all the obvious reasons, and the
sense of excitement remains just as
strong year after year. Lead presenters
Monty Don and Joe Swift are used to 
their ringside seats and privileged
access, but both confess to still feeling 
a thrill as the show gets under way.

“I love being able to walk into the
gardens,” says Joe. “I know how lucky  
I am to see them from this special
viewpoint and try to share that insider
angle with viewers of our TV coverage. 
It’s always exciting to see how top
designers transform around 230m²
of grass into gardens that look like 
they’ve been there for ever.’

For Monty, it’s the ingenuity and
creativity of the smaller gardens
and the sheer joie de vivre of some
of the nursery exhibits that are most
exciting. Away from the cameras,
he loves the chance to take an early
morning stroll in the new-style Great 
Pavilion. “Although I still miss the  
smell of canvas,” he adds.

Join the throng of
garden lovers at
Chelsea this month

Monty and Joe will
broadcast from
the outdoor studio

We’re mad about Chelsea

How Chelsea comes to our screens
Work began on the BBC’s
coverage back in February, 
when series producer
Sharon Fisher started
planning the near 13 hours
of coverage her team will be
producing. By the time the
show starts, there will be a 

core production team of
20, with even more staff
covering everything from
cabling to graphics. They
operate in tag teams, and
will be working around the
site from around 6am until 
11pm every day. 

The BBC base is on the
Chelsea Embankment, at
the south end of the show
ground. The outdoor studio
(above) is on view to all, but
behind the scenes there are
also temporary offices, edit
suites and catering facilities.
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Top plant breeders often use the Chelsea Flower
Show to introduce their new creations to designers,
the horticultural trade and, most importantly, the
gardening public. Here are some that caught our eye:

gardenersworld.com

You be the Judge: You don’t have to attend the show to cast your 

vote in the BBC RHS People’s Choice Award 2016 online poll.

Simply log on to bbc.co.uk/Chelsea between 3.45pm

on Wednesday 26 May and 9.30pm on Thursday 28

May to nominate your favourite large show garden, 

then tune in to BBC1 on Friday night at 7.30pm to 

find out if the rest of the nation agrees with you.

Trying to outsmart

the seasons is a common 

game for Chelsea

exhibitors, but this year 

John Massey from

Ashwood Nurseries

may have set himself a

challenge too far as he

attempts to hold back 

February-flowering

hepaticas for a semi-

woodland display.

“It’s the craziest exhibit

I’ve ever attempted,” he

says. “I can’t be certain how

many plants I’ll have ready

to stage, but I plan to enjoy

it, whatever the outcome.”

Holding back time

Armchair
TV guide

New plants to look out for

Leucanthemum vulgare 
‘Lollipop’

wyndfordfarmplants.com 
07871 496732

Primula vialii
‘Alison Holland’

harperleyhallfarmnurseries.
co.uk, 01207 233318

Rosa
‘Bathsheba’

davidaustinroses.co.uk
01902 37630

Clematis koreana 
‘Amber’

taylorsclematis.co.uk 
01302 700716

Chrysanthemum
‘Princess Charlotte’

nationalchrysanthemum 
society.co.uk 

Lavandula angustifolia 
‘Silver Line’
hillier.co.uk

01952 501594

Enjoy Chelsea
without buying a ticket.
We’ve picked out some
highlights of the BBC
coverage, including new
presenter Danny Clarke 
(below) who will be
demonstrating easy
ways to capture the
Chelsea style at home.
Sunday

■ Countdown frenzy
Exhibitors struggle to
finish their displays
before the judges visit. 
Monday

■ Celebrity watch
With the gardens
complete, a galaxy of
famous faces descend
for the Show preview. 
Tuesday

■ Triumph and tears
Watch the reaction as
the medals are awarded. 
Wednesday

■ The plants! All
eyes are on the
Great Pavilion 
displays.
Thursday

■ Small
but perfect
Diminutive
delights from
designers of some
small-space gardens.
Friday

■ Power to the people
The People’s Choice
Award is announced.

Day-by-day viewing

■ Sunday 22 May, one
hour, time tbc, BBC 1. 

■ Monday-Friday,
3.45-4.30pm, BBC 1.

■ Monday and Friday, 
7.30-8pm, BBC 1.

■ Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday, Friday, 
8-9pm, BBC 2.

■ Wednesday
8-9.30pm, BBC 2.

■ Saturday, one-hour
evening programme, 
time tbc, BBC 2.

■ Sunday, half-hour
evening programme, 
time tbc, BBC 1.  
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Health and well being
are big themes at the show
this year. ‘Queen of Herbs’
Jekka McVicar has designed 
a Modern Apothecary
Garden inspired by the
ancient maxim to let food
be your medicine and
medicine be your food.

GQT contributor Chris
Beardshaw will be showing
the garden he has designed
for Great Ormond Street
Children’s Hospital as a
tranquil retreat, and
Anne-Marie Powell is
creating a health-themed 
garden for the RHS.

Meanwhile, in the Great
Pavilion Discovery Zone,
Coventry University will use
a motion-capture suit to
demonstrate how the act
of gardening is a beneficial 
form of exercise.

We know from a recent
survey that half of our
readers struggle with shady
spots in their garden. This
year, Chelsea will be full of
ideas and inspiration, with
nurseries specialising in
shade-loving hostas
including Bowdens (on the
Monument Site), Hogarth
Hostas (featuring minis
in mossy bowls) and
Brookfield Plants, combining
them with hemerocallis. 

Heathers look set to
make a comeback, thanks
to RHS Young Designer of
the Year 2014, Sam Ovens,
who is championing them
in his Cloudy Bay Garden.

The style brigade have
ignored heathers for years,
but these charming natives
will feature heavily in Sam’s
naturalistic and nectar-rich 
planting scheme.

Come along and meet

some of the magazine

team on Eastern Avenue

(stand EA/524), where

we’ll be bringing our June

rose-scent themed issue

to life with the help of

Peter Beales Roses. If you

subscribe at the show 

Look at gardens
in a different way,
through the prism 
of maths. The
Winton Beauty
of Mathematics
Garden, created
by our own Space-
Savvy designer 
Nick Bailey,
celebrates the
beauty of the
algorithms that
underpin life. 

Gardens for
well being

Cycle of life

Celebrating 

the hosta 

Heathland

inspiration

Come and visit our stand

For extensive galleries of Chelsea show gardens, plans and plants,

buy the iPad edition of the magazine for £2.99 in the App Store.

gardenersworld.com

Visitors’
guide

■ Be prepared
Avoid expensive food
and drink, and queues
by packing a picnic and
water bottle or at least
something to nibble
with your premium-
priced cup of tea.
■ Check the forecast
Stand by for blazing sun
and pouring rain in the
course of a single day.
Pack sun screen and a
waterproof, and dress
in layers. Suffer from hay
fever? The plane trees
at the site make matters
worse, with fruits that
have irritating barbs
that float in the air, so
be sure to pack your
choice of antihistamine.
■ Use the best loos
They’re near the top
of Western Avenue,
where the queues are
often not so bad (and
check for cubicles on
both sides of the block
– those on the far side
often get overlooked).
■ Escape
Head for the flower-
arranging tents if it all
gets a bit too much.
They generally offer
an oasis of calm and a
20-minute respite from
the crowds – and the
entrance is right by the
Pimm’s stand, which
might help as well.
■ Get refreshed
The Rose & Crown pub
on Lower Sloane Street
(which leads from Sloane 
Square towards the
showground) is where a
lot of the exhibitors, film
crews and other people
working at the show go
at the end of their long
days. It’s a great place
to spot some interesting
faces. But remember
that once you leave
you can’t get back
into the showground.
■ Buy show plants
Go to the Crocus nursery
open day on 4 June for
its after-show sell off
of plants used in this
year’s show gardens.

PS Diarmuid Gavin is back, with his Eccentric British 

Garden, inspired by designer Heath Robinson,

with twirling topiary and clever hydraulics  

that promise to literally raise the roof. 

we’ll send you a fragrant

rose ‘Macmillan Nurse’

(shown, left) as a gift.

Existing subscribers

– we’d love to see you

there, too! Make sure you

pick up a free packet of

seeds from the stand to

help you get growing.

Jekka McVicar
shows the healing
power of herbs 

RHS award-
winning Sam
Ovens debuts



YOU SLEEP. 
IT MOWS.
Rest easy with the Husqvarna Automower®. It cuts your lawn perfectly
day and night, in sunshine or rain, all by itself. So while you're dreaming 
of the perfect garden, it's already coming true.

Find out what is possible at husqvarna.com/uk
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PRICES FROM

£2000
INC. VAT

HUSQVARNA AUTOMOWER® 420/430X/450X

Trade in your old functioning lawnmower and get

10% OFF a Husqvarna Automower 420/430X or 450X*.

*Trade-in machines accepted include any petrol, battery or electric walkbehind lawnmowers, sit-on or robotic mowers. Excludes manual cylinder mowers. 
All trade in machines must be in working condition. This offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other Husqvarna Automower® offer.

SAVE
UP TO
£300
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We all swoon at the beautiful plants on display

at the RHS Chelsea Flower Show – particularly

the way they’re combined in gardens across

the showground. But how do you recreate a

piece of Chelsea in your own plot, particularly

when space and your budget are tight? The

answer lies in creating a Chelsea-inspired pot.

The star performers at Chelsea are

herbaceous perennials, so look to those

when planting a show-inspired container.

That’s exactly what we did, recreating plant

combinations to match key trends we spotted at

Chelsea in 2015. It’s easy to do yourself – simply

take inspiration from this year’s show and, at the

garden centre, group plants in your trolley until

you’ve got a mix with a hint of Chelsea style.

Our first container creates a

timeless look in ever-popular

purple using three plants that

are regulars in many Chelsea

gardens. The traditional

approach and delicate colour

scheme are full of soft charm,

with more than a hint of cottage

garden coming through. This

pot draws its inspiration from

Chris Beardshaw’s 2015 Morgan

Stanley Health Cities Garden,

where iris and salvia were

combined in shades of pink and

purple. Our scabious flowered all

summer for a non-stop display.

�

We used:

�  Scabiosa ‘Pink Mist’
� Iris setosa ‘Baby Blue’
� Salvia nemorosa
� Pebble mulch
� 25cm terracotta pot

�

�

�

�

Purple patch

Chelsea

See more Chelsea trends

View a gallery of the 

trend-setting gardens 

that inspired our 

Chelsea containers  

in our digital edition. 

Available every month 

for Kindle, Android 

and iPad. Priced £2.99. 
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Using striking foliage with

hot tones is a classic Chelsea

approach. It produces a modern

look suited to contemporary

and traditional gardens alike.

We spotted this style last year

in The Homebase Urban Retreat

Garden, designed by Adam

Frost. Our dark-leafed euphorbia,

a regular in many Chelsea

gardens, provides the perfect

foil for the vibrant salvia blooms

and zingy imperata foliage. The

muted-green glazed container

allows all three plants to sing.

Position in a sunny spot, and

deadhead the salvia to keep

the display neat and encourage

more blooms to come.

Chelsea is the perfect place to

discover stylish plant combos

for shady areas, and this display

is a snapshot of these. Inspired

by The Laurent-Perrier

Chatsworth Garden by Dan

Pearson, this well-matched trio

aims to create a natural look

suited to a shady spot. Ferns and

primulas all featured heavily in

Dan’s design, with our addition

of a hosta to add a little more

definition. The bright-orange

pot adds an element of fun and

interest for a domestic garden.

The primula will die down until

next year, but the fern and hosta

will perform until autumn.

�

�

We used:

� Euphorbia amygdaloides
‘Craigieburn’

� Imperata cylindrical ‘Rubra’
� Salvia roemeriana ‘Hot Trumpets’
� 30cm green-glazed pot

We used:

�  Hosta ‘Halcyon’
� Polystichum setiferum
� Primula vialii
� 30cm orange-glazed pot

�

�

�

�

�

�

Zingy palette

Shady chic

We love May
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Free P&P plus 10% off

Sarah Raven will be at the RHS
Chelsea Flower Show this year
(stand SW417) and to celebrate,
BBC Gardeners’ World Magazine
readers can enjoy FREE P&P
and 10% off on Sarah Raven’s

website throughout May. 
Choose from her best-ever 

container collections, perennials, 
flower seedlings, pelargoniums, 
chrysanthemums, sweet peas 
and much more…

L’Occitane reader event
Following the success of its  
gold medal-winning garden at  
the RHS Chelsea Flower Show  
last year, L’Occitane is delighted 
to return to Chelsea once again  
in 2016 with a new show garden 
to mark its 40th anniversary.

To celebrate, L’Occitane is 
holding a one off shopping event 
exclusively for BBC Gardener’s 
World Magazine readers across  
its boutiques nationwide.

Be one of the first to experience 
the new limited edition fragrance 
to mark the 40th milestone, 
Violette & Rose De Mai, an 

exclusive scent with notes of 
bergamot and rhubarb, paired 
with citrus orange, violet leaves 
and the Provence rose.

Save 15% on L’Occitane products 
on the night*, enjoy 
luxury hand and 
arm massages, 
personal skincare 
and fragrance 
consultations, 
complimentary 
refreshments, plus, 
receive a luxury 
goody bag worth 
more than £40! 

Book a ticket to your nearest event before FRIDAY 6 MAY 
and you will automatically be entered into a draw to win 
two tickets to the Chelsea Flower Show 2016 

WIN CHELSEA TICKETSwww.sarahraven.com andquote offer code GW16MAY

*Terms & Conditions: Special discount offers only valid in store on the night of the event. Discount 
excludes gift sets and special value items. Ticket Web sales will close Monday 16 May 2016 for this event.

Tickets cost £10 and are
non-refundable. Places are 
limited and full details for each 
individual store event can be 
found on the Ticket Web page.

How to book

Events run from 6.30pm-8.30pm
on Tuesday 17th May 2016 in
over 70 L’Occitane boutiques
nationwide. Reserve your place
now to avoid disappointment.

08444 771 000 (quoting L’OCCITANE GARDENERS WORLD EVENT) 

  www.ticketweb.co.uk/gw

May 2016

Summer window box collection

AgapanthusCosmos collection

White pot collection Sweet pea collection

Terms & conditions: VALID ONLINE ONLY – OFFER  NOT VALID AT CHELSEA FLOWER SHOW. Offer valid 
until 31 May 2016. Offer can only be used once and cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer or 
discount, or to purchase courses, sale items, gift vouchers or products from the Perch Hill shop. Previous 
purchases are not valid. Payment taken at time of order. Please see website for delivery times for bulbs/
plants and full terms and conditions.
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“ If we think of our gardens

as natural habitats,
we can

gather information about which 

plants are likely t
o thrive ”

t’s always tempting to think of our 
gardens in splendid isolat ion. 
They a re our plots, k ingdoms 
where we can do what we want, 

express ourselves in our own way and 
grow the plants that we want to grow. 
But all our gardens are affected and 
influenced by a grander reality: Mother 
Nature. She has already dictated what 
the soil is like, what the aspect is and,  
by implication, which plants will best 
succeed there. 

If we think of our gardens as natural 
habitats, we can gather information 
about which plants are likely to thrive 
and how best to grow them. The lesson 
here is to garden with nature rather  
than against it. Once we realise this, 
then we can embrace the conditions 
we’re presented with, instead of seeing 
them as problems.  

Nature’s laws are paramount. Every 
one of us has to abide by them when we 
are gardening. That’s no hardship, as 
most of it is common sense. If you plant a 
primrose in thin, dry soil where it’s 
subject to scorching sun and biting 
winds, it’s unlikely to survive and can 
never thrive. Conversely, plant a furry 
verbascum in such a site and it will relish 
the situation – but move it to a damp, 
shady corner, the sort of site beloved by 
primroses, and it will curl up and die. 

In this series of Gardeners’ World, I’ll be 
taking a close look at different wild 
habitats and studying gardens that face 
the same problems – or, more positively, 
employ the same solutions. I’ll be talking 
to gardeners and, in an attempt to identify 
the plants that will grow well in your 
garden, discussing the plants that might 
thrive and flourish for you.

If you’re struggling with unhappy plants, look to Mother 

Nature – she knows what will grow well in your garden, 

however tricky the conditions, says Carol Klein

Plants for 
problem places
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carol on embracing nature

Astrantia major 
thrives in the 

shady areas of 
Carol’s garden
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Most gardens have areas of shade, cast by
trees or buildings. Even if it’s behind the garage
or bins, there are many possibilities for turning
spots that are often overlooked into something
magical – exploiting those parts with little light
to grow some of the most desirable plants.

There are huge expanses of deciduous 
woodland throughout the northern
hemisphere, from which you can take
inspiration for the shady areas in your garden.
When shade is created by trees or shrubs, the
earth around them is often threaded through 
with roots. The soil is likely to be dry and
impoverished, yet the many plants that have
evolved in just those circumstances will feel  

at home there. Epimediums from Asia, Europe 
and America will ensconce themselves as
happily under our garden trees and shrubs
as they did under their native oaks or acers. 
Unsurprisingly, given their name, wood
anemones (Anemone nemorosa) cope well
with the same conditions. Like many colonising
woodlanders, their growing activity happens 
just under the surface of the soil, where
rhizomes branch out to form carpets above the
trees’ more substantial roots. Distant cousins,
Japanese anemones are woodlanders too, also
producing rhizomes by which they spread and
from which new plants can be made by root 
cuttings in the autumn or winter.  

In damper shade, given pockets of deep,
leafy soil, trilliums and erythroniums are as
happy as the native bluebell in our woods.
The other sort of shade in our gardens is ‘half
and half’ – areas at the foot of walls, hedges,
fences and buildings, where conditions may
be completely diverse, even over a 24-hour
period. A wall to the west may be in dense
shade for the first part of the day and in full
sun by the afternoon. For these conditions,
look to the hedgerows that crisscross our
countryside and you will find many plants
thriving. To help them flourish, imitate the
cycle of natural soil enrichment in these
environments by mulching with leafmould. 

Geranium sylvaticum ‘Mayflower’
The parents of this woodlander are UK natives.
This cranesbill is ideal for a splash of colour.
Despite its name, it flowers for months. 
Flowers May, then later
Height x Spread 70cm x 40cm

Actaea simplex
Sophisticated yet easy. As well as glorious
dark foliage, it has spires of dainty perfumed
flowers and red, black or white berries.
FSep-Oct
H x S120cm x 60cm

Hesperis matronalis
Sweet Rocket is a boon in shade, where
loose clusters of its sweet-scented white  
or lavender flowers glow at dusk. 
F May-Jun
H x S 90cm x 45cm

Gillenia trifoliata
A North American woodlander, it’s often
grown in the UK as a border plant, but  
is most at home in dappled shade. 
F Jun
H x S100cm x 60cm

Digitalis purpurea ‘Sutton’s Apricot’
All varieties of our native foxglove are
happy in shade – with large, erect spikes,
they are the archetypal hedgerow plant. 
F Jun-Jul
H x S100cm x 50cm

Anemone ‘Hadspen Abundance’
The ancestors of all our hybrid Japanese
anemones are from shady woods. Perfectly 
adapted for life among the trees. 
F Jul-Sep
H x S1.5m x 60cm

Plants for shady plots
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carol on embracing nature

Vast tracts of our islands are bleak and
exposed. Heaths, moorland, rocks, scree
and mountainsides can be challenging
and inhospitable places for a plant.

Soil in these areas can be poor and
infertile and, in some places, there may
seem to be no soil at all, with trees stooped
and approaching the horizontal, sculpted
by fierce and relentless wind. It’s a surprise
that anything grows at all, but it does – a
vast array of fascinating plants, from hearty 
heathers and delightful dianthus to tiny
thymes and gorgeous gorses, frequent these
wild and windswept wastes. While few 
gardens are quite as exposed as a 

mountainside, these are the plants to inspire
you if your garden takes a battering from 
harsh winds or sea air.

In such terrain, instead of trying to impose,
say, a cottage-garden style, dependent
on lush growth and voluptuous flowers,
gardeners should concentrate on plants
that have evolved in similar conditions.
Such plants will have adopted numerous 
methods to contend with this harsh
environment. Many of these adaptations
are shared between plants of exposed
uplands and those that live on the shore.

Devices for coping with extremes in
both situations include having small and 

skinny leaves so that precious water supplies
are not lost through transpiration. The leaves
of heather and thyme are tiny, as are those
of sub-shrubs that frequent shorelines and 
the dry terrain close by, such as gorse,
broom, helichrysum and lavender, rosemary
and dorycnium. Some leaves are glaucous
or silvery, and covered in tiny hairs to protect  
the cuticle of the leaves; others have a
silvery sheen to reflect bright light.

In most cases, growth is low, sometimes
ground-hugging, to keep the plant out of
the buffeting winds. And flowers tend to
be small but sweetly scented to attract 
pollinating insects.  

Dianthus barbatus
Though we don’t necessarily think of Sweet
Williams as dianthus relations, that’s what 
they are. Sun-loving and tough. 
F Jun-Sep
H x S 50cm x 30cm

Aurinia saxatilis
An easy-going alpine with small leaves and
flowers on short bushy plants. It has all
it needs to brave high winds and hot sun. 
FApr-Jun
H x S30cm x 30cm

Cistus ‘Silver Pink’
Cistus hail from Iberian shores. Their tough, 
sometimes felted leaves cope well with
Atlantic gales. Produces masses of flowers.
F Jun-Jul
H x S 90cm x 90cm

Euphorbia myrsinites
From baking Turkish hillsides, this spurge has
succulent leaves to retain water, and a sprawling
habit, to make its own shade. 
FApr-May
H x S 10cm x 30cm

Artemisia ‘Powis Castle’
Finely cut foliage helps reduce moisture
loss, while its hairy leaves have a silvery 
sheen, helping reflect bright light.
F Aug, but often just grown for foliage 
H x S 60cm x 90cm

Nepeta racemosa ‘Walker’s Low’
Catnip is an ideal plant for hot, dry, exposed 
positions, resisting wind while giving 
volume and soft colour. 
F Jun-Sep
H x S 60cm x 50cm 

Plants for exposed plots
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carol on choosing plants

Many gardens, particularly those
attached to new-build houses, have soil
that is poor and full of rubble. But even
established gardens can suffer from soil
that is filled with rocks and tree roots,  
fast-draining and low in nutrients.

Many of the plants that would thrive
in an exposed site would also thrive here.
Heathers, for example, have evolved to
thrive in thin, acid soils that offer little
in the way of nutrients, while sea kale
has lived for aeons on beaches, where  
its tap roots run down for metres
to extract water untainted by salt.

But there is a wide range of plants that
don’t need to hug the ground to keep
out of the way of harsh winds. If your
plot has poor soil without being exposed
to extreme conditions, you should look to
meadows for inspiration and information. 
There may be few of them left, but
perennial meadows have so much to teach
us about our own beds and borders, where
grasses intermingle with perennial flowers. 

Adding organic matter improves soil
conditions, and broadens the range of
plants you can choose from, but won’t
transform them altogether. Choose grasses 
that will relish dry, thin soils, such as 
pennisetum, calamagrostis and
miscanthus. When it comes to perennials, 
daisies such as echinacea and
leucanthemum are made for meadow
planting. Look to the lost prairies and
meadows for inspiration and choose
easy-going plants that will love what
you can offer them – phlox, cranesbill 
geraniums, poppies and umbels  
such as cow parsley.

Whatever the conditions in your garden,
if you let nature lead the way and emulate
what she does, then you’re half way to
winning the battle. But ‘battle’ is the wrong
word; working with nature is much more 
an enjoyable collaboration! � 

Lavandula ‘Munstead’
All lavenders cope well with poor soil
and sunshine; in fact, it’s what they
love. Skinny leaves lose little moisture. 
F Jul-Sep
H x S45cm x 60cm

Helenium ‘El Dorado’
The epitome of happiness in the late-
summer garden. Thrives in good soil
but will cope well with a drier site. 
F Jul-Oct
H x S 90cm x 40cm

Sanguisorba menziesii
Native to Alaska, this delightful burnet will
put up with anything, is excellent in mixed 
company and adores a sunny site. 
F Jul-Sep
H x S 75cm x 60cm

Sedum ‘Matrona’
Adoring sunshine and happy in any soil
as long as it’s not wet, all sedums have
succulent leaves that act as reservoirs. 
F Aug-Oct
H x S60cm x 30cm

Lupinus arboreus (blue form shown)
Tree lupins supply their own nitrogen. Though
short-lived, they’re easy to grow from seed 
and make a big impact in poor soil. 
F Jun-Jul
H x S 1.5m x 1.5m 

Campanula lactiflora
The milky bellflower in shades of blue, white
or lavender brings stature without formality 
to the flower border. 
F Jun-Sep
H x S 75cm x 40cm

Plants for plots with poor soil

On TV
Carol shares more insights into

finding the right plant for your plot 

on Gardeners’ World. Fridays,

8.30pm (Off-air 27 May for 

Chelsea Flower Show) 

In person
She will be on the Small Garden

Solutions stage on Friday 17 and 

Saturday 18 June. For

more details and to book 

tickets, see page 42 

More from Carol

NEXT MONTH Carol shares her guide to summer seed sowing
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here’s no better Show than BBC
Gardeners’ World Live for a celebration
of summer gardening. The Floral
Marquee is awash with colour and scent

and Show Gardens are flourishing with inspiration
and stunning planting. Experts will be on hand

to help you with the most topical advice whilst
your garden is in full bloom. There will also be
hundreds of exhibitors so you can browse and buy
the latest essentials, from mowers to greenhouses
and trugs to trowels. Plus, you’ll be able to shop
from more than 100 plant specialists.

For all your garden plants, tools and essentials

A gardener’s paradise

100s of exhibitors

Check out the best in garden kit and accessories.
Take a look at the latest mowers, explore
garden buildings and greenhouses, try out tools
before you buy and unearth new products
helping you make the most of your space.
NEW! Wyevale Garden Centres bring their shop
selling plants and equipment, with experts on
hand to offer help and advice.

Size matters

Whether you’re looking for practical ideas, top
planting combinations or space-savvy solutions,
the Show Gardens, stages and features will provide
endless amounts of inspiration! Look out for BBC
Gardeners’ World Magazine’s new Small Garden
Solutions for practical ways to make the most of
every inch, and don’t miss the new VegTrug
Stage and RSPB Nature-Friendly Garden.

Floral Marquee

It’s the jewel in our crown! Nurseries are chosen
for their inspirational displays, variety of plants
and knowledgeable owners, helping you make
the best choices for your garden. The new Advice
& Demo Bench is available with even more
expertise, and don’t miss the new Rose Festival.
It’s all in the Floral Marquee – the ultimate
destination for all gardeners!

NEC Birmingham 16-19 June 2016

Book today and save 20%* on tickets with code GWR7               

Ca rol  Kle in

Alan Tit ch marsh

Show sponsors and supporters:

Show sponsor Floral Marquee sponsor VegTrug Stage Show supporterBBC Gardeners’ World Live Theatre sponsor Show supporter Product supplier



*20% off Adult/Over 65s advance standard tickets only. Not valid on VIP or with any other offer. Ends 19/06/16. Discounted advance adult standard ticket is £18.00, 
saving £4.50. Not all experts appear on all days, see website for details. £1.50 fulfi lment fee per advance order. Calls to 0844 581 1344 cost 7p/minute plus your 
phone company’s access charge. The Gardeners’ World logo is a trademark of BBC Worldwide Ltd. © BBC Worldwide Limited. 
Organised and presented by River Street Events.

SAVE 20%*

QUOTE
GWR7

Don’t miss!

Tickets also give you free entry to BBC Good Food
Show Summer. The line-up includes Mary Berry,
Michel Roux Jr and Tom Kerridge, plus summer
recipe ideas and tasty ingredients to try and buy.
Read more at bbcgoodfoodshowsummer.com

Mich el Rou x Jr.

bbcgardenersworldlive.com | 0844 581 1344

Mary Berr y

‘A mind boggling 
extravaganza of all 

things gardening’
Show visitor 2015

Exceptional experts 

Top your day off with seats to see gardening 
personalities in the BBC Gardeners’ World 
Live Theatre, sponsored by Wyevale Garden 
Centres, for just £2. Sit back, relax and enjoy!

Subscribers, see p32 for 
your 25% off discount code

Be a VIP! Attend the Show in style with front row theatre
seat, glass of fi zz, VIP parking and more, from £89.

Advance Readers  Saving
with 20% off 

Standard £18.00 £4.50

Any-Day £19.20 £4.80

2-Day £26.80 £6.70
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can’t imagine a garden without
water. It’s not just about those
worthwhile qualities that are often
extolled – dazzling ref lection s,

soothing sounds, interesting movement
and a magnet for wildlife, delightful and
valuable though these attributes are.
Equally important for me is the additional
range of plants that a
pond allows me to grow,
whether under the water,
in it, on it or around it.
They bring pleasure in
their variety and delight
i n t hei r cu lt ivat ion.
There is also a far wider range of water
plants than many people realise.

You could argue that you have no room for
water, but that cuts no ice with me. I’ve seen
half an oak beer barrel supporting a
miniature waterlily, a sword-leaved iris and
a couple of small goldfish, and that sort of
pond can be placed on a balcony or large
doorstep. That said, the larger the expanse
of water you can accommodate, the more
spectacular it will look, and the easier it’ll be
to maintain. Small shallow pools – shallower
even than half a barrel – heat up like a
saucepan on a summer’s day and rapidly
turn the colour of pea and ham soup. Those

A pond offers you exciting opportunities to grow a wide

range of beautiful plants – Alan Titchmarsh explains what

to plant and how to care for them. Photos by Jonathan Buckley

old turquoise moulded-fibreglass ponds
were fiendishly difficult to keep clear, so make
your pond at least 1.2m by 1.8m if you can –
formal or informal in shape – and 45-60cm
deep. It needn’t be deeper, but anything
shallower will be hard to keep clear.

I’m lucky enough to have a large wildlife
pond that we excavated a few years ago, but

I also have a small, round
pond w it h a cher ub
fountain at its centre in
which three waterlilies
grow, and a wall-mounted
feature where a goat’s
head squirts water into a

scallop-shaped dish. The latter doesn’t
contain any plants – I know its limitations –
but I like the tinkling sound of the water as I
pass it each day on my way to work.

The wildlife pond is the one that gives me
the most pleasure. It is fringed by marginal
aquatics (which like the shallows) and by
bog plants in the damp earth of its banks,
and had completely grow n into the
landscape only three or four years after
excavation. There is a duck house anchored
near its centre, and each year the moorhens
manage to raise at least two broods of three
or four chicks, and the mallards nip inside
between the moorhen’s first and second

Purple loosestrife and other 
native marginals and bog plants 

surround Alan’s wildlife pond, 
with its floating duck house 

The wildlife pond

is the one that

gives me the most

pleasure

making a better garden

Make a 
bigger splash
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Giant-leaved 
gunnera loves the 
damp margins of 
the wildlife pond

Overseen by a winged cherub, Alan’s formal pond is large enough for three small waterlilies

sitting. Frogs and toads come here to spawn, 
although a healthy population of roach 
(brought here heaven knows how) seem to 
see off most of the spawn. As the weather 
warms up, dragonflies and damselflies flit 
over the water, pond skaters and water 
boatmen skim the surface, and a heron 
drops by daily to fish.

In Apr i l, t wo g reat
clumps of white-flowered
waterl i l ies, Nymphaea
‘Gladstoniana’, appear
from the depths. I chose
this variety because it’s big
and beefy, but there are
waterlilies to suit all pond sizes, from the tiny
pygmy kinds to massive surface coverers like 
mine. Our pond is 30m by 20m and can take 
this kind of scale. You should aim to cover at 
least one-third of the surface area of a pond 
with floating plants, such as waterlily pads, 
which not only provide shade and hiding 
places for young fish, but also prevent the 
growth of algae that can turn the water a 
murky shade of green.

Marginal aquatics grow in the shallows of 
the pond, on the shelved edging purposely 
built for them. These plants suit ponds of all 
sizes and most will spread out to cover an 

area of 30-50cm, so they eventually need to 
be spaced at this distance along the marginal 
shelf. Provided you grow them in aquatic 
baskets and are prepared to lift them out and 
divide them when they get overcrowded, 
most marginals won’t get out of control. 

Yellow flag irises and purple loosestrife 
erupt at the edges of my pond – both British 

natives that I l ike to  
use wherever possible, as 
the pond is surrounded 
by a small wildf lower 
meadow. There are even 
some self-seeded alder 
trees that now tower  

over the water, and that I would have 
weeded out in a smaller space, but we have 
room to leave them and I pray they won’t 
perforate the liner!

That said, I did take the precaution of 
lining the pond first with a layer of sand, 
then with fabric underlay before the butyl 
liner was put down, and then covered with 
another layer of fabric and 8cm of soil, before 
being filled with water. Trouble taken during 
construction pays dividends later on, and in 
my case will hopefully mean I don’t have to 
undertake any repair work for many years.

By growing a range of suitable plants in 

  Aim to cover at 

least one-third of the 

surface of a pond 

with floating plants 

May 2016
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making a better garden

� Wait for the water to warm up  
in April or May before creating a new 
water garden or making new plantings. 
Then they’ll grow away without check.

� Use aquatic compost, which 
releases nutrients slowly, otherwise 
the water will turn green with algae.

� Check the size and spread of 
every plant – especially waterlilies  
– before buying. It’ll save you having  
to repeatedly cut them back or even 
remove them entirely.

� Have an autumn clean-up every 
year, pulling out dead foliage and stems 
to stop them rotting in the water.

� Don’t make a pond under trees  
– the falling leaves will foul the water 
and almost all pond plants love sun.

� Divide plants when they outgrow 
their space, to help maintain vigour.

� Deadhead bog plants, unless you 
want them to self-seed.

� Use marginals and bog plants  
to hide the liner at the edges of the 
pond. There really is nothing less 
attractive than a strip of black  
plastic edging a pond.

� Stand new waterlilies on bricks so 
their leaves are just below the surface. 
As the stems grow, lower the basket 
in stages until it sits on the bottom of 
the pond – often in a matter of days.

� If your pond won’t clear, don’t 
keep replacing the water – this simply 
takes you back to square one. Instead, 
add more oxygenating plants and make 
sure the water is at least 45cm deep.

� Net the pond in autumn to catch 
falling leaves before they land in the 
water and turn it sour. 

Put netting over 
ponds in autumn to 

stop leaves falling 
into the water

Caring for  
water plants
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Alan’s favourite pond plantsand around your pond, you can have colour 
and interest across the year, in all the 
various growing conditions. ‘Fixed floaters’, 
such as waterlilies, are anchored at the 
bottom of the pond in baskets of soil and 
their leaves f loat on the surface. Plants  
like fairy moss (Azolla caroliniana) are 
known as ‘free f loaters’. Bog plants are  
those that prefer constantly damp earth 
rather than standing water – things like 
candelabra primulas and meadowsweet. 
These are happy on the bank, but where the 
soil never dries out. All these plants can be 
added to or replaced as the years go by to 
keep your interest alive. 

Clear advantages

Crystal clear water is everybody’s dream 
and to achieve it takes patience and 
submerged oxygenating plants. Aim to  
add 10 submerged plants per square  
metre of surface area. Choose plants that 
will suit the size of your pond and be 
prepared to thin them out in late summer  
if necessar y. Reasonably manageable 
options include spiked water milfoi l 
(Myriophyllum spicatum) and hornwort 
(Ceratophyllum demersum). 

Avoid, at all costs, those plants that will 
become pernicious water weeds, such as 
parrot’s feather (Myriophyllum aquaticum) 
and duckweed. Both will quickly choke your 
pond and are a menace when they escape 
into the wild, blocking watercourses. 
Another such menace is water hyacinth 
(Eichhornia crassipes), but it is frost tender,  
so will seldom survive the winter. If any  
of these invasive plants grace your pond, get 
rid of them, even if that means draining the 
pond and clearing it out by hand. There are 
many far more interesting and more easily 
managed plants that will bring beauty and 
variety to your water features.

Visiting water gardens is a great way to 
discover the wide diversity of plants that are 
available, and most garden centres carry  
a good stock, especially at this time of year. 
Late spring is by far the best time to make  
a new pond or water feature, as plants  
will sett le in quickly and grow away 
immediately. And once you discover  
the diverse range of stunning plants that 
can be grown in or near water – far wider 
than is often realised – it’s my belief that 
you’ll soon become a more adventurous 
water gardener.  �

Alan takes to the stage on Friday  

17 June, giving expert 

advice and taking part 

in talks and interviews. 

See page 42. 

See Alan on stage

NEXT MONTH  Alan shows how to pump up the flower power in your borders this summer

Nymphaea ‘James 
Brydon’ – a medium-sized 
waterlily suitable for an 
average-sized pond, with 
starry flowers that open 
from June to September.

Iris pseudacorus – I love 
the vibrant early summer 
flowers of our native flag iris. 
However, this marginal is 
fairly rampant, growing 1m 
tall and spreading sideways.

Candelabra primulas –  
bright and elegant bog 
plants, with tiers of flowers 
from late spring. Try Primula 
bulleyana, P. beesiana and 
the ‘Harlow Car’ hybrids.

Aponogeton distachyos 
– water hawthorn is a 
charming fixed floater with 
oval leaves. Its fragrant 
spring flowers resemble 
rows of small butterflies.

Caltha palustris ‘Plena’ 
– this double-flowered form 
of our native marsh marigold 
is one of the earliest 
marginal aquatics or bog 
plants to bloom in spring. A
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Better. Together.

Our garden power tools are
built to the highest of standards,

and they’re only available through
our carefully selected Approved

Dealer network. This ensures
you receive the advice, quality
and personal service that you

and your garden deserve.
We share your passion. 

£10cashback
ON SPRING ESSENTIAL STIHL & VIKING TOOLS*

www.stihl.co.uk/ten*F
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With over 150 Wyevale Garden Centres, find yours at:

www.wyevalegardencentres.co.uk

Give your old hand
tools a new home

Tools for Change

Bring them along from

9th May–9th June

and get 10  off shiny new ones 

Tools for Change

How can you help?

We’ve teamed up with the Conservation Foundation’s

Tools Shed initiative to help you put old hand tools

to good use. Tools Shed is a HM prisoners workshop

which makes your old and broken hand tools as

good as new. Your reconditioned tools will then be

distributed back into the community, to bring the joy

of the garden to more people by creating everything 

from school veggie patches to public gardens.

Simply bring in any of your old hand tools from

spades to trowels, into any of our centres from

the 9 May – 9 June and receive 10% off new ones.

To find out more about Tools for Change, 

visit wyevalegardencentres.co.uk
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offer

Title Initial Surname

Address

Postcode

Tel† Email†

I enclose a cheque for £ made payable to Blooming Direct Ltd

with my name and address on the back

Or charge my Visa � Mastercard � Maestro � Maestro issue no ��

Card number ���� ���� ���� ����

Start date ��/�� Expiry date ��/�� Card security code ���

Signature Date

Fuchsia collection offer TO ORDER Please send your order and payment to:
Fuchsia Offer (RGW114), Blooming Direct Ltd,
PO Box 637, Wetherby Road, York, YO26 0DQ

Code: RGW114

�

(Last 3 digits printed on signature strip)

Immediate Media Company Ltd, publishers of BBC Gardeners’ World Magazine, would love to keep you informed by post or phone
of special offers and promotions from the Immediate Media Company Group. Please tick if you’d prefer not to receive these �

†Please enter this information so that BBC Gardeners’ World Magazine may keep you informed of newsletters, special offers
and other promotions by email or text message. You may unsubscribe from these at any time.
Please tick here if you’d like to receive details of special offers from BBC Worldwide via email �

0844 502 6 502* quote code RGW114

www.bloomingdirect.com/RGW114

CODE  DESCRIPTION PRICE QTY TOTAL

510262 Fuchsia Collection 6 plants SAVE £7 £12.99

480180 Echinacea mix 12 jumbo plugs SAVE £5 £9.99

480184 Hollyhock mix 12 jumbo plugs SAVE £5
£9.99

POSTAGE £5.99 1 £5.99

GRAND TOTAL £

This exclusive hardy fuchsia collection comprises six of the best

shrub varieties that will provide years of outstanding colour

Fuchsias are a must-have for any
gardener, and this collection of six 
hardy shrub varieties gives you a 
wonderful range of colours. 

Flowering as early as June, 
these fuchsias will produce an 
explosion of pinks, purples, reds, 
whites, and even blues, 
throughout the summer. 

Perfect for borders, pots and 
containers, they are also hardy 
and reliable garden performers, 
and will thrive in most soils  
and conditions, coming back  
with bigger and better displays 
every year. (510262)
6 plants in 9cm pots £12.99 
(RRP £19.99) SAVE £7

Terms & Conditions: Orders dispatched from 15 May 2016. Contract for supply of these goods is with Blooming Direct, Eventus House, Sunderland 
Road, Market Deeping PE6 8FD. This offer is subject to availability and in the event that it is oversubscribed, we reserve the right to send suitable 
substitutes. Offer closes 31 May 2016. *Calls cost 5p/min plus your network access charge

SAVE 
up to

£17

Fantastic fuchsias

F. ‘Snowcap’ F. ‘Genii’ F. ‘Tom West’

MORE 

FANTASTIC 

OFFERS 

NEW! Echinacea 

‘Cheyenne Spirit’ mix

A special mix producing  
multi-coloured blooms all 
summer. Highly fragrant and 
attracts pollinating insects.  
H x S 65cm x 30cm (480180)  
12 jumbo plugs £9.99  
(RRP £14.99) SAVE £5

Hollyhock ‘Halo’ mix

‘Halo’ hollyhocks provide a 
dazzling array of colours on 
tall, elegant spires from mid-
summer to autumn. H x S 
180cm x 60cm (480184) 
12 jumbo plugs £9.99  
(RRP £14.99) SAVE £5

offer

Collection includes one each 
of the following varieties:
�  ‘Army Nurse’  

(Height x Spread 45cm)
�  ‘Delta’s Sarah’ (H x S 90cm)
�  ‘Dollar Princess’ (H x S 45cm)
�  ‘Snowcap’ (H x S 90cm x 45cm) 
�  ‘Genii’ (H x S 90cm x 45cm)
�  ‘Tom West’ (H x S 45cm x 45cm)

F. ‘Army Nurse’ F. ‘Delta’s Sarah’ F. ‘Dollar Princess’



This new variety of cosmos 

produces daisy-like yellow 

flowers. Ideal for a border, 

pot or patio – bees love them!

Cosmos xanthos 

TIP Deadhead 

regularly for constant 

summer flowering

TIP Grow in your herb garden 

to attract pollinating bees

Lemon Balm
Related to mint, but produces 

lovely lemon-scented leaves 

and nectar-filled flowers in 

summer, it makes a deliciously 

refreshing lemon tea.

TIP For a really impactful 

display, plant several 

closely together

These colourful, compact flowers 

have light rose edges and deep 

scarlet centres. An irresistible 

treat for pots, beds or borders.

Dianthus 
raspberry & 

strawberry parfait

TIP Buddleja loves to 

sunbathe, so plant in full sun

A more compact buddleja 

that’s great for smaller 

gardens and big on summer 

colour. With fragrant, dense 

blooms that butterflies adore.

'Buzz'
Buddleja 



Every month our experts select the best plants 

for planting right now in your garden.

Join us as we celebrate the best in season.

TIP It gets thirsty in

summer, so water well

during warmer months

Grown in the UK by Harringtons,

the clematis experts, this spring

flowering climber is ideal for 

pergolas and arches.

Clematis
'Aiga Harrington'

Anemone
' Da Caen'

A vibrant rainbow of blues,

pinks and whites dazzle

in pots and at the front of

borders. Or why not pick

for a delightful posy.

TIP Plant in a well-drained, 

slightly shady spot
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Even the tiniest plot has space for pots, so give them the best start

with our inspiring guide packed with creative ideas and practical tips

Now’s the time to revamp your
containers to deliver pretty and
productive displays for the summer
and beyond. Make it easy with this 
14-page guide, full of inspiring
recipes and expert advice. 

Whether you’re aiming to recreate
a taste of Monty’s Longmeadow
at home or want foolproof ways
to grow crops in pots, you’ll find
it all here. Your key to success?
It’s a small space but think big!

Contents

Monty shares his style 56

Topiary in pots     63

Container crops   68

Summer pots

Monty’s style
Recreate the Longmeadow look
at home with this flower-filled
container – it’s one of four
statement pots at the heart of
Monty’s Jewel Garden (see p59). 

Monty used

� Phormium ‘Black Adder’ x 1
� Cosmos atrosanguineus x 3
� Bidens ‘Hawaiian Flare  

Orange Drop’ x 4
� Tropaeolum ‘Cherry Rose Jewel’ x 5
� Terracotta pot approximately  

70cm diameter
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love growing plants in containers
and can think of no garden on this
planet that cannot be improved by
judicious use of them. I have visited

patio gardens in Cordoba, Spain, that
consist only of pots wired to the walls of
the courtyards, which are complete and
unimproveable. Other gardens just have
a few spectacu la r pots act ing as
strategically placed focal points. Here at
Longmeadow, containers have become a
central component of the garden, in all
shapes and sizes but linked throughout by
one material: terracotta.

Terracotta has a warmth that sets
of f ever y shade of g reen w it hout
challenging it with a contrast, and makes
a lovely object empty or filled. A good
terracotta pot is thrown by a craftsman’s
hand from clay drawn from the earth
and baked like a cake. It lives.

There is no marketing involved or, God
forbid, brand loyalty. I don’t care who
makes my pots or where I buy them from,
as long as they are good and I like them.
When I started gardening, terracotta was
the norm for gardeners at home, just as
I can remember seed trays were all
wooden. But throughout the 1960s
poly mers g radua l ly took over i n
horticulture until, by the 1980s, there
were hundreds of thousands – millions –
of unused terracotta pots stacked in stores
and potting sheds across the country.

Container karma
Back in 1989, Sarah bought the contents
of a potting shed, in a country house
sale, sight unseen. A large ash tree had
fallen down, crushing it and potentially
everything inside. Sarah bid £50 and was
roundly jeered at by other buyers at that
sale for paying good money for a pile of
shattered pots that could not even be
reached w it hout a cha insaw. But
I got a call from her telling me to come
over with the trailer and a saw, and I duly
cut up the tree so we could open the
door to get inside, where we found a
large pile of shards but also 400 to 500
unbroken pots – enough to fill two

trailers. We are still using some of them
nearly 30 years later.

But small terracotta pots were made to be
disposable. When broken, they were – still
are – recycled as drainage crocks. Seeds
were sown in seed pans as well as wooden
trays, and seedlings pricked out into
individual tiny pots, each one thrown by
hand by a skilled potter. I firmly believe that
the act of making something with your
hands passes on an extra element to the
user. Call it karma. Perhaps it is just respect.
Mass-produced polymer pots and trays pass
on cheapness, which is good, but also a
casual disregard for lovely practical objects.

So I use terracotta wherever possible.
Sometimes this is an act of defiance, and

simply replaces a plastic alternative with
something heavier, more fragile and much
more expensive – but nicer. I have just been
outside to count the number of permanently
planted terracotta pots we have here at
Longmeadow and gave up
after I reached 200. It is an
indulgence that I’m happy to
justify due to the aesthetic
pleasure it gives me – and I accept
the extra t ime that watering
them adds to an already busy life.

Larger pots always look better
in terracotta. They have
subst a nc e a nd hef t .
They stain in the
r a i n a nd t h e i r
absorbent, matt
surfaces become

coloured by lichen and algae. But really
nice large pots are usually expensive and
can be hard to find.

My favourite pot ever was one that
Sarah and I bought in December 1984,
when we were both still in our 20s, our
business was starting to take off and we
had just bought a brand spanking new car
which we drove down from a northern,
grey winter to St Paul de Vence to spend
Christmas in the south of France, listening
to Bronski Beat and Grace Jones all the
way. For the first time in my life I felt free
and rich (both were an illusion, tied as I
was to huge loans that came back to bite
me five years later, but that is another
story) and so we did the obvious thing and
decided to buy a large pot for the garden.

We asked an ex-pat with a heroically
maintained handlebar moustache where
such a thing might best be found. “Bat on
down to Biot and you will see a field on
your right full of pots,” he said.
“Ask for Gaston. He’s the chap
for pots.” So we batted on
down to Biot and
found the field of
olive oil pots,
laid out in

With more than 200 pots at Longmeadow, Monty is a fan of the variety and drama

they bring to a garden. Here, he shares his top pot tips and favourite container plants

Terracotta has a warmth

that sets off every shade of

green without challenging

it with a contrast
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Monty’s potted style
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summer pots special

Monty’s dramatic summer pots feature
a focal point – here, it is a banana plant,
surounded with colourful bedding

June
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Introducing the

Capability Brown 
rose collection

Celebrate Capability Brown’s 300th birthday with this

collection, created as a tribute to the elegant landscapes 

that he was famous for designing, and exclusive to 

Wyevale Garden Centres.

There are six beautiful roses in

the collection, all covered by our

Hardy Plant Lifetime Guarantee.

Isle of White Rose

The Capability Rose Blue for You Rose

You can see the Capability Brown inspired Show Garden by Wyevale Garden Centres

in collaboration with Historic Royal Palaces, featuring roses from the collection.

Visit the Malvern Spring Festival between 5-8th May and look out for stand 811.

With over 150 Wyevale Garden Centres, find yours at:

www.wyevalegardencentres.co.uk
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the sun like eggs in rows. We chose one
whose shape seemed perfection, slightly
asymmetrical but with a certain je ne sais
quoi, and bought it for the huge sum of a
thousand francs, which was, at the time,
£100. It made the journey home, sitting in
the back seat with a seat belt round it. For
three years it graced our London garden
until it was blown over
and smashed in the
great storm of October
‘87. We collected the
pieces and repaired it
as best we could and it
survived until about
15 years ago, when the cat leaned against it
and toppled it over, smashing it again into
even smaller pieces.

A rare pot, loved and lost

We took it to be mended at a local maker of
terracotta pots. But it was beyond repair, he 
told us, though he could make an exact
replica using the pieces to copy it. But a few
weeks later he rang to say it could not be
done. The pot could not be made. When I
pointed out that it had indeed been made,
he explained he had done some research
and that the pot from Biot was made around
1500 and was incredibly thin – thinner than
an eggshell in proportion to its size. The
skills to do that had long since disappeared.
So he made a copy as best he could, yet
much thicker-walled, and it stands in the
centre of the grass borders. It is lovely yet
has none of that indefinable magic of the
much-mourned original. But other times
you get lucky. Over the past few years I have
accumulated some large citrus pots from
Florence that were at a very good price in 

Italy and are now flanking the cricket pitch.
Citrus pots typically have a wide top and,
although designed for oranges and lemons, 
are ideal for shrubs or even small trees.
Mine have large Buxus ‘Handsworthiensis’
box planted in them (‘Handsworthiensis’
seems to be fairly immune to box blight
because it has exceptionally large, thick

leaves for box).
I also have eight large
terracotta pots in the 
Jewel Garden –
including four in the
centre, where the
paths intersect – that

I use as set piece seasonal displays. The
overwintering spring display is coming to
a close now and typically features bulbs
planted beneath some permutation and
combination of wallflowers, pansies, ferns
and ivy, with tulips being the pinnacle of the
display in April and early May. These are all
then removed, the compost refreshed and
planted for their summer display. It is never 
worth reusing old compost, even on the
largest pot. I take out the top half from
big pots and all the compost from smaller
ones as anything growing in a container
is making a very heavy demand from 
the available nutrients.

A large container packed with a number
of plants performing at full pelt for months,
or even one with a large shrub or small tree,
is going to need a good compost mix to
grow in. A bag of standard potting compost,
however good, is not going to do the job for
more than a month or two. I make a
compost mix that I use for all the seasonal
displays in large pots, that is one part
sieved garden compost, one part bought

Four striking terracotta 
pots, filled with
phormium, bring drama 
to the Jewel Garden

Anything growing in a

container is making a very

heavy demand from the 

available nutrients 
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Three weeks after planting, the banana  
and dahlia have filled out in the pot. 

Monty used

� Abyssinium banana, Ensete ventricosum x 1 
� Dahlia ‘Gallery Art Deco’ x 2
� Tropaeolum majus ‘Cherry Rose Jewel’ x 3
� Coleus ‘Chocolate Mint’ x 3
� Buxus pot H x W 26cm x 31cm 

(whichfordpottery.com)

July
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bark-based potting compost, one part leaf
mould, one part loam (taken from our soil
stacks made from disca rded tur ves,
although molehills do the job as well) and
one part horticultural grit. I don’t measure
exactly, but just take a shovel of each
ingredient at a time, mix it all up in
a barrow and adjust it according to how
it seems on the day. What I am looking for
is a ver y rich mixture that wil l hold
water and nutrients while being open
enough to encourage a deep root run and
not become waterlogged.

If I am growing herbs, citrus or any plant
that requires exceptionally good drainage
I’ll double the amount of grit and reduce the
garden compost and leaf mould accordingly.

Repetition and rhythm
Last year we used Phormium ‘Black Adder’ as
the centrepiece of each of the four pots in the
centre of the Jewel Garden with Bidens
‘Hawaiian Flare Orange Drop’, Cosmos
atrosanguineus and Tropaeolum ‘Cherry
Rose Jewel’. All flowered profusely well into
October and though I took the chocolate
cosmos indoors in November to protect
them from possible frost, they went on
flowering until January in the greenhouse.

I choose the plants in containers to
complement the planting that surrounds
them. So in the Jewel Garden, I like cannas
and dahlias for their rich colour and drama.
I tend to use a large centrepiece, such as
Canna ‘Wyoming’, and fit three large dahlias
around that, like ‘Grenadier’ or ‘Bishop of
Landaff’, and then squeeze in whatever
cosmos, nasturtium, and petunias I think
will work. And I do mean ‘squeeze’: I pack
the pots tight for maximum performance.

But in other parts of the garden I might
use a single prostrate rosemary or a large
display of simple white cosmos ‘Purity’. I
have no formula but use plants I like and

which are part of the overall picture rather 
than standing out from it.

If you have an expensive terracotta pot it
makes sense to use it for as much of the
year as possible, so all ours are double
booked. The tulip pots are used for dahlias
with the tulips lifted and planted into a
nursery bed for the leaves to die back. The
bulbs are then used for cut f lowers the
fol low ing year. Irises, daffodil ls and
fritillaries give of their best in early spring
in terracotta and then are downgraded into
plastic pots for the rest of the year and their
pots used for chillies. But the rule is that a
big pot has to work for 12 months of the 
year to earn its keep.

Smaller pots can make a big impact by
grouping them in combinations of plants –
such as the 20 or so pots filled with bulbs that
we always place on the table in the potting
shed yard in late winter and early spring – and
by massing and repeating the same plant. So
we have a couple of dozen lavenders on a set
of outdoor steps or a row of 30 scented leaf
pelargoniums on a low wall and another
corner with a dozen hart’s tongue ferns in
pots. Repetition and rhythm are easy to do
with pots and always works well.

Terracotta absorbs moisture and
therefore needs watering more often than
plastic. While this might seem like a reason
not to use it, it can be a real advantage for
those plants that hate being waterlogged.
This makes it ideal for citrus, pelargonium, 
lavender, rosemary, bay – indeed all
Mediterranean herbs – and for alpines
in pans. Which is not say that they don’t
need watering or that watering over  
200 pots is not time consuming.

Everything gets a good soak once a week,
although not at the same time. I choose
not to see it as an extra chore but as an
opportunity to have a good look at all
the potted plants and to enjoy them. �

On television
Watch Gardeners’ World on

Fridays, at 8.30pm for more of Monty’s

tips and inspiring ideas for your garden. 

On stage
See Monty on Thursday 16 and Sunday  

19 June in the theatre and

on the magazine stage.  

See p42 for details.

Catch more of Monty...

NEXT MONTH Monty reveals how to create a new scented garden

We use three kinds of feed, two of which we
make ourselves from plants growing in the
garden. We use a liquid nettle feed, which is
high in nitrogen, in spring for a month or two 
to help leaf and stem growth; and liquid
comfrey, which is high in potash and good
for flower and fruit development, for the  
rest of the growing year.

The secret is to feed just enough to keep
the plant healthy and no more, so we use a
very weak solution once a fortnight or once
a week for a plant that is ailing. An overfed
plant becomes much more prey to attack by
insects, disease and fungi. The third feed we
use is liquid seaweed, which we tend to apply 
as a foliar spray for woody plants and as  
a root drench for greenhouse plants.

Feeding your pots

Monty treats his
potted banana plant
to liquid nettle feed
prior to planting in

the Jewel Garden
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This Jewel Garden display makes dahlias and
cannas the focal point above a froth of daisies. 

Monty used

� Dahlia ‘Grenadier x 2
� Canna ‘Wyoming’ x 1
� Osteospermum ‘Voltage Yellow’ x 3 
� Petunia ‘Black Velvet’ and

‘Surfinia Burgundy’ x 4 each
� Pot sourced by Monty in Italy.

Find similar at woodlodge.co.uk or
apta.co.uk, and in garden centres. 

June
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An effective way of creating year-
round garden interest is by investing  
in some topiary and planting it in
container combinations. This doesn’t
mean you have to spend lots of money
on giant trees and hedges. Here, we’ve
used small, relatively inexpensive
pieces, which have been enhanced
by the pots they’re planted in and
the plants they’re combined with.

With mixed planting, you can create
different moods and colours as the
seasons change; for example, try
adding grasses for movement and 

texture, pollinating plants for bees and
trailers to soften the container edges. 

A 50:50 mix of peat-free multi-
purpose compost and John Innes No.3 
works best for long-term planting.
Water in the plants then continue to
water regularly, ensuring that the soil 
is moist but not saturated.

When adding new plants, replace
the top few centimetres of compost,
and mix in slow-release fertiliser to
encourage healthy growth. Repot
topiary entirely every five years – this 
will ensure a long-term display. 

Topiary in pots
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Box cone
A box pyramid is perfect for the
doorstep. We’ve tucked in wispy
grasses and a vivid orange daisy, which
can be replaced with hardier perennials  
in the autumn (October is ideal).

We used

� Buxus pyramid (50cm) x 1
� Stipa tenuissima x 3
� Orange osteospurmum x 2
� Square terracotta pot H x W 44cm  

x 38cm (£56.99, primrose.co.uk)

Autumn plants

� Green ivy x 1
� Blue periwinkle x 1
� Carex ‘Jenneke’ x 3
� Yellow pansies x 4

Autumn

Create stylish containers that will last long after

summer ends. Helen Riches shows you how…
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Euonymus lollipop
Place this planter in a sunny spot and
regularly trim the euonymus to keep
its shape. Line the pot with bubblewrap
when planting to avoid roots getting
too hot when in contact with the metal. 

We used

� Euonymus ‘Emerald Gaiety’ x 1
� Erigeron karvinskianus x 3
� Light pink verbena x 2 
� White verbena x 1
� Deep-purple nicotiana x 3
� Galvanised zinc planter 42cm diameter 

(£99, harrodhorticultural.com)

Spring plants

� Orange erysimum x 6
� Blue spring pansies x 5

Spring

Summer

May 2016
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Standard lavender
Lavender hates being shaded by other
plants, so this multi-storied solution
is ideal. The standards hover above a
gentle foam of pastel-coloured annuals,
attracting bees and admiring glances! 
Perfect for a windowsill.

We used

� Standard lavender x 3
� Blue mini petunia x 2
� Pink mini petunia x 1
� Purple trailing verbena x 1
� Variegated helichrysum x 1
� Loft Urban Trough with reservoir

H x W 18cm x 49cm (from £15, elho.com)

Autumn plants

� Viola ‘Sorbet Delft Blue’ x 12

Autumn

Summer

May 2016
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Willow ball
Using a wire or twiggy planting frame
is the cheat’s way of creating instant
stylish topiary cheaply! Tie in the ivy
with wire to form a ball. This rustic
orb would look charming by a shady 
gateway or mossy steps. 

We used

� Hedera helix ‘Masquerade’ (ivy) x 2
� Japanese lace fern x 1
� Yellow calibrachoa x 3
� Willow ball plant frame (£20.15,

englishwillowbaskets.co.uk) 
� Galvanised garden wire
� Yorkshire terracotta long tom pot

H x W 39cm x 31cm (£26.99, crocus.co.uk)

Autumn plants

� White cyclamen x 2

Autumn

Summer

gardenersworld.com



Break your watering routine.

Help a plant realise its dreams.

Plants achieve 70% more…if given a chance.

That’s the power of Baby Bio® Outdoor. Take the Big

Boost challenge and see visible results in only 7 days. All

it takes is a 1 minute change in watering habits to turn 

plants’ dreams into reality…

A small

watering change

BIG
flower gains

All claims are based on plants only watered versus plants fed with Baby Bio® Flowers and Shrubs Baby Bio® is a registered trademark of Bayer CropScience Limited

Start the Big Boost Challenge today.

Bi Boost
Challenge

Healthier &

greener leaves

Bigger plants

better growth

Amazing

results

Longer lasting 

blooms

Visible colour

difference

20% Bigger

plants & flowers

70% More

flowers

Flowers through

the season

MAY

AUGUST

7

DAYS

4

WKS

6

WKS

+7

WKS



Container crops
Grow crops in pots to enjoy tasty harvests and pretty  

displays in small spaces. It’s easy with Sally Nex’s guide

When you’re short of space  
in the garden, squeezing in veg 
can be tricky. So this year, turn 
your containers into potted veg 
patches and they’ll look as 
gorgeous as any geraniums.

It’s amazing how many varieties 
of veg grow happily in pots, from 
easy-going salads, chard and 
fragrant herbs to climbing beans, 
peas and tomatoes. Most are 
good-looking enough to proudly 
display on your patio: imagine 
scarlet bean flowers dripping  

over plum-coloured beet leaves,  
or tangerine-coloured edible 
calendula flowers alongside  
near-black Tuscan kale.

For the best results when 
combining different vegetables  
in the same container, choose veg 
that crop at similar times and enjoy 
the same growing conditions. Opt 
for the largest pots you have room 
for and pamper your veg with daily 
watering and regular liquid feeds 
for a blend of colour, texture and, 
above all, flavour all season long.

Tons of toms 
Tomatoes are perfect for growing 
in pots on a sunny patio. Choose  
a bush variety, as these stay 
compact without the need for a 
tall support – and you don’t have 
to pinch out the side shoots. We
used ‘Losetto’, which is also
resistant to blight.

Basil is not just the perfect
paring for tomatoes in the kitchen,
it also relishes the same growing

conditions. Add edible flowers, 
such as zingy orange calendula,  
to pep up the colour and attract 
pollinating insects for bigger  
crops of tomatoes.

We used

� Tomato ‘Losetto’ x 1
� Calendula ‘Daisy Mixed’ x 6
� Basil ‘Red Leaved’ x 6
� Round terracotta pot

H x W 46cm x 28cm

gardenersworld.com68 May 2016
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Starting your veg potsStep by step

1
 Multi-purpose compost is ideal for leafy  
and fruiting veg, but even in the best multi-
purpose composts, nutrients will have been 
used after about six weeks. Stir in slow-
release fertiliser as per pack instructions.

3
 The bigger the pot, the happier the plants. 
Place large pots in their final position before 
you fill them, as they’ll be too heavy to 
move once full of plants and damp compost. 
Ensure pots have drainage holes.

5
 You can also buy calendula and purple  
basil as ready-raised plug plants, or sow 
into modules and transplant the seedlings.  
Tuck basil in around the tomato, with the 
calendula as a pretty outer edging.

2
 Veg are thirsty plants, so water retaining 
gel is another useful extra to add. It acts like 
a sponge, absorbing water then releasing it 
gradually. You won’t have to water as often, 
and your plants stay healthier too.

4
 You only need one tomato plant for this 
display, so buy it ready-grown – it’s 
inexpensive and saves raising lots of 
seedlings you don’t need. Place it in  
the middle as the star of the display.

6
 Water well and start feeding with  
liquid tomato feed as soon as the  
tomato starts to flower. Keep a watchful 
eye out for aphids and slugs, disposing  
of both on sight.
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Quick-growing leaves
Leafy veg and salad leaves prefer a cool, shady
spot in pots or a trough. Sow seeds direct into
your pot, and vary the leaves to suit your own
tastes. Keep picking and watering and the plants 
will resprout with new leaves. From late
summer, sow winter salads such as oriental 
greens and grow beetroot for leaves. 

We used

� Texsel greens x 6
� Komatsuna x 6
� Mustard ‘Green in Snow’ x 6
� Kale ‘Red Russian’ x 3
� Radicchio ‘Palla Rossa’ x 3
� Beetroot ‘Bulls Blood’ x 6
� Fibreclay trough L x H x W  

75cm x 30cm x 30cm

1
Fill the pot with multi-purpose compost
and water well – you need to be sowing  
onto damp soil. 

2
Scatter a few pinches of each type of seed
generously right across the compost to 
create a mix of colour and texture.

3
Cover lightly with compost. Water daily,
using a fine rose on the watering can, and
seedlings should appear in about 10 days.

Sow your salads now

Step by step
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Tower of beans
Climbing beans are hungry plants, so ensure 
they have a big pot and plenty of water and 
sunshine. Climbing French beans will cover  
a tall support with jungly foliage dotted with 
gorgeous pink and purple flowers, followed  
by handsome purple and green pods. Lettuces  
and spinach will enjoy the slight shade offered 
around the base of the support. 

We used

� Climbing French bean ‘Cosse Violette’ x 2
� Climbing French bean ‘Cobra’ x 2
� Lettuce ‘Lollo Rossa’ x 9
� Spinach ‘Bordeaux’ x 9
� Round terracotta pot H x W 64cm x 49cm
� Willow wigwam 1.8m

1
 Plant the beans, then sink a sturdy support 
firmly over the top. A willow wigwam is ideal 
to support the heavy full-grown beans.

2
Add lettuce plug plants around the base  
of the wigwam, leaving 15cm gaps for the 

spinach. They’re great value for money.

3
 Water well, then sow spinach seeds direct 
about 2cm apart. They’ll germinate and  
fill the gaps in about 10 days.

Growing a bean feast

Step by step
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Long-lasting harvests 
Most brassicas and many other winter 
vegetables need too much space to be grown  
in containers, but kale and chard are perfect  
for pots and will provide pickings all winter long. 
Combine with oriental leaves such as pak choi 
that will enjoy similarly shady conditions. 
Asparagus peas, covered in delightful brick-red 
flowers, add colour and the pods can be 
harvested young and sliced finely into salads. 
Keep the compost damp.

We used

� Kale ‘Nero di Toscana’ x 3
� Pak choi ‘Purple’ x 6
� Asparagus pea x 8
� Tin bath L x W x H 68cm x 36cm x 22cm

1
Metal containers look great but can heat
up quickly, so place out of direct sun. Make
drainage holes before filling with compost.

2
Plant two or three kale plug plants direct
into the compost about 15cm apart in the
centre of the pot.

3
Sow pak choi direct, keeping compost
damp. Finally edge with the asparagus
peas, sown 10cm apart.

Make a start on winter veg

Step by step
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Mammillaria 
spinosissima
A pincushion cactus, up to 30cm tall, 
that grows in clusters or alone. Red 
fruit may follow the small flowers.

Astrophytum 
myriostigma
Star-shaped, with attractive patterns 
and markings and short spiky spines. 
Flowers briefly in summer.

Gymnocalycium 
oehnanthemum x horstii
A squat, fleshy plant that has long, 
distinctive, almost curling spines. 
Bursts into large flowers in summer.

Notocactus magnificus
Wool and spines cover the ribs of the 
distinctive globes. In summer it likes 
to be kept outside and will erupt into 
sulphur-yellow flowers.

Chamaelobivia hybrid
This freely flowering and densely 
spined plant has a compact 
cylindrical body and very quickly 
forms large clumps. 

Echinocereus stramineus
Low-growing and dramatically 
spiky, this is often called hedgehog 
cactus. Strawberry-flavoured, 
edible fruits follow the flowers. 

Bristly beauty

74
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Cacti are enjoying a resurgence in popularity 
and if you think they’re not for you – take 
another look. They are not only the ultimate, 
easy-to-care-for houseplants and come in a 
staggering variety of different shapes, sizes 
and textures but many will also burst into 
amazingly vivid bloom year after year. 

These remarkable curiosities are perfectly 
adapted to live in the intense heat and harsh 
environment of the desert, so they are more 

than capable of surviving the warm and dry  
of a centrally heated home. They’ll thrive in  
a light, airy spot that is warm but not too hot – 
around 18°C is ideal. To get the best flowers, 
mimic a desert drought preceded by rains. 
Most will flower in summer if you give them  
a dry period over the winter then water  
from spring onwards. 

Cacti are generally slow growing so there’s 
little risk of these outgrowing their welcome. 

With their easy-going 

nature and other-worldly 

allure, Kay Maguire 

reveals why these desert 

jewels are back in vogue

cacti

Chamaelobivia  
‘Lincoln Gem’

A fast-growing, freely flowering 
cactus that produces compact 
clumps of long columnar plants. 

Astrophytum ornatum
Fast growing with yellow flowers. 
White flakes on its ribbed stem 
protect it from intense sunlight and 
will fade in shadier conditions. 

Sulcorebutia albissima
A mass of tightly crisscrossing 
spines on a small compact plant. 
Bursts into an abundance of vivid 
pink flowers in summer.

Mammillaria laui 
dasyacantha
Covered in wooly, white spines, this 
flowers freely in May with a second, 
even third flush later in the year. 

Mamillaria geminispina 
nobilis f. cristata
A popular, fast-growing, crested 
type, exhibiting a distinctive 
undulating shape. Rarely flowers. 

Rebutia narvaecensis
Large pink flowers smother the 
small circular plants in early  
spring and seed freely to produce 
pretty clumping groups.
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How to repot your cacti

1
Fold a tea towel into a loop
and wrap this securely

around the body of the
cactus to protect your
hands against the spines.

2
Carefully lean the plant,
in its pot, onto its side

and, using the tea towel to
grasp it, gently slide the plant
out of its pot.

3
Choose a new pot one
size bigger than the

original and half fill it with
specialist cacti compost
or a sharply draining mix.

Where to buy

� Cactus Shop 0871 266 3678 
cactusshop.co.uk

� Cactusland 01778 570168 
cactusland.co.uk

� Glenhirst Cactus Nursery  
01205 820314
glenhirstcactiandpalms.co.uk

� Cactus UK 01830 540405  
cactusuk.co.uk

� Easy Cactus 01205 820314 
easycactus.co.uk

4
Check the roots for signs
of pests or disease and

gently tease out any roots 
that have become
compressed, with a fork.

5
Use the looped tea towel
to help you lift the cactus

into its new pot, positioning it 
at the same depth it was  
in its previous pot.

6
Fill in around the root
ball with more compost

firming it gently to remove
any air pockets and then top-
dress with grit. Water.

cacti  

� ��

�

To stop your cacti getting pot-bound, repot every three

to four years or when the roots reach the side of the pot

Grow in free-draining compost, in a range 
of containers. Terracotta pots are ideal as
they’re porous and allow water and air flow.
Plastic holds more moisture, so water less
and ensure compost doesn’t get too wet.
Place on a bright sunny windowsill.
Let compost dry out slightly between
waterings till September, when watering
must be reduced to allow for dormancy.
Remove dust from cacti using a
soft-bristled artist’s paintbrush. 

� Cactus care �

Melon cactus
(Melocactus concinnus)



Cobra have over 45 lawnmowers in their range including rear roller,  

WR�VXLW�\RXU�VSHFL¿F�JDUGHQLQJ�QHHGV� 

*Promotional prices start from just £84.99 inc VAT

For your nearest dealer visit: www.cobragarden.co.uk or call: 0115 986 6646 *Promotional prices only at participating dealers

Li-ion
40v Lithium-ion



Peach Parfait

African Skies Royal Bumble

Cerro Potosi Joy Blue Note

Peter Vidgeon

Christine Yeo

Icing Sugar

Hot Lips

Nachtvlinder

The word Salvia is derived from the Latin ‘salvere’ meaning ‘to save’ as it has been used medicinally for centuries. Beautiful open 
mouthed blooms adorn scented foliage from spring to autumn. Wonderful planted near a path or seat where the fragrance will be 
released when the foliage is brushed past. Salvias prefer well-drained soil in sun or part shade. Height & spread 60-90cm (24-36"). 

Hardy perennials. Supplied as young plants with our no-quibble guarantee within 14 days.

Salvias
Unique, rare collection to add
aromatic fragrance and colour

rare | unusual | exciting

HAYLOFT PLANTS, MANOR FARM NURSERY, PENSHAM, PERSHORE, WORCESTERSHIRE WR10 3HB

  Name  

Address 

 Postcode

Email* Tel

 I enclose Cheque/PO made payable to Hayloft Plants Ltd or please debit my Mastercard� Visa� Maestro�

Card no.

Card expiry date

Signature

Start date

CSV

Issue no

*By advising us of your email 

address we will be able to send 

all of our special off ers. Please 

tick here if you prefer not to 

receive off ers other than from 

our company �

 Please enter the 
last 3 digits of your 

security code (CSV). 

 TO ORDER SIMPLY QUOTE GW0516
• ONLINE hayloft.co.uk/gw • PHONE 0844 335 1088 (7am to 11pm, 7 days)

• POST Hayloft Plants, FREEPOST RTGR-JAGJ-JETG, Pensham, Pershore, WR10 3HB

TOTAL DUE

PLEASE SEND ITEM CODE PRICE QTY TOTAL

12 PLANTS (1 of each) YPSAL12-GW0516 £12.00

P&P (UK ONLY) £4.95

 All orders will be personally 

confi rmed by return with a 

copy of our 2016 catalogue. 

Call 01386 554440 for your 

FREE catalogue.

ONLY £1 PER PLANT

Amistad



As part of our 25th anniversary celebrations
we’ve teamed up with Gabriel Ash to offer
BBC Gardeners’ World Magazine readers the
opportunity to win one of its most popular
greenhouses – the 8’ x 10’ Classic.

The compact size still offers generous space
for growing crops and tender ornamentals,
propagation and overwintering frost-tender
plants. Hand-made by craftsmen, the Classic
Eight is constructed from sustainably-sourced
western red cedar wood and toughened glass,
and features a reinforced roof design,
providing even ventilation and encouraging
uniform growing conditions throughout.

The full length of the roof ridge is capped
with aluminium, giving extra protection and
forming part of the clever automatic ventilation
system, and the powder-coated aluminium

guttering and downpipes ensure your
greenhouse will look good and work
beautifully for many years to come.

As part of your prize you will receive an
easy-to-install aluminium base to be
constructed and fitted by yourself* – ideal if
you prefer a ‘grow through floor’. Gabriel Ash
will then deliver and build your greenhouse
so you can get growing as soon as possible!

Your prize includes:

O 8’ x 10’ Classic
greenhouse

O Delivery of easy-to-
install aluminium base*

O Delivery and
installation of
greenhouse

Terms & Conditions: *Winner is responsible for the installation of the aluminium base. Alternatively, the winner will be given the option to install a suitable cement base. Installation of either the aluminium base
provided or a cement base is the winner’s responsibility. Closing date for entries is midday Friday 24 June 2016. All correct entries shall be entered into a draw and the winner will be selected at random. Winners will
be notified by email within 14 days of competition closing date. No cash alternative, non-transferable and no alternate prize will be offered. Not for resale. Only one entry per person for delivery to a UK address. This
competition is open to all residents of the UK, who are 18 years of age or older. Employees of Immediate Media Co or Gabriel Ash, their families or anyone else connected with this competition will not be eligible.
This promotion is subject to the laws of England. Full terms and conditions apply, see gardenersworld.com/gabriel-ash

gardenersworld.comMay 2016

WIN! A greenhouse
hand-made by Gabriel Ash
Enter our prize draw for a chance to win a Gabriel Ash Classic greenhouse. Hand-made

from red cedar it’s perfect for all gardeners, enabling you to grow all year round

WORTH
OVER

£4,800

this greenhouse package go to

gardenersworld.com/gabriel-ash

and answer the following question:

Which of these is not a common

pest in greenhouses?

A) Whitefly B) Scale insect C) Sawfly

HOW TO ENTER

The Classic greenhouse  
is a compact 8’ x 10’ –  
perfect for any size garden

competition

79

CLOSING DATE  24 JUNE 2016

All Gabriel Ash greenhouses are 
endorsed by the Royal Horticultural 
Society – for more information about 
their ranges go to gabrielash.com 



See Joe on Sat 18 and Sun 19 June on

the magazine’s Small

Garden Solutions stage

and across the show.

See p42 for details.

See Joe on stage

If you are dealing with woodland conditions, 
you should go along with it, not fight it.  
A loose, naturalistic planting style usually 
works best, and spring will certainly  
be the most floriferous month. 

Cyclamen, snowdrops, erythroniums, 
trilliums and Paris polyphylla will all thrive  
in a woodland setting, and will combine 
beautifully with ferns, Geranium phaeum, 
Euphorbia amygdaloides robbiae  
and Tellima grandiflora. 

For interest later in the year, consider 
foxgloves and the architectural Acanthus 
mollis or A. spinosus, astrantias and Filipendula 
rubra or F. ulmaria. Kirengeshoma palmata 
offers fabulous foliage and flowers, and  
will also give height. Some grasses do well  
in shade, too – Hakonechloa macra and 
Anemanthele lessoniana are good choices.

Q
I’m gardening in a shady, 

woodland setting – what 

sort of planting style should  

I be aiming for?

gardenersworld.com80 May 2016

Joe’s Design 
SOLUTIONS

Want a particular look  

for your plot? Joe Swift 

shares tips on planting for 

different styles of garden

Planting styles

I’m often asked how to put 

plants together to create a 

certain ‘style’ of garden – the 

key is to know where you’re 

heading and stay focused. 

Even a few oddities outside 

the theme can dilute what 

you’re trying to achieve. 

Most planting styles have 

some simple rules to help 

you set the tone at the start – 

I’ll cover many of them here. 

In time, plants can be added 

to expand the colour palette, 

extend the season and add 

depth, but the rules must 

always be followed.

As before in this series, I’ve 

used photos combined with 

tracing paper to visualise 

how a space can work. It’s  

a simple way to establish if  

a style will translate to your 

plot, helping you map out 

elements of a design before 

you start ‘on the ground’. 

Tracing paper can also  

help you highlight key  

plant positions in borders  

– give it a try if you spot  

a photograph of a scheme  

that catches your eye.                                                                                                                                             
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Make the most of 
shady locations by 
creating a naturalistic 
woodland style 



JOE’S TIP
Visualise a planting

style in your own

garden by using tracing

paper over a photo  

of your plot
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Formal and low maintenance may be seen
as close partners but they don’t necessarily go
together. Clipping lots of topiary and hedging 
plants (box, yew and hornbeam) – often
associated with formal schemes – can be
very time consuming and may mean clipping
twice a year. I would look to create a simple
structure using some of these, but blend them 
with other plants that naturally form a tidy
shape – Pittosporum tenuifolium, Pittosporum 
tobira ‘Nanum’ and Irish yew are all good 

choices. Look to lavender, rosemary ‘Miss
Jessopp’s Upright’ and some disease-resistant 
roses (such as ‘The Lady Gardener’) for a
combination of low-maintenance flowers and
foliage. All of these naturally stay relatively 
neat and need little clipping (if at all).

Ground cover and block planting of bulbs
and perennials will add colour and seasonal
impact. Steer clear of manicured lawns,
as they will need regular maintenance
– opt for gravel and hard surfaces instead.  

Q
I want to achieve a formal, low-maintenance look –

what are the key plants and how should I use them?

Fill borders with
naturally neat 
plants for
hassle-free 
results

Up the style
quota by giving
plain hedges
a formal shape

Draw a line of
symmetry – it’s
the starting
point for all
formal designs

A bench provides
a focal point in
a formal design

Use formal
topiary to
define the
structure of
a space. Use
sparingly to
cut down on
maintenance

Use pictures of
other gardens to

realise your vision

Gravel requires
little upkeep –
avoid manicured
lawns in a low-
maintenance plot

The inspiration



Cutting Edge

Our new 80 volt range of steel decked 4 

wheel and roller mowers – deliver power 

equivalent to a 100cc petrol engine.

Enjoy the freedom of up to an hour 

of mowing with greatly reduced noise, 

no fumes, no vibrations, no petrol to buy 

and virtually no maintenance required.

The power of petrol 

The convenience of cordless

See the entire cordless range of lawnmowers and garden tools at mountfieldlawnmowers.co.uk

0845 600 3207

POWER 
With 80 volts of power
it’s perfectly comparable 
to a petrol mower.

ENDURANCE
Long life & high
performance Lithium-Ion
batteries.

COMFORT
Centralised adjustments, 
low noise & reduced
vibrations.

NO CARBON EMISSIONS
A truly environmentally
friendly alternative.

PLUG & GO
Just plug the battery in 
and mow. No cords,
no fuel to refill.

MINIMUM MAINTENANCE 
High quality components.
No oil filters and spark plugs
to change.



Year-round interest – the gardener’s holy
grail – can be tricky in a small plot, but not
impossible. Work in layers, from the tree
canopy down to soil level. Pack the space full
of plants, prioritising ones that perform for
more than one season, such as a crab apple
tree, which has spring flowers, interesting fruit
and great autumn colour. Use long-flowering
perennials and repeat flowering roses – also
add seasonal interest with bulbs and annuals.

The style element comes from bold planting,
so rather than having one or two small pots of
annuals, have a row of large pots packed with
flowers. For winter, think striking stems and
bark, and use evergreens, such as sarcococca, 
which add structure and winter scent. 

Q
I’m looking for year-round interest that doesn’t 

scrimp on style – do you have any ideas?

gardenersworld.com 83
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Cottage gardens originated from gardeners 
swapping seeds, divisions and cuttings –
essentially growing what they could get their
hands on. The style uses plants that tend to be
easy to grow, many self-seeding in gaps, such
as aquilegia, erysimum, lupins, hesperis, phlox, 
delphiniums, foxgloves, asters, alchemilla
mollis and hardy geraniums. Add climbers such 
as honeysuckle, clematis and sweet peas.

Keep it simple yet ‘cottagey’ by planting
loosely without too much structure, but limit
the number of different varieties and colours
of plants. So rather than having 20 varieties
in a border, stick to 10 and double the quantity
of each variety. This will smooth the way the
eye reads a border and make it less fussy.
Combine colours that harmonise (for example,
pink, purple and blue) – you can add shots  
of other stronger accent colours later.

Q
How should I combine

plants for a cottage-garden

look that doesn’t feel too fussy?

Malus x robusta ‘Red Sentinel’ gives year-round 
interest with blossom and long-lasting fruitP
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Avoid a fussy
look by using
a limited range
of plants across 
your garden

Allow plants to
self-seed and
spread for a
cottage mood

Use easy-to-grow
climbers with a
relaxed habit to
soften structures

Plant loosely to
achieve a simple 
cottage style



I am a little wary of themed gardens, such
as Japanese or Mediterranean in the UK. They
do set a definite style but if you go for a full-on
look there may be little flexibility in the years
to come. ‘A taste’ of one or another is perhaps
a better way to go, so research what plants
are native to the area you want to represent.

Mediterranean gardens really need full sun,
and soil that is very well drained, which you can
recreate with gritty compost in large terracotta
pots. Olives, lavenders, rosemary, santolina,
Convolvulus cneorum, myrtle and thyme are all
good choices. Japanese gardens always restrict 
their palette and include maples, bamboos, 

azaleas, camellias – all plants that prefer acid
soil – and Ilex crenata. A few of these plants
will bring an oriental flavour but it’s more
about how you put them together to create
a balanced flowing scheme. Consider varying 
the soil level to create an undulating mini
landscape, with clipped shrubs or azaleas
mimicking rocks. For a tropical theme, use
foliage plants, such as hardy bananas, cannas,
phormiums and ginger lilies, combined with
bright dahlias for splashes of hot colour.  

Q
I’d like my planting to have a taste of overseas – what’s the

easiest style to emulate and the key plants to achieve it?
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Contemporary planting, rather than looking
to mimic nature, often combines plants to
create what I would call a ‘stylised scene’.
This may be minimal, connect directly to the
architecture of the house or garden and often
use a restricted palette of plants chosen for
their graphic, structural qualities. Some core
plants will probably be repeated, laid out
confidently in blocks or straight lines to form  

Q
I want my planting to be bold and contemporary  

but I’m not sure where to start – can you help?

May 2016
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a strong framework. There aren’t really any
‘contemporary plants’ – it’s down to the way
you use them. Grasses, clipped box and other 
hedges (either straight, wedges or more
organically shaped) help to give the garden
strong geometry and perhaps divide it up.
Simple blocks of extra textures and/or colour 
can be added, but again in quantity – it’s
about large brush strokes for plenty of impact.  

Clipped hedges help  
to give a garden
strong geometry 

Repeat bold shapes
in lines or blocks
for a modern feel

Use paths to
accentuate
a bold shape 

Mimic the shapes
of plants or hedges 
with simple
sculpture and 
furniture

A Mediterranean look calls for plants, such as
thyme, that prefer full sun and well-drained soil

Choose a bold
plant style to
aim for in your
own garden

The inspiration

Plant in large
blocks of colour  
or texture



Barlow Tyrie has been making exceptional outdoor furniture since 1920,

with collections in stainless steel, premium teak wood, virgin aluminium, and

woven resin. Recipient of eighteen international design excellence awards. 

Barlow Tyrie Limited, Braintree CM7 2RN, England

Tel: +44 (0)1376 557 600 Email: sales@teak.com Visit: www.TEAK.com

Cayman

Quality since 1920 
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A courtyard-sized garden that’s
overlooked and shady is what many
are presented with as their first garden.
When Chelsea Flower Show designer
Matt Keightley and his wife Kate
bought their 8m by 8m garden, they
knew they wanted space for
entertaining and for their young
daughter, Poppy, to play in, but they
also wanted a beautiful space to enjoy.

Be inspired

by a Chelsea

designer’s

small but

beautiful

home garden

Matt created the medal-winning
show garden for Prince Harry’s
Sentebale charity at last year’s
Chelsea Flower Show and was able
to put those skills to work in his own
garden. He sketched out the design,
starting with the vital component; a
shed. He kept the design and planting
palette simple and allowed himself
two pricey elements – 2.5m-tall

“A small family garden can
be a beautiful space”
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Real
Gardens

pleached hornbeams to give instant 
privacy on the most exposed side, 
and bespoke seating and barbecue 
units fitted flush to the other two 
fences, to use every inch of the plot. 

With changes of level and 
techniques that make the space look 
bigger than it is, he has created a 
plant-rich family garden. Here Matt 
shares his design tricks.

The top of the bench  
is finished with a lip  
so that glasses and  
plates don’t slide off

A potted box cone offset 
by the timber panel 
draws your eye to the 
end of the garden

Ferns conceal the 
frames so the benches  
appear to float 

Pots draw the eye to the 
corners of the garden, 
making it seem wider
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How did you create privacy?

You need to strike the right balance 
between privacy and having sunlight. 
At the end of the garden, I did 
consider making the trellis higher,  
but it would have taken too much 
light. Instead I painted the boundary 
fence green to make it fade into the 
background, and covered it with 
scented star jasmine, which is only a 
few inches deep. On the side fence, 
the pleached hornbeams give privacy 
without enclosing the space too much 
or casting too much shade, allowing 
plants to be grown underneath.

How did you fit so many plants 

into a small garden?

I planted in areas that are usually 
considered useless spaces, such as 
under the benches where I continued 
the planting palette from the front of 
the shady border. Strip lighting on the 
underside of the benches lights up this 
planting beautifully at night. A mixture 
of thymes under the steps makes a 
lovely scented feature for my daughter 
as she crawls over them, while 
sempervivums brighten up the gravel 
strip at the base of the house wall.

Is a lawn worth it in a small space?

For me, it’s not a family garden 
without one, even though ours is really 
a patch rather than a lawn. As long as 
you feed, scarify and aerate it, you can 
have beautiful green grass. But some 
people prefer artificial turf, and there 
are some good looking options now 
available that are permeable too.

Why have built-in seating?

Our benches, which are made from 
reclaimed ipe wood, are fitted right 
up to the back boundary, so we’ve 
not lost an inch of space, and we  
can seat up to 14 people for a meal. 
I’ve also built them wider than most 
benches – wide enough to lie on.  
We put cushions on them and now  
we don’t need sun loungers.

How can you create different areas?

I use tall, airy plants, such as the  
very upright grass Calamagrostis  
x acutiflora ‘Karl Foerster’, bronze 
fennel and Verbena bonariensis in  
the bed in front of the raised deck to 
create a sense of intrigue. They act as 
a screen and make you want to see 
what’s behind. The change of level up 

  Tall, airy plants create 

a sense of intrigue and 

make you want to see 

what’s behind 

Shade-loving ferns 
and silver-leaved 
brunnera thrive 
under the pleached 
hornbeams

Matt’s show 
garden at 

Chelsea 2015  
won the People’s 

Choice award

Star jasmine is planted  
in the ground behind  
the benches, concealing 
the fence and providing 
fragrant flowers

Tall, airy fennel creates  
soft screening and adds 
swaying movement



DAVID AUSTIN
®

David C.H. Austin

Beautiful, fragrant summer blooms

David Austin’s English Roses combine exceptional beauty and delicious fragrances with
outstanding health, reliability and vigour. Flowering in flushes throughout the summer, they

will transform your garden whether planted in a traditional rose border, a large container or in
a mixed cottage garden style planting. For help selecting your roses, contact our rose experts.

Visit: www.davidaustinroses.com Call: 01902 376300  

We’re offering readers 15% OFF every time you order with us before June 30th 2016,
quoting code GW70
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MATT’S TIPS FOR

FAMILY GARDENS

� Incorporate bird feeders to
encourage wildlife into the garden.
Small children are fascinated by
chirping birds.
� Create distinct areas so
that both adults and children feel
they have their own private space
– stitch the areas together with
consistent planting.
� Choose robust plants that
can withstand ball games. If you
want to include delicate plants,
position them out of reach.
� Containers are a great way
of giving your kids their own tiny
space for easy-to-grow plants.
� Include a lawn – it provides
a natural soft play area and injects
great colour into any space.
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Box cones in pots 
create vertical rhythm 
through the planting

Pleached hornbeams 
with 1.5m clear stems 
give height but still 
allow for maximum 
planting underneath

terracotta pots 
white lightens 

the shady border

Tradescantia and 
hart’s tongue and 
shuttlecock ferns 
love a shady border

Young tree ferns 
provide bold foliage 
at ground level

to the sun deck also makes a different 
area, and the paving by the house 
wall makes a shady seating spot in 
front of the lawn.

How do you make the garden 

seem bigger than it is?

I like to draw the eye around a small 
space by using layered planting 
schemes. In the shady border, the 
planting goes from ground level up  
to 2.5m, and you need longer to take 
that all in. On the back boundary,  
I made a panel of horizontal timber 
pieces, which also makes the garden 
seem wider, and placed terracotta 
pots at each corner of the benches.

Which scented plants have  

you incorporated?

Against the sunny back boundary and 
up the side of the shed I have trained 
star jasmine (Trachelospermum 
jasminoides). This creates good 
evergreen cover and the summer 
flowers waft beautiful fragrance all 
around the seating area. I could have 
used roses, but the prickly stems 
mean they’re not such a good option 
with young children. We also get 

The lawn is  
enjoyed by  

Poppy as a safe, 
soft-play area



COMING UP IN THIS SERIES A family plot that’s full of edibles, a tiny courtyard and a garden for entertaining
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Varieties of thyme make  
a fragrant evergreen  
strip under the steps

Clipped yews  
are used to  
screen the shed

Lettuces grow in 
planting pockets  
by the barrel-style 
barbecue

Pots of succulents are 
low-maintenance and 
provide eye-catching 
splashes of colour

The reclaimed ipe wood 
boards are edged with 
York stone, which visually 
marks the level change

Bright purple salvia and 
airy melica grass make a 
great all-summer pairing

May 2016

scent from herbs, such as rosemary, in 
the beds beside the built-in barbecue.

Have you included any edibles?

As soon as the weather warms up we 
use the barbecue all the time, so we 
decided to plant a vertical wall and fill 
it with lettuces. It has worked really 
well. My wife made planting pockets 
from a roll of hessian, which we fixed 
to a simple timber frame. We filled  
the pockets with soil, put in plugs of 
lettuces we like and kept them well 
watered, like any container plant. 

Sempervivums brighten up the 
gravel strip along the house wall
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Enter our new competition and you could win great gardening kit – we have

Are you proud of your garden, and
would you love to see it photographed
and appear in the pages of this
magazine? Does a friend or family-
member have a beautiful garden
that you feel should be celebrated?
If the answer is yes, then enter our
new competition to find Britain’s
Garden of the Year 2016.

In this, our 25th anniversary year,
we're celebrating all that’s best in
British gardens and gardening, so we
want to see inspiring real gardens,
created and nurtured by hands-on
gardeners like you. It’s not about the
money spent, it’s the spaces you’ve
created that we want to see: inviting
places of all sizes – from a small
garden, or a wildlife-friendly plot, to a
much-loved family garden – made by
passionate gardeners for themselves,
and to share with friends and family.

Winning combination

To help launch our search we’ve
teamed up with gardening equipment
manufacturer Cobra to give all of our
winners the latest kit to make the
most of their gardens. There's
£10,000-worth of Cobra equipment
to be won as well as the exciting
opportunity for your garden to be
photographed professionally, and to
appear in print later this year when we
reveal the competition winners.

You can enter your garden into one
of three categories: Wildlife Garden,
Small Space, or Family Plot.

We know so many of you have
amazing gardens – so go on, what
are you waiting for? Share your pride
and joy, and you could be a winner!

6

Garden

Sponsored by

A family garden can 
be enjoyed by all 
generations

Have you got Britain’s

Discover more: email us at gwgardencomp@immediate.co.uk

To be eligible for our Garden of

the Year Competition, sponsored

by Cobra, all entries should be

for private gardens that have

been predominantly conceived

and maintained by the owner,

who does not earn a living

by designing or maintaining

gardens for money.

The gardens may be open

occasionally to the public for

charities/fund-raising only, not

as a profit-making activity to

benefit the owner. The gardens

must be maintained by the

owner with no more than one 

full-time helper or employee.

If this sounds like you then,  

to enter, first select which one of 

the three categories (detailed 

here and on entry forms), best 

suits your space.  The winning 

gardens will be those that judges 

and readers deem to best fulfil 

the criteria in the category.  

The application forms give more 

details of what judges are 

looking for in each category. 

Enter by Monday 27 June.

Who should enter

��Your chance to be 

celebrated as  one of 

Britain’s best amateur 

gardeners. 

��Win great gardening 

equipment prizes from 

Cobra, up to £3,000!

��Your chance to see 

professional photos of your

garden in the pages of BBC 

Gardeners’ World Magazine 

and on our website, 

gardenersworld.com

3  REASONS  
TO ENTER

Entering is easy: just send an  
email to the address below and 
we’ll send you the entry forms.

92
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What makes a great

family garden?

� A paved area and paths,
for year-round use, whatever
the weather throws at you
� Soft surfaces too, with safety
in mind, and care over water
� Lush lawn to give everyone
a chance to go bare foot
� Secret corners for hide and
seek – whatever your age!
� Bold and robust plants for an
easy-going approach
to coping with activities
� A space loved by the family
and appealing to all ages!

May 2016

£10,000 of equipment on offer PLUS the chance of a magazine photoshoot!

competition

gardenersworld.com

         best private garden?

Turn over for other categories PLUS how to enter the competition

What you could win

The family garden should be at 
the heart of day-to-day living, 
with space for all ages to enjoy 
and relax in the 'outdoor room' 
. The best family gardens 
incorporate activities and 
areas for everyone, making a 
welcoming space that can be 
flexible enough to cope with 
growing kids, visitors and pets. 

Who should enter?

This category is open to any size 
garden. You must demonstrate 
full and varied use of the whole 
space, and show in particular 
how the practicalities of family 
life are met by the garden design.

CATEGORY 1

Our winning gardeners

deserve great prizes, so we’ve

teamed up with an 

innovative new maker of

gardening equipment, Cobra,

who offer more than 100

products across their range.

From high-end mowers to

entry-level trimmers, with

petrol, electric and battery

powered models, plus long-

reach, handheld kit and

lawn-care products, it’s one

of the most comprehensive

garden ranges.

Designed in the UK to

cater for British gardening

conditions, Cobra products

are available across the

UK through its network of

approved, specialist dealers.

Launched to the public in

2013, their products include

Best Buy status kit such as the

Cobra GTRM38 mower

which scored 19/20 in our

Budget Mowers On Test

feature in the April issue.

New to the range are its

Li-ion cordless mowers,

which offer instant starting

and a 30-minute run-time.

Options include a self-

propelled model and a rear

roller for the ultimate lawn

with traditional stripes.

Discover more about

Cobra, and the full range,

on its website at

cobragarden.co.uk

� Shortlisted gardens may

also receive a visit from the

magazine team this August,

for a professional photoshoot

of the garden to be used in a

future issue, when we reveal

the winners and runners-up.

� 3 category winners

will each win £2,000

RRP-value of Cobra

garden equipment.

� 2 runners-up in each

of the 3 category shortlists

will each win £250

RRP-value of Cobra

garden equipment.

� The Judges’ Choice and

People’s Choice winners

will each win a further

£1,000 RRP-value of

Cobra garden equipment.

� Voters in the People’s

Choice award will be

entered into a prize draw

to win 1 of 5 prizes of £100

RRP-value of Cobra

equipment.

THE PRIZES

 W

Sponsored by

93

you can choose 
your prizes from 
across the Cobra 

gardening kit
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What you need to know

Discover more: email us at gwgardencomp@immediate.co.uk

1. The competition comprises

three categories Family Plot,

Wildlife Garden, Small Space.

Enter your garden into one only.

2. The winning gardens will be

those that judges deem best fulfil

the criteria of the category.

3. Register your interest with an

email to the address below with

your contact details. You’ll

receive an automated response

which will include entry forms

and Terms & Conditions. NB:

there is no commitment to enter.

4. Complete the form for the

category you wish to enter and

send it with up to 8 high-res jpegs

of your garden to the relevant

category email address.

5. Shortlisted gardens may be

photographed in August 2016.

6. The judging panel will be

chaired by the magazine editor.

7. Entry is via email form only.

8. No cash prize alternatives.

9. Entrants agree to take part

in promotional activity.

10. Entrants must be UK

residents aged 16 years or older,

and gardens must be in the UK.

Additional terms & conditions

apply see entry forms

CLOSING DATE Monday

27 June, 5pm. Results will be

published in the November issue.

CATEGORY 2

Creating a successful small
garden isn’t the easiest of tasks
for any designer, but the keys
are simplicity and impact. Our
winning gardens will demonstrate
a well-executed idea and show
evidence of planting through the
year to ensure a long season of
interest in even a tiny plot.

Who should enter?

This category is for gardens up to
the size of a tennis court (approx.
25m x 10m, or 80ft x 30ft). You
should demonstrate full and
imaginative use of all the space,
showing creativity and practicality
throughout, together with year-
round interest. Please state your
garden's dimensions in your entry.

CATEGORY 3

Wildlife Garden
Share with us how you’re doing 
your bit for wildlife. Entrants are 
likely to have gardens that are 
full of life all year round. You’ll be 
able to show how you’re making 
the right conditions for visiting 
creatures, from hedgehogs to 
hawkmoths, butterflies to bees, 
and still have a place that’s full 
of colour and interest.

Who should enter?

This category is open to any size 
garden. You should demonstrate 
the provision of a wide variety 
of wildlife habitats, with appeal 
beyond a single species, including 
relevant, year-round planting and 
feeding for specific wildlife.

Is your garden  
a vibrant haven  

for wildlife?

Small spaces demand 
creativity – but are 
deeply rewarding
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Order Online at

www.woolmans.com/W16XVGW1
or phone: 0845 658 9137* quoting W16XVGW1

* Calls cost 3p per minute plus your phone company’s access charge

Item: BUY THE DOUBLE COLLECTION AND SAVE £6! Qty Price Subtotal

47348 Cut Flower Bloom and Spray Collection

– 9 plants (1 of each variety)

£12.95

47351 Cut Flower Bloom and Spray Collection

– 18 plants (2 of each variety) SAVE £6!

£19.90

Postage & Packing

TOTAL AMOUNT

FREE

Code W16XVGW1
Offer subject to availability and cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer from Woolmans.

See website for terms and conditions. Credit/debit cards charged at time of ordering. Please tick 

box � if you would prefer not to receive offers other than from our company.

FREE 2016 Catalogue out NOW!
� Please send me my FREE copy.

Complete the coupon and post it to us or 

request the catalogue online

Please post to: Woolmans, Western Avenue, Matrix Park, Chorley, Lancs PR7 7NB
Name (Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss)

Delivery Address

Postcode

Email Address
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Name on Card

Signature                                                                  Date
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Valid from: Expiry Date: 3 digit Security code:
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It’s incredible to think that for a fraction of the cost of a single

florist bought bouquet, you can fill your home with fresh

flowers for weeks on end this autumn. These nine different

Chrysanthemums have all been chosen for their diversity of 

colour, form and long vase life.

A best-selling mix of outdoor sprays and blooms, they’ll be

delivered from mid May as well rooted cuttings (approx. 8 –

10cm/3-4in from root to tip) ready for growing on in 9cm pots

before planting out. Loved by florists, these varieties are very

easy to work with and last for ages without the petals dropping.

They are superb garden varieties too, blooming profusely in the 

border without the need for a greenhouse to grow them.

� Excellent garden performers, enjoy weeks of late 

summer colour from September onwards.

� Cut and come again blooms, the more you pick the 

more flowers you get.

� Chosen by florists for their long vase life, the fl owers 

last up to 3 weeks once cut. 
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See Nick in the

magazine’s Small

Garden Solutions area,

on 16 and 17 June. See p 42 for details.

Discover more

NEXT MONTH Ideas for sunny patios
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Despite their tiny footprints,

balconies, with the right choice

of plants, pots and furniture, can

become lush, colour-filled mini

gardens. But while they provide

superb views and heat retention

that can support borderline-tender

plants, they’re often marred by

drying, battering winds, excessive

heat, pollution and scant rainwater.

For these reasons, balconies suit

compact plants that are heat and

wind tolerant, such as pelargoniums,

lavenders and box, which will

provide year-round foliage, structure

and long seasons of flower.

Succulents and compact, long-

flowering perennials such as

erigeron will also work well.

Try thinking in thirds: one third

of evergreen structural plants; one

third of long-season flowering plants;

and the final third of inexpensive

bedding plants. Balconies also

require carefully considered spatial

design. Choose pots that tessellate to

maximise space, and flank walls with

climbers and baskets. With all these

factors in place, even the smallest

balcony can perform 365 days a year.

SPACE-SAVVY GARDENS

Balconies
Make the most of your balcony space by taking 

inspiration from Nick Bailey’s stylish blueprint. 

His ideas will help transform a small high-rise 

plot into a year-round verdant sanctuary
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CHECK IT OUT
Pick containers in 
shapes that group 
together neatly such  
as squares or octagons, 
and repeat them in 
different sizes to unify 
and maximise space.

TREE TOP
Compact trees such 
as well-pruned olives  
can thrive in large pots 
while providing 
dappled shade.

FOREVER GREEN
When planting, aim  
for at least one third 
evergreens to ensure 
structure and colour  
all year.

PRETTY FRAME
Attach planters to railings 
and fill them with 
long-flowering blooms 
such as pelargoniums, 
bacopa and nemesia. 
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space-savvy gardens

Weight check  
Check for weight restrictions 
with the building owner  
or a structural engineer  
before loading your balcony  
with heavy planters. 

Stabilise pots  
Add broken crocks or stones  
to the bottom of pots to  
prevent them from toppling  
over in strong winds. 

Bedding feed   
Choose a multi-purpose 
compost for pots that will  
be planted with temporary 
bedding. Boost with a liquid  
feed every six weeks. 

Evergreen compost   
Opt for a John Innes No.3 
compost (or similar) for  
longer-term plants such  
as evergreens and trees.

Regular watering   
Install an automated ‘drip’ 
system to reduce the time  
spent on watering, but  
check pots regularly to  
ensure they’re not being  
over- or under-watered. 

Water conservation   
Water in the morning or  
evening to reduce evaporation, 
and use pot-specific saucers  
to conserve water and  
avoid a wet balcony.

Lightweight containers   
Choose fibreglass or fibre  
clay pots – they’re light and 
durable, and can be finished  
to look like lead, terracotta  
or polished concrete.

Drilling precaution   
Use sturdy fittings, but  
check with the building  
owner before drilling any  
holes to secure wall plantings 
and hanging baskets.

Hidden storage
Make the most of space  
by choosing furniture with 
integrated storage –  
many benches double  
as a storage box.

PRACTICAL ISSUES

SCREENED OFF
Clump-forming bamboo 
such as Fargesia will 
provide year-round 
screening to create 
privacy on the balcony.

Turn over to get the look �

COLOUR COMBOS
Mix hot and cool 
colours to add  
visual depth to 
balcony plantings.

SOCIAL CLIMBERS
Furnish walls with 
verdant hanging 
baskets and scented 
climbers, such as 
trachelospermum, 
grown on trellis.

BOX CLEVER
Create storage 
solutions by utilising  
the space underneath 
raised planters on feet, 
or make your own with 
an integral cupboard. 

HERBAL REMEDIES
Mediterranean herbs 
such as lavender, 
rosemary and thyme 
will thrive in the hot, dry 
conditions of a balcony.

MAKE A MOVE
Choose lightweight 
folding furniture that can 
be packed away to make 
room for gardening  
or entertaining.
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Aim for a mix of
evergreen foliage 
and flowers

Zinc balcony pot

Ideal for slotting over a railing.
28cm x 18cm. From £10.95
+ delivery 0345 092 0283,  
sarahraven.com

Balcony railing pot

Corsica Flower Bridge by Elho
in 5 colours. 60cm. £14.99  
amazon.co.uk

LED candle lantern

Wire-cage lantern with ‘flickering’
LED candle. £15.59 + delivery
0345 505 9090, glow.co.uk

Plant pot mover

This lets you move heavy pots with
ease. £10.99 + delivery 01506
605157, greenfingers.co.uk

Drip irrigation system

Ensure precise watering with
this 25-drip system. £29.99
+ delivery 01437 531064,
easygardenirrigation.co.ukTable and two chairs

Askholmen outdoor furniture set
in brown stained wood. £45
020 3645 0015, ikea.com

space-savvy gardens

Source book
Inspired to make the most of your balcony? Here’s our pick

of ideas and accessories to help you create the right look for

your elevated plot, with something for every taste and budget

Group containers to
create a balcony
display with height 
and interest

Fold-up chairs
make the most  
of space

Mesh furniture works
well all year as it doesn’t 
hold water. Look for 
Textilene fabrics

Combine hot and cool
colours for a varied 
plant display 

Install an automated
system to make light
work of balcony watering 

Attach containers
to balcony railings to
increase growing space
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SAVE 60% OFF EXCLUSIVE RATTAN  

GARDEN FURNITURE RANGE 
Get ready for Spring

with the luxury
Cheltenham Suite

This superb modular rattan Cheltenham

Suite from Wallace Sacks is the perfect

addition to your outdoor space. The

6-piece set divides into four separate

seating units, a matching ottoman

and glass topped table. Robustly

constructed with weatherproof, powder

coated steel frame and PU woven rattan

it is also wonderfully comfortable with

generously filled cushions. Normally

£1,495, as part of Wallace Sacks early

season 60% off sale it’s now only £598†

when you quote code GW26APR16.

With its contemporary geometric

styling this set will bring a relaxing modern feel to your outdoor space. Available in black or brown. Complete with a 5 year guarantee and

free delivery on orders over £1000, to claim your 60% off, simply visit wallacesacks.com and enter code GW26APR16 at checkout or call FREE on  

0800 0114642 quoting code GW26APR16. Offer ends 24.05.2016.

New for 2016, this stunning 6-seater dining set is sure to become

the centrepiece of any patio, garden or conservatory this summer.

Normally £1745, in Wallace Sacks early season sale, it’s reduced by

an amazing 60% to just £698† when you quote code GW26APR16. Its

distinctive modern design is influenced and inspired by the famous Art

Deco era. The arched backs, curved arms and splayed legs give the

dining set a truly refined look. To add the finishing touch, the circular

tabletop is covered in tempered polished glass, softly padded cushions

add comfort and the FREE generously sized parasol (not pictured)

provides welcome shade. Complete with a 5 year guarantee and free

delivery on orders over £1000, to claim your 60% off, simply visit

wallacesacks.com and enter codeGW26APR16 at checkout or call FREE

on  0800 0114642 quoting codeGW26APR16. Offer ends 24.05.2016.

The Hove Rattan Pod

Chair with cushions

and stand is ideal

for whiling away

the hours, relaxing

in the summer sun.

The chair is steel

framed with weather

proof powder coating

and has PE weather

resistant flat rattan

with an 8cm thick

removable seat and

back cushion. This

Hanging Pod Chair

normally costs £895,

buy now at 60%

discount, just £358†

when you quote

code GW26APR16.

Complete with a 5

year guarantee and

free delivery on orders over £1000, to claim your 60% off, simply visit

wallacesacks.com and enter codeGW26APR16 at checkout or call FREE

on  0800 0114642 quoting codeGW26APR16. Offer ends 24.05.2016.

Relax the hours away with the 
hanging Hove Pod Chair

Art Deco design alfresco style -
The Edinburgh Rattan Dining Set 

NEW FOR 2016



4 EASY WAYS TO BUY: ONLINE • PHONE • BY POST • CALL & COLLECT. Please make cheques payable to ‘UK Home Shopping Ltd’, Prospect Close, Kirkby In Ashfield,
Notts, NG17 7LF. All P&P prices quoted are for most parts of the UK mainland only. Areas such as offshore destinations including Northern Ireland will incur surcharges. Free delivery offers 
apply to UK mainland destinations only. P&P pricing can be confirmed by our sales helpline. If paying by cheque, please allow 21 days for delivery. Full after sales support. Delivery 3 - 5 days 
unless otherwise stated. 12 Months warranty. Prices include VAT. Discount applies to list or normal catalogue price. *in our opinion. Offers valid while stocks last or until 31st July 2016.

Calls to this number are charged at your normal geographic rate & this number will be 
included in any discount/free call packages as part of your mobile/landline contract.

Shop with confidence! Go online to our website for more great products and offers you won’t 
want to miss. Search for UKHS.tv. 

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

Monday - Friday: 8am-6pm / Saturday: 9am-1pm. Visit our warehouse at: NG17 7LF

back up, one is provided) This is luxury and simplicity itself and with its built in adjustable desired drive
speed control, you mow at a speed to suit you. With sure footed tyre grip even on damp lawns, this mower
delivers outstanding performance giving you a lawn finish to be proud of. To use a BMC Lawn Racer ESi is
to experience effortless elegance whilst creating a real head turner for the neighbours. The specification is
unparalleled, the performance unmatched and the ease of operation, delightful. Includes battery charger.

START!

POWERFUL
WOLF 4 STROKE
PETROL ENGINE

QUICK RELEASE
LEVERS FOLD

FOR EASY
STORAGE

• (20”) 501mm Cutting
Width • Wolf 5.5hp
4-stroke Battery Start
Petrol Engine • 60L
Grass Bag • Weight:
40.5kg • Cutting 
Heights: 25 - 75mm

• (18”) 457mm Cutting
Width • Wolf 4.5hp
4-stroke Battery Start
Petrol Engine • 60L
Grass Bag • Weight:
35kg • Cutting Heights:
25 - 75mm

DASHBOARD
CONTROL WITH

• Lithium Ion Battery Starting Technology To Start The Mower 
• Simple Push Button Start • Adjustable Drive Speed Control 
• All Steel Deck • Single Lever Height Adjustment  • 7 Cutting 
Heights • 4 In 1 Mower: Cuts, Cuts And Collects, Mulches And Side 
Discharges • Fitted Lawn Striper • Easy To Start / Easy To Use

ONLY

20” Electric Start Mower

ORDER: 106709FREE P&P
ONLY

18” Electric Start Mower

ORDER: 106708FREE P&P

IN BRITIS H RACI NG GREEN

SIDE
DISCHARGE

FACILITY

SINGLE
LEVER HEIGHT

ADJUSTER

TOP VENTS 
FOR MAXIMUM 

GRASS BOX
FILLING

DRIVE SPEED
CONTROL

he essential

P&P: £9.98
ORDER: 102599PAY

GARDEN COMMANDER

NORMALLY .

HEDGE
TRIMMING
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3099

UNING

Reach To Over
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May is a critical time for pruning. It’s

the perfect time to remove the oldest

growth from early spring-flowering,

hardy shrubs and your last chance

to cut back tender plants, now that

the worst of the frosts have passed.

Remember, though, that the weather

can still be fickle and pruning may

encourage buds to break, by directing

rising sap into them and leaving growth

vulnerable to scorch by the cold.

Conditions can differ widely from

one end of the British Isles to the other

in May, and thus dictate your pruning 

activity. In the south and west, days

and nights are already warm enough

to support vigorous growth of plants 

and pruning shouldn’t cause any

problems; in the north and east,

though, daytime temperatures can be

in single figures with sub-zero nights –

the young growth here, even of hardy 

plants, can be prone to damage.

So, assess your local conditions and  

if it’s still cold, keep the secateurs in

your pocket until the end of the month.

Many shrubs and

trees will be in full

growth this month,

but pruning at the

right time – once all

frosts have passed

– is key to getting

the best display

of blooms later

in the season, says 

David Hurrion Coming up: Crucial summer-pruning 
tasks to tackle in June

PRUNING MONTH

LATE-SPRING PRUNING

� Regular pruning, at the right time
of year, will help limit the size
of shrubs and encourage new
shoots to grow from low down
on the plant, such as on this
Spiraea thunbergii, which is
being cut back after flowering.
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Brachyglottis can be 
grown just for its 

lovely foliage

OTHER SHRUBS TO PRUNE NOW

gardenersworld.com

Making the 

tender cuts 
Cutting back the less-hardy 
plants in your garden needs to 
be approached with caution. 
There are many species that 
will survive frost if their top 
growth is left in place during 
the coldest months of the year, 
and even when they are coaxed 
into growth by warmer days in 
spring, chopping them back 
may prove to be their undoing. 

Hardiness in plants varies 
widely, depending on which 
part of the UK you garden in; 

for example, Brachyglottis 
‘Sunshine’ is hardy in all  
but the most severe winters  
in coastal and urban areas,  
but inland and without  
the protection of buildings  
it can be damaged by  
the cold, especially if  
it’s cut back too early.

The same can be said for  
a range of borderline-hardy 
plants, which benefit from the 
protection of their top growth 
to survive cold and frosty 
weather, such as those listed 
in the box below. The 
temptation is, therefore,  
to leave well alone until  
late April, May or even into 
June – depending on your 
location. And by the time  
you think it is safe to prune, 
you may find that these plants 
have made lots of new growth 
and you can’t bring yourself  
to chop it off. But hold your 
nerve, wield the secateurs 
now and you’ll help to keep 
your plants more compact. 
Summer-blooming shrubs  
will still flower, even if delayed 
by about four to six weeks. 

Cut back hydrangeas to the 
first pair of healthy buds

� Abelia
� Arbutus
� Choisya
� Grevillea
� Hydrangea

� Mahonia
� Phlomis
� Pieris
� Salvia
� Skimmia
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1
CHECK THROUGH the shrub to be pruned, making sure  
there are no nesting birds that would be disturbed.  
Assess the shape and branch structure of the plant, as  

well as any damaged or dead sections that may need removing.

DO IT

now
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pruning

3
THIN OUT THE SHOOTS to open up the centre 
of the shrub. Cut out the weakest ones first, 
back to the main framework of branches.  

Aim to evenly remove a third of the shrub’s volume, 
taking out crossing and competing stems.

2
USE A SHARP pair of secateurs to remove 
around a third of the oldest branches, 
especially any that are sagging onto each 

other. If possible, cut them right back to new  
shoots growing low down on the stems.

5
WHEN PRUNING large, overgrown specimens, 
try leaving part of the shrub unpruned so  
its foliage can help fuel re-growth. This part  

of the shrub can be cut back this time next year, 
when the section you cut this year has regrown.

4
CUT BACK vigorous, upright shoots by up to half 
their length to encourage sideshoots to develop 
from low down on the plant, and to prevent  

the subsequent growth becoming leggy and floppy.

May 2016

FLOWERS

PRUNING

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Brachyglottis ‘Sunshine’

Now on iPad

Your essential 

guide to pruning

Our 132-page pruning special, 

packed with expert advice, 

is now available for iPhone 

and iPad from the iTunes store 

for only £3.99. Download the 

free GW Magazine app and 

look under Special Editions. 

   There are many species that will survive 

frost if their top growth is left in place during 

the coldest months of the year



Living indoors… outdoors

Timeless designs and handmade in the finest timbers;

a Chelsea Summerhouse is the idyllic hideaway to escape

from the interruptions of everyday life and enjoy the changing seasons.

For further information about Chelsea Summerhouses call 0800 3317742 

or visit www.chelseasummerhouses.co.uk

Buy with 12 Months Interest Free Credit
Example Cash Price £5995. Deposit £1499. Pay balance of £4496 over 12 monthly payments of £374.67. Total amount payable £5995. Credit subject to status. 

0% APR
representative
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WHAT TO DO 

NOW

May 2016

114 Pinch out

the tips of

seedlings

123 Repair

patches of

worn lawn 

118 Plant out

hardened off

French beans

111 Learn how

to do the

Chelsea chop

109 Mow paths

through long

grass areas

This practical section is packed with advice from the Gardeners’ World team on…

O Thinning out veg seedlingsOGrowing tomatoes in a ring cultureO Tackling weeds 

O Making more bedding plantsO Spotting red spider mite, and much more… 

TURN THE PAGE FOR 50 THINGS TO DO IN THE GARDEN THIS MONTH
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TM

Tel: 01482 345067 Email: info@jandcrwood.co.uk

ADD A TOUCH OF CLASS
TO YOUR GARDEN WITH

THE PERFECT HOBBY OR SIDELINE TO MAKE ENDLESS IDEAS LIKE:

A unique range of tools, materials &

accessories for you to make beautiful &

practical ideas for your home and garden

www.metal-craft.co.uk

t (BSEFO 'VSOJUVSF � -JHIUJOH t 'JSFCBTLFUT � -PH )PMEFST

t 1MBOU 4VQQPSUT t 5PPM 3BDLT � 4IFMWJOH
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Balconies &
Plant Pot Holders

Gates & Fencing Birdfeeders House Signs

SAFE
AND VERY  

EASY TO USE

No Heat or  

Electric P
ower  

Required

Call today for your free catalogue and if you quote
we will send you our new demostration DVD free of charge

MGW16

J & C R Wood, Dept MGW16, 66 Clough Road, HULL HU5 1SR

A NEW CONCEPT FOR CREATING STUNNING GARDEN DISPLAYS 

IN A RANGE OF SHAPES AND SIZES

Inspiration in the Garden

Email: sales@brundlegardener.co.uk

Web: www.brundlegardener.co.uk

Call: 0131 335 5955   

Fax: 0131 335 5960    

GreenWall
Vertical Planting System

HERBS EVERGREENSFRUITS

ASK YOUR LOCAL GARDEN CENTRE FOR GREENWALL

NEW
FOR 2016

SUITABLE 

FOR MANUAL 

& AUTOMATIC 

WATERING

UK DESIGN & 

MANUFACTURE

SINCE 1954

QUOTE

SXADGW410% OFF

MADE TO MEASURE & BESPOKE

DESIGN SERVICES AVAILABLE

• FRUIT CAGES •  RAISED BEDS & PLANTERS 

• ARCHES • PERGOLAS • OBELISKS & SUPPORTS

• GREENHOUSES & EQUIPMENT • WATERING

• NETTING & PROTECTION • COMPOSTING 

CALL 0333 400 1500 (local rate)

VISIT www.harrodhorticultural.com



WHAT TO DO NOW
MONTY’S MONTH MAY

Deadhead tulips  

by removing

everything above 

the slim stem

WATCH Monty Don
demonstrating how

to hoe weeds effectively at
gardenersworld.com/hoe

�
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Monty’s month
AS SPRING arrives, it

lights a green spark

that runs like electricity

through the garden,

and all that intense new

green is thrilling. Then

May brings colour and

a fullness that lives up  

to all the build-up.

At the beginning of

the month, the Jewel 

Garden begins its

flowering season with

tulips, the first really rich,

deep colour of the year.

By the late May bank 

holiday, the whole

garden has arrived at

summer and is firing on

all cylinders, with alliums,

peonies, irises, oriental

poppies and the first

roses. May is the month

of cow parsley and that

fat-leaved sheen that

the rest of the year

aspires to, both in its

consummation and

freshness. It is lush

and sweet, and passes 

tantalisingly fast.

No matter that the

weeds grow like Topsy 

or that it can be

surprisingly cold. No

matter at all, because

May is heaven and can

be forgiven everything.

May 2016



30 mins
to spare?
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MONTY'S MONTH MAY
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Twiggy hazel prunings make

useful supports for beans

Harden off salads

raised indoors

before planting

on the veg plot

Plant out salad plugs
THE SOIL at Longmeadow can remain
cold throughout April, but by May it
is warm enough to plant many of the
veg plants raised in the greenhouse
and in cold frames into their final
positions. I find that planting now
means lettuces, spinach and
beetroots are less likely to bolt, as long
as they do not get too dry or too cold.

The other thing that I try to time
carefully is planting out young plants 

before they become root-bound in
their pots or plugs. There is usually a
window of about 10 days when they
have strong, well-formed roots but
have not outstayed their welcome
and are still growing strongly. This
is the perfect moment to pop them
into prepared soil, so that they grow
on without breaking their stride.
However, it is worth stressing
that you must harden them off  

PREPARE supports for

herbaceous perennials,

ornamental climbers and veg

now, so that plants can grow

through them as they develop.

Branched twigs cut from hazels

are ideal for supporting plants

that climb using tendrils, such 

as peas and beans. 

Put supports  

in position

GET YOUR containers

ready for their summer

displays by removing

the old spring bedding.

Lift spent bulbs and heel

them in somewhere out

of the way, where the

foliage can die back

slowly and feed the bulb.

Dig out and compost any

wallflowers. Then replace

the top layer of compost

with fresh, ready for your 

summer plants.

for at least a week if they have been 
in a cold frame or greenhouse.

One great advantage of growing
salad crops in plugs is that they can
be spaced for maximum harvest,
while making the best use of the
available ground. Sowing veg
seeds direct, on the other hand,
tends to involve a lot of thinning
in order to give each seedling
the best chance to develop.
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�CHECKLIST

� Clip back new growth

on yew to keep hedges 

and topiary neat

� Prune weigela when it

has finished flowering, 

by taking out the

oldest mature stems 

from the centre

� Sow green manure

in spaces where you

won’t grow veg for the 

next few months

� Prune ornamental

quince to enhance

next year’s blooms

� Repot root-bound

exotics, such as

cannas and gingers

WATCH Monty Don
show how to divide

herb plants at gardeners
world.com/divide-herbs

�

When grass is left to

grow, wildflowers

such as ox-eye

daisies can thrive 

Monty runs a mown path through the long grass of the cricket pitch

Remove the smaller or weaker seedlings first from any clumps

ALTHOUGH WE start mowing

at Longmeadow in early March,

the grass does not grow with any

real enthusiasm until mid-April.

By May, the spring bulbs in the

Cricket Pitch have finished

flowering and their foliage is lost

among the growing grass, which

is left uncut until at least July. But I

keep a narrow path mown down

the middle, for access and to

contrast with the looseness of the

uncut grasses and their flowers. 

There used to be a lot more

mown grass at Longmeadow, but

about 10 years ago I started to let

as much as possible grow long to

encourage wildlife, in particular

insects, and because I like the

carefree looseness of it. This

change also dramatically cut

down the time spent mowing!

All the long grass is cut and

gathered for composting in

July, and then closely mown

for the rest of the summer.

Mow paths through long grass

AFTER DIRECT SOWING veg, you’re
likely to end up with some dense
clumps of seedlings along the row,
as well as some gaps. Remove the
overcrowded seedlings by gently
pulling them out, taking care not to
dislodge the remaining ones. Do
this in stages, gradually removing
more and more until the new plants
are at their recommended spacing.

Some of the pulled-out seedlings
can be used to fill gaps in the row.
Replant them straight away for the
best chance of survival. Thinning
carrot seedlings can attract root fly,
so use barriers to keep them away
if this is a problem on your plot.

Thin out rows
of veg seedlings
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Exclusive
competition

To enter online, go to
bit.ly/sweet-peas-gw

Name our
sweet pea

� ONLINE: Go to bit.ly/sweet-peas-gw  
to fill out your details and suggest
your chosen name.
� BY POST: Write your name, address,
daytime phone number and email on a piece
of paper, together with the name you would
like to give the sweet pea (in capitals please),
and send your entry to Sweet Pea
Competition, Gardeners’ World Magazine, 
44 Brook Green, London W6 7BT.
The closing date for entries is
Wednesday, 11 May 2016 – good luck!

How to enter

Help us celebrate 25 years

of BBC Gardeners’ World

Magazine and name our new

sweet pea to win great prizes! 

Terms & conditions: The promoter is Immediate Media
Company London Limited, Vineyard House, 44 Brook Green,
London, W6 7BT. Closing date: midday 11 May 2016. Entrants
must be UK residents aged 18 or over and not employees of  
the promoter. One entry per person. Full T&Cs apply,  
see bit.ly/sweet-peas-gw

Our competition winner will

receive this prize package...

� A bouquet of scented sweet peas
and roses from The Real Flower Company,
delivered to their door, every month for 
four months starting June 2016.
Worth £320
� An exclusive visit to Easton Walled
Gardens, Lincolnshire, including lunch
and afternoon tea, PLUS a private tour
of the gardens with Lady Cholmeley.
Worth £100
� 48 plants of the new sweet pea variety
that will bear the name suggested by the
competition winner, courtesy of exclusive
suppliers Blooming Direct. Worth £20
� A pair of tickets to Gardeners’ World
Live at the NEC in June, PLUS theatre
tickets to see Monty Don live on stage
and meet the magazine team. Worth £49 

Last

chance

to enter
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SUMMER IS around the corner,
so any bedding plants that have
been potted up into their display
containers and hanging baskets
can be moved outdoors during
the day to acclimatise them to
conditions and light levels. With
large containers that are too 

heavy to move, plant them up
in situ then cover with fleece
for a few days and whenever  
a late frost is forecast.

Bedding for planting into
borders can be hardened off
over five or six days by moving
it outside during the day, and 

bringing it in overnight. It can
also be kept in a cold frame,
with the lid opened by day
to allow air and warmth to
circulate. Again, a week or
so of this should toughen
up the plants enough to be
planted out later this month. 

Harden off bedding

Slowly acclimatise

bedding plants to

outdoor conditions

over several days

MAY IS a good time to lift and

divide primroses, as they’ve

finished flowering but their foliage

is still growing well. Divide every

two to three years to rejuvenate

them, create more plants and

prevent them developing an

unproductive woody centre.

With a small fork or hand trowel,

lift the entire clump, then pull it

apart into several smaller sections,

each with its own roots. Replant

these sections individually into

new locations, after adding lots

of garden compost to the soil..

Divide clumps 

of primroses

Replant outer parts of the clump to boost next year’s display
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MONEY-SAVER TIP: SOW SEEDS OF ORNAMENTAL KALE FOR WINTER BEDDING

Sow in pots of seed compost in a greenhouse or on a warm
windowsill and pot on when large enough to handle. Harden off
before growing on outdoors, ready for planting in winter displays. Deadhead for

more flowers

FLOWERING PLANTS in pots and

borders will perform for longer

and continue to look fresh if you

deadhead them regularly. Use

scissors to snip off the flowers as

soon as they fade and do this once

or twice a week for the best results.

This satisfying task stops plants

setting seed, which in turn spurs

them on to produce more flowers.

Where plants are still in small

pots, waiting to be planted out,

it’s worth removing any flowers

to keep them producing vigorous

growth until you display them.

Keep plants vigorous by cutting

off flowered and leggy stems

Tie shoots to their

supports if the

tendrils can’t

get a firm grip

Cut back flower

stems now, so

they bloom later

than usual

�CHECKLIST

� Tie in clematis and

roses to wires, netting 

or trellis fixed to

walls and fences

� Put in supports for

border perennials

prone to flopping

� Prune Clematis

montana if necessary

when flowering ends

� Cut back alyssum,

arabis and aubretia

� Start sowing spring-

flowering biennials

� Check for vine weevil

grubs among the roots 

of plants in pots

A GREAT WAY to extend the

flowering display in your borders

is to do the ‘Chelsea chop’ in May.

This involves cutting back the

stems of certain perennials to

delay flowering by up to four weeks. 

It works well on many border

favourites, including heleniums, 

rudbeckias and sedums.

If you only have a single clump

of a particular plant, then cut back

half of its stems by about half their

height. Those left uncut will bloom

first, followed later by those you

did cut, so overall flowering lasts

longer. If you have several identical

plants, you could cut back one or

more entire clumps, extending

the display by up to a month. 

Try out the

Chelsea chop

STRONG-GROWING sweet pea
plants raised from seed or bought
from garden centres can be planted
out now in their flowering position.

Make sure the young plants have 
been thoroughly hardened off  

Plant out and tie in sweet pea seedlings to supports
to acclimatise them to outdoor
conditions, but keep some fleece
handy to cover them at night if
conditions turn cold. Mix plenty
of water-retentive compost into
the soil, then plant them at the 

base of an obelisk, hazel wigwam
or trellis. You will need to tie in
the shoots regularly with string.
Alternatively, attach fine netting
to fence panels or supports for
them to cling to as they climb.  



“Our family are all
grown up now”

FREE
GUIDE

When your Timeshare starts

to feel like Sun, Sea and

Stress it’s good to know

you have options.

Selling your

Timeshare

Everything you need to know about

Studio, Plas Talgarth, North Wales

1 Bed, Hollywood Mirage Club, Tenerife

2 Bed, Lakeland Village, Cumbria

Whether you’re worried about passing maintenance

bills to family, finding travel more difficult or perhaps

you actually want to travel more - this FREE guide’s an

excellent place to start. With 16 pages of independent

Make timeshare work for you...

Timeshare specialists for

resorts worldwide

Advertise your Timeshare

with us for FREE

Floating weeks, fixed weeks,

points & club memberships

2 Bed, Macdonald Villacana, Spain

3 Bed, Anfi Emerald Club, Gran Canaria

3 Bed, Cameron House, Scotland

We have listings in
nearly every country
you may desire. Here
are just a few of our
recent ones…

SellMyTimeshare.tv offer services including timeshare resales, client purchases, trade-ins, disposals, alternative leisure & lifestyle products as well as offering advice on getting 

the most from their existing timeshare ownership *Terms & Conditions relating to the £30 voucher will be included within the literature that is sent out with the free guide.

0800  012  4687
FOR YOUR FREE 16 PAGE BROCHURE CALL

visit www.SellMyTimeshare.tv

“Our maintenance bills are too high”

“We can’t get the desired exchanges”

“We want to travel to different
parts of the world”

SellMyTimeshare.tv 
 cancelled & sold over 

2,250 timeshares
in 2015!

“Our children do 
not want to 
inherit our 
Timeshare”

We’ve helped 1000s of consumers...

Last year we helped 1000s of people ensure that they 

were still getting the most out of their investment.

For whilst the sun may still shine, and the location’s 

still great, your needs and that of your loved ones will 

inevitably change over time. Our Timeshare Health check 

helps you assess if your property is still right for you – and 

if it isn’t, we off er straight talking and totally independent 

advice on what to do next. To fi nd out more and to claim 

your FREE guide call TODAY!

expert advice it’s easy to  make your 

Readers of this 

magazine can receive a 

£30 VOUCHER

redeemable at over 120 high 

street stores including 

Homebase, B&Q

& Argos*
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offer Vibrant violas offer
TO ORDER Please send your order and payment to: BBC Gardeners’ World  
Magazine Violas Offer, Unwins, Alconbury Hill, Huntingdon PE28 4HY

Code: AVMSGWX1 

Vibrant violas

�

These Magnifi Scent® violas will fill your garden with scented flowers from spring to autumn

offer

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE QTY TOTAL

5120-7411 Viola ‘Amy’ 5 plants £7.95

5120-7412 Viola ‘Blue Sails’ 5 plants £7.95

5120-7413 Viola ‘Bonny’ 5 plants £7.95

5120-7414 Viola ‘Sunny Jim’ 5 plants £7.95

5120-7415 Viola ‘Sweetheart’ 5 plants £7.95

5120-7416 Viola Collection 5 plants (1 of each) £7.95

5120-7417
BUY 2 GET 1 FREE Viola Collection  
15 plants (3 of each)

£15.90

POSTAGE FREE 1 FREE

GRAND TOTAL £

113

(Last 3 digits printed on signature strip)

Unwins are offering
BBC Gardeners’ World
Magazine readers a fantastic 
collection of five Magnifi 
Scent® violas.

These violas, bred by RHS
Gold Medal winners, will
create dazzling displays, with
masses of scented flowers
from spring, right through
into autumn. The vigorous,
rounded plants are disease-
resistant and produce up to
40 flowers per week and can
be planted in pots or beds for
a stunning, fragrant display. 

Why Magnifi Scent® violas?
� Captivating fragrance
� Summer-long flowering
� Great for pots or borders
� Vigorous growers and 

disease resistant

SAVE £7.95
Unwins is offering 15 plants
for the price of 10, saving
you £7.95. Plants supplied as
plug plants, 10cm root to tip.

FREE

P&P

Terms & Conditions Offer closes 31 July 2016. Enter offer code in the ‘redeem voucher’ panel in your on line shopping basket. Despatched from the end of May. Quality Guarantee: refund or replacement guaranteed should your plants fail to grow satisfactorily, 
given reasonable care and attention. Please note your contract for supply of goods is with Unwins, Alconbury Hill, Huntingdon PE28 4HY. For full terms and conditions visit unwins.co.uk. Offer subject to availability. Full growing instructions included.

 Viola ‘Amy’  Viola ‘Blue Sails’

 Viola ‘Sunny Jim’  Viola ‘Bonny’

Viola ‘Sweetheart’

0844 573 8372 quote offer code AVMSGWX1

  unwins.co.uk/VMSGWX1

Enter the offer code in the ‘redeem
voucher’ panel in your shopping basket

Title       Initial  Surname

Address

Postcode

Tel Email

I enclose a cheque/PO for £ made payable to Unwins, with my 

name and address on the back. Please do not send stamps or cash.

Or charge my Visa � Mastercard � Maestro � (issue no ��)

Card number ����������������

Start date ��/�� Expiry date ��/�� Card security code ���

Signature Date 
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Start off a sweet
potato crop
SWEET POTATOES aren’t hardy in
the UK, so need to be started off
indoors for a few weeks before
planting into large, deep pots in the
greenhouse or outdoors in a sunny
spot once the weather is warmer.

You can buy sweet potatoes as
plug plants or ‘slips’ to start off in
pots. Slips are shoots removed from
chitted sweet potato tubers, with
no roots or only very small ones. 

Slips tend to look withered when
they arrive, so soak them in water
overnight before planting into small
pots, up to the base of the leaves.

If you’ll be growing them outside,
harden them off carefully after about
three weeks and plant out only after
the last frost. Whether indoors or
out, these sprawling plants need
plenty of space. They’ll be ready to
harvest in three to four months.

ONCE THE SEEDLINGS of

flowering plants have produced

three or four true leaves, pinch

out the growing tip to encourage

the development of sideshoots

from as low down as possible.

Use a pair of small scissors or

just your finger and thumb to

remove the growth tip. This

results in bushy growth, rather

than tall, leggy plants that can

collapse under their own weight.

It also encourages more flowering 

shoots to form. Repeat this

process two or three times, as

soon as the new shoots have

produced three to four leaves. 

Pinch out

seedling tips

Pinch out the tops of seedlings

to get well-branched plants

Hang up sticky 

pest traps
AN ALTERNATIVE to chemicals

for controlling insect pests in the

greenhouse are sticky yellow

traps. Hang them in the furthest

corners from the door or vents,

close to the eaves. These traps

can also be used to monitor the 

numbers of pests present.

However, remember that these

traps are indiscriminate and will

catch beneficial insects, including 

pollinators such as bees and

hoverflies, as well as unwanted

pests such as whitefly and aphids. 

To avoid catching the larger

beneficial insects, hang the traps 

inside a cage of mesh with a

gauge of 6 7mm. This will let the

smaller pests through, but keep 

out most beneficial insects. 

Monitor and trap flying pests 

with yellow sticky traps 

Plant sweet potato ‘slips’ with the compost up to the base of the leaves

STEP BY STEP How to make more bedding plants

1 2 3

MAKE EXTRA bedding plants by
taking cuttings from any you buy.
Snip one or two shoots from each
plant, such as this verbena. They
will root quickly in pots covered
with a clear plastic bag, on a bright
windowsill or in the greenhouse.  

1 Cut 10cm shoots from the plant

and pop them into a polythene

bag to prevent moisture loss.

2 Trim the shoot to three or four

leaf joints long, cutting the base 

just under the lowest node.

Pinch out the soft tip, then

remove the lower leaves.

3 Fill a small pot with seed and

cuttings compost, then insert

three or four cuttings around

the edge of the pot and water in.
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Look out 
for...

MONEY-SAVING TIP: MAKE LOTS MORE PLANTS FROM JUST ONE PARENT

Buy a good-sized pelargonium, fuchsia or argyranthemum
to be a mother plant, from which to take cuttings. The new
plants will root in three to four weeks, for planting out in June.

�CHECKLIST

� Harden off bedding,

dahlias and sweet 

peas ready for

planting outside

� Inspect plants for

pests frequently and

take action right away

� Start moving

conservatory plants

outside if you have a

warm sheltered garden

� Finish planting up

hanging baskets and

grow on indoors so

plants establish well

� Open vents and damp

down the floor to keep

the atmosphere cool

� Continue potting on 

and pricking out

seedlings regularly

� Plant tomatoes, chillies

and aubergines into

their final positions

RED SPIDER MITE

This tiny sap-sucking

mite causes mottled

foliage and webbing.

Remove infested plants,

introduce the biocontrol 

and keep air humid.

Shade blinds are easy to raise or lower, depending on the weather, to keep the greenhouse from overheating 

AVOID UNBEARABLY high daytime
temperatures and the problems
this causes in the greenhouse by
creating shade. Leaves will scorch
and growth can become distorted
as plants try to regulate water loss
in hot temperatures. Fruit ripening 

Set up shading to control summer heat

may also be affected – in tomatoes
heat can cause greenback, where
the fruit is hard and green at the
top, making it almost inedible.

Shade can be created in several
ways. Shade paint can be applied
directly to the glass, then washed 

off in autumn. Shade netting can
be pinned and pegged inside the
roof and sides of the greenhouse,
then taken down at the end of the
season. Some greenhouses have
integral blinds, which make it easy
to react to daily weather conditions.

POP A FEW young basil plants into
the compost around the base of
tomatoes growing in large pots,
growing bags or on the veg plot. 
Both plants enjoy the same
conditions and it is believed that
the scent of basil repels pests such
as whitefly. Pick the basil shoot tips 
regularly to encourage fresh
sideshoots to form – and pick
the tomatoes at the same time! 

Give basil and

tomatoes similar

growing conditions

Plant basil with
your tomatoes



Get the edge over all other
lawn edging with Flexi-Edge
Shapes to any curve and simply mounts into place.
Perfect for use along lawn edges, flower beds 
or around trees and bushes.

Available in 4 colours

The benefits of Flexi-Edge

� Easy to install and
re-arrange time and 

time again

� Durable and long lasting

� Weather proof – suitable

in sun, rain, frost and snow

� Maintenance free

� Will not discolour or crack

� Lawnmower safe

� Made from recycled materials

� Size:

L: 1000mm H: 80mm W:75mm

Easy Installation

Place it Connect it Stake it

Visit www.flexiedging.co.uk
Or call today on 0113 249 2222
Lines open from Monday to Friday 8am to 5pm

Flexibility
of Rubber,

Strength
of Stone

GARDENS

REIMAGINED

Visit the Eden Project to discover

gardening at its most imaginative.

Here contemporary Outdoor Gardens

meet Eden’s unique Biomes, creating a

stunning setting for seasonal displays of

colour, contrast and scale. Spring brings

a multitude of miniature irises, rows of

triumphant tulips and the captivating

colour of Persian buttercups. Summer

Eden bathes in unruly swathes of wild

flowers, deliciously scented sweet peas

and the towering blooms of foxgloves.

Eden. Cornwall’s Contemporary Garden

Open daily for inspiration and the extraordinary

edenproject.com

The Eden Project connects us with each other and the
living world. Reg. charity no. 1093070 (The Eden Trust).
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2 3 4

STEP BY STEP How to grow tomatoes using ring culture

Fill the ring by a third with multi-

purpose compost, then plant the

tomato firmly in the centre. Add

more compost up the stem as it

grows. Larger plants can be

plunged straight into a filled ring. 

Before the tomato starts growing,

provide some protection from

sap-sucking pests by adding

a French marigold – the scent

will keep aphids and whitefly

away from your tomatoes.

Soak the newly potted plants

thoroughly then water daily,

stepping up the quantity as the

plant grows, then reducing as the

fruit begins to ripen. Add tomato

feed to the water once a week.

Use the ring as a template to cut

the exact shape out of the top of

the growing bag so that the ring

sits securely on top and the roots

grow into the compost. Make slits

in the side of the bag for drainage.

1
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A regular high-

potash feed will help

ensure a good crop

Grow tomatoes

with ring culture
NOTHING BEATS the taste of home-grown

tomatoes, so to ensure a plentiful supply, get young 

plants into their final cropping position as soon

as night temperatures are regularly above 12°C.

Growing tomatoes in a ring is an updated take on

a traditional method, using open-based containers 

(make your own or buy one like the example

below). Planted on top of the growing bag to give

the taproot extra room, they also develop new

roots on the stem beneath the compost, which 

can take in more moisture and food.

Tomatoes grow quickly and are best planted

before the first flower truss has set. Use strong

canes and string to train the plants, and put the

first set of ties in straight away to avoid the weight 

of the first truss bending the lower stem. Keep

plants fed and watered regularly, and remove  

any side shoots that appear in the leaf axils.

Back to

basics

WATCH Sarah Raven demonstrate how to grow tomatoes 
outside at gardenersworld.com/tomatoes-outside

May 2016

�



AFTER THE LAST frost, you can
plant out tender crops such as
dwarf French beans. Take care to
harden plants off first to acclimatise
them to outdoor conditions. Space 
dwarf beans 20cm apart, with 
35cm between the rows.

1 Soak the plants thoroughly,

then carefully knock them out

of their pots. Dig a hole large

enough to accommodate the

roots, and gently firm plants in.

2 Add short stakes to protect their

brittle stems and support the 

developing beans.

3 Water well to settle the soil

around the roots. Then water at

least weekly – more in dry spells.

Apply tomato fertiliser regularly

once the plants start to flower.

STEP BY STEP How to plant out French beans

1 2 3
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Sow speedy

salads between

rows of slow-

growing onions
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SOW QUICK-GROWING salad leaves,
spring onions, radishes and
beetroot into the gaps between
slow-to-mature crops such as
onions, leeks, parsnips, maincrop 
carrots and brassicas. Called
intercropping, this is a great way to
make use of all your space, so you
get maximum crops from your plot. 

The idea is that the fast crops will
mature before the slow crops take 
up the space with their foliage.

First remove any weed seedlings,
then make a shallow drill in the soil
between the longer-term plants,
taking care not to disturb their
roots. Sow the seeds thinly in the
drill, cover with soil and water in.

Use your gaps to grow more crops

�CHECKLIST

� Sow cauliflowers,

carrots, chicory,

French and runner

beans, Hamburg (or

root) parsley, lettuces, 

peas, spinach and

Swiss chard outdoors

� Sow courgettes,

marrows, pumpkins

and squash indoors

� Harden off brassicas, 

celery, celeriac,

courgettes, Florence 

fennel and leeks

� Provide support

for peas and sturdy

wigwams for beans

� Sow herb seed

outdoors in nursery

beds or straight into 

the herb bed

� Remove new

raspberry canes that

are growing away

from their rows

� Protect fruit with

netting or a cage

� Harvest broad beans 

and rhubarb 

ENSURE YOU GET the best results

from all your soft fruit bushes by

giving them a really good soak if

the weather has been dry. This

will help new plants to produce

strong, fibrous feeder roots to

take up moisture and nutrients

through the rest of the growing

season. It’s also important to

water established plants as they

come into flower, so they set a 

good crop of fruit.

Make sure you direct plenty

of water at the roots, so it soaks

down deeply into the soil. Don’t

just give the plants a quick sprinkle,

as this will simply moisten the soil 

surface and then evaporate.

Keep fruit

well watered

Water fruit bushes generously so

the roots are thoroughly soaked
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Cut off onion

flowers to

prevent poor

quality bulbs

CHECK AUTUMN-PLANTED onions
for any signs of ‘bolting’ (flowering). 
Look immediately above the
developing bulb of the onion for a
thick upright-growing stalk topped 
with a small bobble that will
eventually develop into a flower
bud. If left to grow, the flower bud 

will mature and open, using up
the plant’s valuable energy. As
a result, it won’t produce a firm, 
well-shaped bulb.

If you find a flower stalk, trace
it back to its base and cut it off
as low down as you can without
damaging the surrounding leaves.

Cut off onion buds

IT’S TIME to sow sweetcorn direct

into the veg plot. In well-prepared

soil, sow two seeds in a hole 1 2cm

deep, at 40 45cm spacings. If both 

seeds in each hole germinate,

remove the weaker seedling.

In colder parts of the UK, sow

seeds indoors now, into pots of

multi-purpose compost, placed on

a windowsill or in a greenhouse.

Plant out the seedlings when 8cm

tall any larger and they’re likely

to suffer a check to their growth.

Always plant sweetcorn in a

block rather than a single, long row 

to ensure a good crop on these

wind-pollinated plants. A grid

pattern gives the best chance of the

pollen landing on another plant.

NOW THAT strawberry plants are

growing strongly and flowering,

it’s time to cover the surface of the

soil around them with a thick layer 

of clean straw to form a mulch.

This performs a number of

useful functions. It provides a soft

layer for the developing fruits to

sit on, keeping them off the damp

ground, while also preventing

soil getting splashed onto them 

during watering or rain.

In addition, the straw holds

warmth in the upper layer of soil

overnight, which speeds up fruit

ripening. The mulch also retains 

moisture in the soil, so it is

available to the plant roots. 

Sow sweetcorn

seeds now

Mulch your

strawberries

Sow seeds in a grid pattern, not

a row, spacing 40-45cm apart

Avoid muddy strawberry fruits by

spreading straw around plants

Look out 
for...

SAWFLY LARVAE

on gooseberries and

currants. These readily

eat the leaves down to

a skeleton. Pick them off

or spray with nematodes,

pyrethrum, deltamethrin

or lambda-cyhalothrin. 

QUICK
solution

MAKE A SMALL

FLEECE CLOCHE

Protect a young plant if a

cold night is forecast by

making a simple cloche.

Take a hanging basket

frame and cover it with

a piece of fleece to make 

a taut dome. Fix the

fleece in place with

string, staples or some

running stitches. Place

it over the vulnerable

plant and anchor it with

pegs made from pieces

of bent wire. Remove the

cloche in the daytime.
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FRUIT AND VEG MAY

Start earthing

up potatoes

when stems

reach 20cm tall

Keep vigorous

vines under control

by pinching out  

and tying in

WARMER NIGHTS mean that

potatoes will be growing strongly

this month, and to get the biggest

yields from your plot, you need to

earth up the stems. This involves

mounding up soil or compost

around the stems to exclude light

and encourage the formation of

underground stems, or stolons,

on which the potatoes form. 

You should earth up when stems

reach 20cm above the surface. First

loosen the soil between the rows

without disturbing the plants. Then

carefully mound the soil up against 

the stems with a spade. Aim to

cover the shoots entirely the first

time you earth up. Use the back of

your spade to gently pat the sides

of the mound to hold it in place.

Earth up your potatoes

AN ESTABLISHED GRAPEVINE will
produce masses of growth, so it’s
vital to pinch out the tips of thinner,
weaker shoots when they have
produced just two or three leaves.

On younger vines, you should 
aim to create a well-spaced 

Tie in grapevines and pinch out shoots
framework of strong, horizontal
branches (known as rods), which
will carry the fruiting sideshoots  
in subsequent years.

On established plants, you
should pinch back shoots to three 
or four leaves away from the 

framework. Leave one sideshoot
every 30-40cm along each rod  
to develop fully.

Continue to train the strongest
growth along supports and tie it in
at 20-30cm intervals. Allow space
for air to flow between shoots. 

MAY IS when asparagus starts to
grow with a vengeance. Although
you may have been able to pick a
few spears already, especially if you
live in the milder south of the UK,
well-established clumps will now
send up plenty of shoots and they
need picking regularly to encourage 
more to form below ground.

Harvest the spears when they
are around 15cm tall, using a
sharp knife to cut through the
stems 2cm below the soil surface. 
Take care not to slice into any
hidden buds below ground that  
are yet to sprout.

KEEP WATCH for blackfly on the
soft tips of your broad bean plants.
This growth is easy for these aphids
to feed on and a few individuals
can turn into hundreds in just a few
weeks. On small spring-sown plants
and where the blackfly are only in
small numbers, they can be easily
squashed. On larger autumn-sown
plants, pinch out infested shoot tips.

Harvest spears  
of asparagus

Remove blackfly
on broad beans

Pick asparagus every few days, 

as the shoots grow quickly

Blackfly multiply rapidly, so act

quickly to nip them in the bud

Sow parsnips 5cm apart, then

thin out to a final spacing of 15cm

IN ALL but heavy, wet clay soils

and the coldest parts of the UK,

parsnips can now be sown direct

outdoors . Check the soil is warm

enough first if it’s below 8°C, the

seeds simply won’t germinate.

This is an easy-to-grow crop, but 

it’s best to choose a disease-

resistant variety such as ‘Albion’,

‘Archer’ or ‘Palace’. In an open,

sunny site, sow seeds 5cm apart

and 1cm deep, with 35 40cm

between rows. Cover the seeds with

sieved garden soil and water well.

Direct sow

parsnip seeds



A citrussy sweet flavour and
72 fruits each on average!

Cucumber
      White Wonder

A NEW range of 6
Grafted Vegetable Plants
Premium Quality Plants that produce more 

fruit, earlier and over a longer period!

A dense sweet flesh and a perfect
substitute to meat.

Aubergine Meatball

Over 150 crack resistant cherry
tomatoes with a good balance of acidity.

Tomato Garnet

A fantastic pepper to make the
best paprika you have ever tasted!

Sweet Pepper 
      Almapaprika

The smallest and sweetest
currant tomato - perfect 
for summer salads.

Tomato

Red Currant &

Yellow Currant

“I’ve decided to graft

an exclusive range of

fantastic vegetables.

Not only are they great 

for the allotment,

but for the garden and

containers as well, and each and every

one will bring a new dimension to your

cooking! Give them a try and enjoy

deliciou s vege tab le s al l summ er long.”

Rob Smith Vegetables
Winner of the Big Allotment Challenge

Go online on www.dobies.co.uk or call 0844 9670303

or exclusively in all 



Let us transform the
quality of your lawn!

Our annual lawn care programme will ensure your 

lawns are in an excellent condition all year round...

FREE Lawn Analysis: 0808 100 1413
see our seasonal & additional treatments: www.greensleeves-uk.com

Greens up and thickens the lawn

Removes weeds & minimises moss

 Safe for children & pets

Mechanical services available

More effective than DIY

 No contract - Direct Debit available

* when paying by Direct Debit

From as little as £6*

0808 168 28 28 IronmongeryDirect.com

YOU’LL DIG OUR

LOW TRADE PRICES

£

• Size 152mm

• Superior rust resistance

• Ideal for interior 

   and exterior use

Order Code:

913539086

Plain Ring 
Gate Latch
Galvanised

FROM ONLY

£3.50
EACH

WHEN YOU 

BUY 5+

TO GET YOUR FREE CATALOGUE

ORDER BY 8PM. GET IT NEXT DAY! *Prices ex VAT.

Visit us at the RHS Chelsea Flower Show
24th-28th May - Stand RHW356

Arches  •  Pergolas  •  Gazebos  •  Bowers
Porticoes  •  Obelisks  •  Screens  •  Fruit Cages

www.agriframes.co.uk  |  0117 934 1790
PART OF THE

GROUP
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YOUR LAWN may well be showing signs of wear

and tear after a punishing, soggy winter. But don’t

despair – a few simple steps are all it takes to get it

back in shape. There’s no need to tackle the whole

area, just those patches where damage is worst,

and this is the ideal time of year to do it, since lawn

seed will germinate rapidly as the weather warms. 

Prepare the soil well to encourage good

germination, and make sure the ground doesn’t dry

out after sowing. It’s also worth laying a few twiggy

sticks on the surface to keep away cats and birds.

Once the new grass reaches 5cm tall, mow with

the blades set high so you remove just the top 1cm.

This will encourage it to fill out and cover the ground. 

If you keep the new grass regularly watered and

mown, it will be well established by midsummer.

Repair a damaged 
patch of lawn

Dig out any worn
patches of lawn
and sow with
fresh seed now

21 3 4

STEP BY STEP How to make lawn repairs

IMPROVE the soil by adding some
bagged John Innes No.1 compost –
but not too much, as it may lead to
the patch subsequently sinking. Add
just enough to improve the general
structure and texture of the soil.

SPRINKLE a dwarf ryegrass seed 
mix (the best choice for lawn
patching) evenly over the soil
surface. Measure it out at a rate
of about two clenched fistfuls  
of seed per square metre. 

SLOWLY water in the seeds using
a watering can fitted with a fine rose
(sprinkler head). Take care not to
flood the area, as this will wash the
seeds down to the lowest part and 
lead to uneven germination.

SKIM off the damaged patches of
turf with a sharp spade or turf lifter,
then fork over the area to a depth
of about 8cm. Break up any clods
with the back of the fork until the 
soil has a fine, even texture.

Alan’s top 3 lawn-seed mixes
�Hard-wearing lawns Suitable for most general-purpose lawns, 

they usually contain a mix of dwarf ryegrasses.

�Shady lawns Special blends of grass seeds are available. 

containing species that are suited to light shade.

� Fine lawns Produce an ornamental but high-maintenance lawn.
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Look after container plants
AT THIS BUSY time of year, when
you are focused on potting up and
planting out summer bedding, it’s all
too easy to overlook plants that are 
permanently growing in pots.
However, these long-term container
plants really need your attention  

if they’re to stay looking their best 
throughout the year.

For potted topiary balls, standard
specimens and hostas, refresh the
top 5cm of compost and mix in a
handful of slow-release fertiliser
granules. Also spike the plant’s 

rootball with a border fork to allow
water and nutrients to soak into the
centre, rather than just drain down
around the edge of the pot. Finish
off by adding a decorative mulch of
crushed stone or pebbles to hold
in moisture during hot weather.

HARDWOOD cuttings of cornus, 

willow and rubus, planted in

winter, will now be well rooted and 

growing away strongly, but the

new shoots will benefit from being

cut back by about half their height

during May. This will prevent the

young plants becoming leggy

and spindly, encouraging them

to make stronger roots and more

sideshoots from lower down to

bulk out the shrub. Use sharp

secateurs to cut just above  

a bud, node or shoot.

Prune outdoor 

cuttings 

Trim new growth on hardwood

cuttings to encourage sideshoots

Remember
to water patio

pots throughout
the summer

Sow veg direct outside

Beechgrove
�

BEECHGROVE GARDEN
Watch the show on Sundays
at 8.30am on BBC2, and on  
Thursdays at
7.30pm on
BBC2 Scotland.

VIEW FROM BEECHGROVE

SUCCESS WITH direct-sown crops
depends on good soil preparation,
even depth and spacing of seeds,
and adequate moisture. For carrots,
you must also provide immediate
mesh protection from root fly.

Our soil is dug, raked, consolidated
and raked again to a crumbly texture
the size of large breadcrumbs, known
as ‘a fine tilth’. With carrots, beetroot 
and parsnips, use a string line to
draw a shallow drill, at most 2.5cm
deep. Sow seed thinly, keeping the
thumb and forefinger just in contact
with the drill centre, and the hand
moving for even distribution. With
swedes, sow two or three seeds at
the recommended final spacing,
then keep only the strongest seedling 
– no more thinning is required. 

� Look out for aphids

and scale insects

– honeydew and ants

are often an indicator  

of such pests

� Continue to earth up

first early potatoes 

and plant your

maincrop tubers

� Water regularly any

plants being hardened 

off in cold frames

� Plant up hanging

baskets now, but keep

them under cover to

grow on until June

�CHECKLIST

Use a string
line to create

a straight drill
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TIME-SAVER TIP: AVOID LATER WEEDING BY HOEING FREQUENTLY

The quickest way to get rid of new weed seedlings is by hoeing. 
Done on dry soil, it can also create a dust mulch that inhibits
further germination. Hoe as often as possible on dry days.

To ensure fast and thorough

decomposition, your compost

must be turned regularly. To do

this, simply empty out the bin,

then put back the contents in

reverse order so the material that

was on the top ends up on the 

Turn your compost regularly
bottom. This gets oxygen into the

compost, which kick starts the

active bacteria and increases the

temperature. Turning regularly 

speeds up the process and

ultimately rewards you with well

broken down, odourless compost.  

Next month

WARMTH AND moisture fuel weed
growth this month, so make weeding
a priority. Check the whole garden 
frequently so you’re never
surprised by an infestation.

The upright blades of newly sown
grass seedlings allow weeds to
germinate readily in between. Pull
out young weed seedlings regularly, 
then water to re-settle the soil.

Couch grass spreads quickly by
underground stems or stolons. Use
a hand trowel to loosen the soil and
trace back the stolons to remove all
parts of the plants from borders.

Many weeds flower and set seed
very rapidly, so you always need to
be vigilant. If you’re short on time,
simply nip off the seedheads as a
quick fix, whenever you spot them.

STEP BY STEP  

Tackle weeds

1

2

3

�CHECKLIST

� Prepare soil for

planting out summer

bedding by weeding 

and raking it over

� Give established

lawns a spring feed,

if not done last month

� Continue mowing

formal lawns weekly

� Prune flowering

currants and forsythia

once the blooms fade

� Clip formal hedges

late in the month, if no

birds’ nests are present

� Tie in the new growth  

of wall shrubs and

climbing plants

� Plant waterlilies in

ponds, aiming to have 

two-thirds of the

surface covered

in midsummer

�  Continue feeding fish

Make great
compost quickly
by mixing and 
aerating it

�Monty looks after his 

gooseberry crop

�Carol creates displays

with tender flowers

�Alan makes more plants

from softwood cuttings

�PLUS find out how to 

transplant leeks

Look out 
for...

VIBURNUM BEETLE

The larvae (pictured) are 

active now. Spraying

with insecticide in early

May is most effective.

Don’t spray flowers.



FACTFILE

Blue tit

Cyanistes caeruleus

DID YOU KNOW? It’s thought female blue tits 
choose males depending on their status and health, 
which they can determine by the amount of UV 
(ultraviolet) light reflected from the males’ crown 
feathers. Researchers at The University of Bristol 
found that the more dominant males reflect more 
UV light, potentially making them more attractive  
to would-be mates. The sexes are similar looking, 
though the female is slightly paler. Juveniles are 
duller than the adults and have a greener crown, 
wings and tail, and yellow cheeks. In winter, family 
flocks join up with other tits to search for food. A 
garden with four or five blue tits at a feeder at any 
one time may be providing food for 20 or more.  
The blue tit is resident and does not usually travel 
further than a few miles from where it was born.  
It’s an incredibly agile bird, and is well suited to 
hanging upside down from feeders and branches. 

DIET A blue tit’s beak is short and thin, perfect for 
picking up insects and spiders from crevices, as 
well as caterpillars and seeds. In spring they also 
feed on pollen, nectar and sap, and in autumn they 
eat berries. In gardens they readily come to 
feeders, eating various foods, including peanuts, 
sunflower seeds and hearts, and suet products. 
They’ve long had a habit of pecking milk bottle tops 
to get to the cream and more recently they have 
learned to raid solitary bee hotels for grubs.

LIFECYCLE Having made a nest from such 
materials as grass, moss and wool, typically in a 
hole in a tree, a wall or in a nest box, the female 
lays a brood of 13 red-spotted white eggs between 
April and May. She’ll sit on the eggs alone until the 
chicks hatch, after 12-16 days. The chicks fledge 
after 18 to 21 days. The female stays with them for 
around five days to help them find food. 

HABITAT A wide variety of habitats, including 
gardens, parks, farmland and woodland.  

AT RISK?  No. Populations can decrease in harsh 
winters or after a poor breeding season (if the 
weather is cold and wet). But otherwise they are 
common and widespread in the British Isles. 

Blue movers 
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Seen in abundance throughout the British Isles, the blue 

tit is the most common species of tit and brightens our 

gardens with its colourful plumage and agile antics



Four or five blue  
tits at a feeder  

could be providing 
food for 20 or more  

wildlife this month
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Look out for signs of sickness in garden wildlife

wildlife this month

1
Dig a hole about twice the size of the dahlia
rootball, and add a few generous handfuls of
multi-purpose compost (alternatively use
well-rotted manure or garden compost).

2
If growing on clay soil add horticultural grit
to the planting hole. Plant the dahlia, with
the central stem pointing upwards,
spreading out the tubers. Water thoroughly.

3
Return soil to the planting hole and press
down firmly around the roots. Ensure the
central stem is just on the soil surface,
no deeper. Add a sturdy plant support.

May 2016gardenersworld.com

Garden Wildlife Health (GWH) is a collaborative
project involving a number of conservation
organisations, including the Zoological Society of
London (ZSL). Working with gardeners and
volunteers, GWH hopes to obtain information
about the diseases affecting garden birds,
amphibians, reptiles and hedgehogs, in order to
offer better and more up-to-date advice on how
to help garden wildlife. Simply get in touch with
GWH if you find a sick or injured bird, amphibian,
reptile or hedgehog. You will be prompted to
register and answer a series of questions. To
find out more and to take part in monitoring the
health of wildlife in your garden, visit zsl.org/
science/research/gwh

Is your garden

wildlife healthy?

✔ Put out nesting boxes for migrant birds such
as swifts, arriving in the UK now. Swifts nest in
loose colonies in holes high up in houses, so
several nest boxes should be placed under
the eaves to attract them.

✔ Leave hedges un-trimmed until September to
give food and shelter to nesting birds like wrens.

✔ Make sure there are plenty of low-growing
plants around the edges of your pond to provide
cover and protect emerging froglets and
toadlets from predators. Choose plants that
won’t drop too many leaves or have vigorous
roots that might puncture a pond liner. Hardy
geraniums or perennial columbines work well.

✔ In case of dry weather, leave out mealworms
for ground-feeding birds such as robins and
blackbirds, which may use them as a substitute
for invertebrates, to feed their young.

Wildlife gardening jobs
Protect emerging amphibians, erect nest

boxes for migrant birds and leave hedges

untrimmed throughout the summer

✔ MOW, OR STRIM, perennial

wildflower meadows now, to

suppress grass growth and aid

wildflowers. Remove all clippings to

reduce soil fertility. Poor soils allow

wildflowers to flourish more.

Cut back perennial
meadows, raking

off and composting
any cl ippings
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   How to…   

Dahlias can offer nectar 
and pollen from summer 

until the first frosts

Late-flowering dahlias can be planted directly in 

the soil now, after all risk of frost has passed. 

Choose only those with a single layer of petals 

around a clear central boss of reproductive parts, 

so the pollen and nectar are readily available for 

pollinators such as hoverflies, bees and butterflies. 

Stake tall-growing cultivars and deadhead often.  

YOU WILL NEED

�  Single-flowered 

dahlia tubers

�  Spade

�  Compost

�  Plant supports
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Multi Award Winner

It·s Not Science Fiction It·s Science Fact !

For Details Call t:01277-366 002
UK MARKET LEADER IN BLANKET WEED CONTROL

Available From All Good Aquatic & Garden Centres

Guaranteed

To Answer Your

Blanket weed Problem  

The Original & Still

4.6 out of 5 Stars 



Available at leading gardening retailers nationwide

Follow us
on Twitter

Find us on
Facebook

William Morris Collection
Exclusively by Briers

Advanced Glove Range
Our most cutting-edge range of technical gloves yet…
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springwatch your garden

Every spring, thousands of gardeners and 
wildlife enthusiasts tune in to Springwatch 
to witness the exploits of British wildlife, 
rearing young and visiting feeding stations, 
and competing for survival. And while all  
of this is being filmed for our entertainment, 
the wildlife in our own gardens is behaving 
in exactly the same way – or it would if the 
right habitats were in place. 

The average suburban garden has the 
potential to support many types of birds, 
insects and mammals, including squirrels, 
hedgehogs and foxes, plus amphibians such 
as frogs, toads and newts. Larger gardens, 
and those in rural areas or close to habitats 
such as woodland, may also be home to 
badgers, lizards, red squirrels and a wider 
range of birds. In fact, if you create the right 
environment, your very own Springwatch 
could be just outside your window.

The key to attracting the greatest range 
of wildlife is to create a wide variety of 
habitats. These could include a mixed 
native hedge, a pond, an open compost 
heap and lots of nectar- and pollen-rich 
flowers across the seasons. You don’t need 
a huge garden – a pot of lavender will draw 
in pollinators, while a hanging feeder can 
attract everything from woodpeckers to 
blue tits. Creating habitats for wildlife is  
a win-win situation. We provide our native 
creatures with places to feed and breed, 
and they provide us with hours of 
entertainment – and many will also help to 
pollinate our crops or control garden pests. 

As well as creating the right conditions 
to attract wildlife, make sure you’re able to 
see whatever comes to visit. Position nest 
boxes, feeders and ponds where you can 
see them from a handy window or a bench 
in the garden, or even build a simple hide, 
so you can observe and enjoy your visiting 
wildlife, in your own mini Springwatch.

Kate Bradbury suggests 10 easy ways to attract more wildlife

into your garden and enjoy your visiting creatures to the full

Make your own

Identify bees 
Plant up your garden with 
nectar-rich plants such as 
verbena, shown here, to attract 
a wide range of pollinators, 
including bees. By using 
containers you can choose 
exactly where these creatures 
land. Why not place a pot of 
lavender, a great catch-all 
plant, outside your back door, 
and dedicate half an hour each 
day to watching and identifying 
the different species that visit 
the blooms? You can download 
a bee identification chart from 
bumblebeeconservation.org 

1

late May, with lots of  

new insights into our 

fascinating wildlife. 

Springwatch on TV
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Photograph wildlife

Camera kits are widely available –
mini cameras can be sited in nest
boxes so you can watch family
life unfold, while movement-
triggered cameras can record
the activities of mammals, such
as voles, shrews and hedgehogs,
while you sleep. Be careful if
you want to film near a nest site,
as any disturbance may cause
birds to abandon their nest.

Feed the birds

A feeding station creates a focal
point with lots of action. Site it
where you can see it easily, but
also near some shrubs or trees,
so birds can quickly fly to safety.
Provide a range of food – such
as sunflower hearts and seeds,
peanuts, suet products and
mealworms – in dishes and hanging 
feeders. Also include a dish of
water for drinking and bathing. 

Attract badgers, foxes 

and hedgehogs

Leave out tinned cat or dog food,
meat-flavoured cat or dog biscuits
and chopped unsalted peanuts,
as well as a dish of water, to
attract these mammals. But bear
in mind that badgers and foxes
sometimes prey on hedgehogs,
so consider making a box in
which they can feed in safety
– see hedgehogstreet.org

Trap moths

As moths are mostly nocturnal,
they often go unnoticed, but you
can observe them by making or
buying a moth trap. The simplest
option is to drape a white sheet
over something like a deckchair,
and place a bright lamp under it.
The moths, drawn to the light,
land on the sheet, where you
can photograph them. To identify 
them, go to mothscount.org
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springwatch your garden

Look out for bats

Bats use echolocation to create
an audio picture of what’s around
them. Their high-frequency noises
are inaudible to most adults, but 
can be picked up using a bat
detector. To improve your chances
of seeing bats in your garden on
warm summer evenings, grow
insect-attracting plants, make
a pond and put up bat boxes.
Go to bats.org.uk for more tips.

Feed caterpillars

Many species of butterfly lay their
eggs on nettles. They tend to like
large nettle patches in full sun,
but you could plant up a pot of
nettles and see what it attracts.
Place it in a sunny spot and keep
well watered. Look out for silken
webbing on shoot tips and small
black caterpillars. For more on
butterflies and their caterpillars,
visit butterfly-conservation.org

Play nature detective

Many creatures like to shelter
under large stones and logs, so
pile some in a quiet corner and
leave for a few weeks or more.
Then on a dry day, carefully lift
some of the logs or stones to
see if anything exciting is hiding
underneath – from centipedes  
to frogs. But only do this in
summer, as in winter you may
disturb hibernating creatures. 

Hide from birds

A bird hide is easy to make using
a few large pieces of cardboard
taped together. Paint it green so
it blends in with its surroundings
and cut out a viewing hole. To
hold it firmly in place, attach it to
stakes or prop it against a fence
and anchor it with large stones.
Position it to provide a good view
of your bird-feeding station, add a
seat and see what you can spot.

10

6 7

9

8

Dip your pond

Discover some of the fascinating
creatures living in your pond. All
you need is a white tray or large
jar and a net. First scoop some
water into the tray. Then dip the
net into your pond and gently
disturb the plants to dislodge any
creatures hiding among them.
Sweep them into the net and tip
into the tray. To identify your
catch, go to wildlife-man.co.uk
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Radishes are an impatient gardener’s dream:

sprinkle a few seeds and enjoy crunchy,

peppery, salad snacks in a few weeks

FACT FILE

Radishes

DID YOU KNOW Radish seed pods are as delicious 
as the roots. Leave plants to bolt, flower and set 
seed, then pick the pods green and eat raw for a 
crunchy, radishy hit. Any radish will do, but ‘rat’s 
tail’ varieties have particularly plentiful pods. 

NUTRITION The roots are packed with 
antioxidants, as well as containing high levels  
of vitamin C and folic acid.

HARVEST Check plants daily once the roots start to 
swell – they grow so quickly they’ll turn from tender 
to woody within days. Once you see noticeable 
‘shoulders’, pull the roots gently out of the ground. 

STORE Radishes are at their crunchiest eaten 
minutes after harvesting, so pull them as you need 
them. Otherwise, they’ll stay in good condition  
in the fridge for about a week.

HOW TO GROW Sow seeds direct into good-quality, 
moisture-retentive soil or into pots, and they should 
germinate within days. Sow a new batch every 
fortnight for a steady supply. Radishes are small and 
undemanding enough to tuck into spare corners or 
as extra rows between other crops. Summer radishes 
shouldn’t need thinning if sown sparingly, but remove 
surplus winter radish seedlings, leaving 15cm 
between plants. Winter radishes should be sown  
in July and harvested at tennis-ball size throughout 
winter. They’ll lose their pepperiness during cooking.

OUR CHOICES ‘Sparkler’ (cherry-sized roots), 
‘French Breakfast’ (elegant and elongated),  
‘Black Spanish’ (black-skinned winter variety)

Fresh
from the garden

May 2016

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

HARVEST

SPACING

SOW

Sow        1.5cm deep  Final spacing 1cm apart 1.5cm between rows   

Summer radishes
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Three ways with radishes

ROAST BEEF, RADISH

AND SAKE SALAD
SERVES 4
radishes 1 bunch, very thinly sliced
rocket 1 bag
fennel 1 small bulb, very thinly sliced
lemon ½, juiced
sake 1½ tbsp
chilli oil ½ tbsp
olive oil 1 tbsp
ginger grated to make 1 tsp
golden caster sugar ½ tsp
leftover roast beef 8-12 thin slices

Put the radishes, rocket and fennel in a bowl.
Whisk together the lemon juice, sake, chilli oil
and olive oil. Stir in the ginger and sugar. Add
a few tbsp of dressing to the salad and toss.
Divide the roast beef between 4 plates with a
handful of salad each. Drizzle over the dressing.

SATAY CHICKEN WITH

RADISH AND MINT SALAD

SERVES 2
shallots 4 finely chopped
ground coriander ½ tsp
ground cumin ½ tsp
turmeric ¼ tsp
fish sauce 1 tbsp
peanut butter 3 tbsp (smooth or crunchy)
chicken thighs 4, cut into small chunks
RADISH AND MINT SALAD
cucumber ¼
lime 1, juiced
golden caster sugar 1 tsp
red chilli 1, finely chopped
fish sauce 1 tbsp
radishes 100g, sliced
mint a small bunch, leaves only

Soak a handful of wooden skewers in hot water
for 20 minutes. Mix half the shallots with the
spices, fish sauce and peanut butter, then add
2 tbsp boiling water to make a sauce. Toss with

the chicken and leave for 15 minutes. Halve the
cucumber lengthways then scoop out seeds
with a teaspoon and thinly slice. Put the lime
juice, sugar, chilli, fish sauce and the remaining
shallots in a bowl and mix until the sugar
dissolves, then toss with the radishes,
cucumber and mint. Thread skewers with
3-4 chunks of chicken. Grill for 6 minutes
each side, brushing with extra marinade until
cooked. Serve with the salad and flatbread.

May 2016

SUMMER RADISH RECIPES taken from Olive Magazine. For lots of other delicious

recipes using radishes, go to olivemagazine.com and search for ‘radishes’.
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ASIAN-STYLE  

RADISH SALAD 
SERVES 4          
carrots 2, sliced and finely shredded
mangetout 100g, finely shredded lengthways
radishes 200g, sliced and shredded
coriander chopped to make 1 tbsp
pineapple finely diced to make 2 tbsp
red onion 1, finely sliced
DRESSING
rice wine vinegar 4 tbsp
caster sugar 2 tsp
limes 2, juiced
red chilli 1 large, finely chopped

Mix the dressing ingredients, then  
toss the salad with a small amount  
of the dressing just before serving. 
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• Nationwide service

• No structural work

• FREE design service

• Full project management

• 10 year guarantee

• Typically installed in 1-2 days

• Buy now pay in 12 months*

• Wide choice of classic

& contemporary styles

Transforming your staircase into an exquisite

handcrafted feature is a lot easier than you’d

imagine. As specialists in home interiors for

30 years, Neville Johnson can renovate every

part of your staircase, even replacing your stair

carpet with hardwearing oak treads. In 1-2 days,

with no structural building work and minimal

re-decoration, we will create a stunning,

handcrafted staircase that will add value to

your home. All in a style to suit you, your home

and your budget.

NO STAIRCASE TOO LARGE OR SMALL

Whether you prefer traditional timber, glass or

contemporary steel, we have a wide range to

choose from. Whatever size or style you choose,

you can be confident you will receive our utmost

attention and with our flexible finance options

you can also spread the cost.*

TRANSFORM YOUR 

EXISTING STAIRCASE 

IN JUST 48 HOURS

NO MESS • NO FUSS • NO BUILDING WORK

Call 0161 873 8333 or visit  nevillejohnson.co.uk 

for our latest brochure. CODE Y-GAWO40



60-minute

veg plot
Think you’re too busy to keep on top of

weeding and harvesting? Think again.

Kevin Smith shows how to maintain

a bountiful plot in just one hour a week

Photos by Sarah Cuttle
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Little beats the satisfaction
of picking home-grown crops
– it’s the moment when all
the preparation, seed sowing
and planting pays off and
you can enjoy the fruits of
your labour. Of course, that
doesn’t mean you can sit
back and relax – far from it.
A veg plot that’s functioning
at full throttle needs a regular
maintenance regime to keep
it productive. It’s vital to stay
on top of harvesting, weeding 
and watering, along with
more seed sowing to keep
crops coming. And this all
takes time, which may seem a
little daunting if you’re juggling
a veg patch and a busy life.

The good news is that
there’s no need to panic.
There are plenty of ways to fit
plot maintenance into a busy
weekly schedule, and we’ve
got lots of useful tips to help
you complete the key tasks
as efficiently as possible. You
may even have time to look
ahead to the autumn and
winter months, planning now
to extend the productivity
of your plot beyond the
summer. It’s all possible
if you follow our plan and
keep your eye on the clock.

gardenersworld.com 137May 2016
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Weeding is often seen as a chore, although it needn’t  
be a hassle once you understand a few basic rules.

�  Pack your plot with as 
many crops as possible  
so there’s little bare soil  
– this discourages weeds 
from taking root.

�  Remove individual weeds 
as soon as you see them, 
rather than letting lots 
build up to create a  
time-consuming task.

�  Always remove weed roots 
– it may take longer than 
just pulling off the top, but 
it’ll banish them for good, 
saving time in the long run.

�  Sever small annual weeds 
with a hoe, but don’t 
waste time picking them 
up. Simply leave them on 
the soil surface to shrivel.

Thinning is the process of removing some seedlings from  
a row of young plants so the remaining ones are correctly 
spaced. Most crops, and in particular root veg, need thinning. 
Refine your technique to make quick work of the process.

�  Thin by hand, pulling 
seedlings out as gently as 
you can. Don’t try using  
a hand fork or trowel – 
they’re too big and slow 
down the process. 

�  Make sure the soil is moist 
before thinning, so the 

seedlings come out quickly 
and easily. If your soil is 
dry, water the seedlings 
and return to the job later.

�  Don’t replant thinned 
seedlings – it takes too 
much time. Instead, use 
as micro-veg in salads.

Speedy weeding

Make thinning fast

Picking a tasty crop is the best part of growing veg. Follow 
our advice to make harvesting as efficient as possible. 

�  Harvest daily – if you pick 
little and often, you avoid 
ending up with a large 
volume to harvest just 
before it passes its best.

�  Pick meal-sized portions 
so you don’t waste time 
harvesting more than you 
need, and your meals will 
always be super fresh. 

�  However, if you have a few 
minutes to spare, pick an 
extra portion to store in 
the fridge for a quick meal 
when you can’t get out 
into the garden.

�  Always take a bowl to the 
veg plot, whatever you’re 
doing, so you’re ready for 
any unexpected pickings.

Harvest quickly

gardenersworld.com138 May 2016



You can reduce the time you
spend watering by timing it
right and being more selective.

� Water when conditions are
cool (morning or evening)
– this minimises evaporation,
meaning you won’t have
to water as often.

� Give crops a thorough
drench a couple of times
a week. This is more time
efficient than watering
little and often.

� Water at the base of plants
so liquid goes to the roots
Water sitting on leaves
will only evaporate.

� Concentrate on watering
only your thirsty crops
(salads, peas and beans)
if you’re pushed for time.

� Keep a full watering can
close at hand to save time
on traipsing to the tap.

A summer veg plot will pump
out delicious crops until
October, but it is possible to
extend your harvests into
winter. Take a few minutes this
month to pot up plug plants of
kale, leeks and chard, and they’ll
grow away happily and be ready
for planting out as your summer
harvests reach their end.

By late July you could also
sow winter salad leaves in pots,
ready to plant out in autumn.
Remember to keep these pots
well watered through summer
and you can look forward to
home-grown pickings through
winter into spring.

Water wisely

Act now for a

winter harvest

Plan your 60-minute week

with our time-ordered list

of maintenance jobs

Eye on the clock

ESSENTIAL BASICS
Harvesting – allow 2-3 minutes
per day for picking crops. It takes
just moments to cut a lettuce,
but a couple of minutes to
pick a handful of carrots.

Watering – allow 5 minutes three
times a week for watering your plot.
Concentrate on specific plants
if you’re very pushed for time.

FIT IN WHEN YOU CAN
Spot weeding – allow a couple
of minutes every other day to pull
out obvious weeds from the plot.

Thin seedlings – allow 5 minutes
to thin a 1m row of seedlings.
The soil must be moist to
make quick work of this job.

Look out for pests – allow
a couple of minutes every other day
for spotting and dealing with pests.
Checking regularly is the best way
to keep them under control.

DO IF YOU HAVE SPARE TIME
Weed your entire plot – allow
10 minutes a week to weed
a 2 sq m plot. It will take less time
the larger your crops become.

Repeat sow – use any spare
time to sow and plant more crops
(particularly winter veg, once
high summer arrives).

15
mins

15
mins

5
mins

5
mins

5
mins

10
mins

5
mins

WATCH Monty Don showing 

you how to hoe annual weeds 

quickly and effectively at 

gardenersworld.com/hoe
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Taking on a tablet is easy

Step by step guide means there is nothing to

fear about using devices

T
ablets are becoming hugely
popular. And no wonder
- they’re lighter and easier

to carry around than a PC. You
can sit in a comfy armchair and
browse the web or even video call
your family around the world.

They’re easier to use than PCs in
lots of ways, too.

But there’s a catch. In fact, two.

Catch number 1:
They’re different from PCs. So
if you already know how to use a
PC, you have to start again.

Catch number 2 (the big one!):
There are lots of important
features that are “hidden”.
There’s no button for them,
saying “click here”. And you
simply can’t work it out. You
need to know to slide the screen
from the left, or drag the thingy-
me-bob to the right.

Someone needs to tell you these
things it’s just not possible to
work it out as you wouldn’t even
know they’re there!

If I ran the world...
If I ran the world, these devices
would come with a proper
manual. But when they do come
with a manual, it’s on the device,

so you can only get at it if you
already know how to use the
thing!

And when you do get at it, it’s
usually written assuming you
already know how to use it -
which makes it a bit pointless.

That’s why I’ve written these
books: iPads One Step at a Time
and Android Tablets One Step
at a Time (ideal for all Android 
tablets)

Plain English - that’s not all...
They explain how to use the
device, in plain simple language,
with pictures of the screen
showing exactly where to tap or
VOLGH \RXU ¿QJHUV� 1R MDUJRQ�

Only Half the Story...
That’s only half the story, but I
don’t have room to explain what
I mean by that here. So I’ve put
together full information on the
books - who they’re for, what 
they cover and so on.

What’s more, the books also come
with a small free gift no room to
explain that here, either!

“Better than WHSmith’s Best”?
As soon as these books came out,
I started getting comments like...

“Thank you for producing such a

superb book it is really helping
me. I had bought one (a book) in
W H Smiths a short while ago and
couldn’t get on with it at all!” -
J.S.
and “I am delighted with the new
book on tablets, so many things
I didn’t understand before, being
of the ‘retired brigade’ it’s a great
help.” Doreen Wadsworth

Don’t buy now, do this instead
Anyway, don’t buy now. Instead,
\RX FDQ ¿QG RXW WKH IXOO GHWDLOV
about what’s covered, who they’re
ideal for and what you might be
missing out on, then decide. Just
ask for a free information pack.

Quick and Easy to Get Yours
Why not ring or write off for the
full information now? There’s no
obligation at all. Discover what
the books will do for you and
about your free gift that comes

with them. (And don’t worry,
we won’t pass your address to 
anyone else.)

Call, email or post the coupon
Ring Louize, Simone, Emma or
Jess on 01229 777606 or send the
coupon below to 13B Devonshire
Road Estate, Millom, Cumbria,
LA18 4JS. Or email your name
and postal address to us at:
gardeners@helpfulbooks.co.uk

You don’t even need to know
which type of tablet you have: the
infopack will explain how to tell.

There’s no obligation, no cost.
You have nothing to lose so why
not do it now, while you think
of it? Best not risk losing the
details, reply to ask for your free 
infopack today.

Only available direct from the 
publisher.

Best send for info now

Calling all iPad or Android Tablet owners...
,I�\RX HYHU ¿QG \RXU WDEOHW IUXVWUDWLQJ� DUHQ¶W TXLWH VXUH KRZ WR GR WKLQJV RU  

just think you might not be getting all you should from it, read on...

Yes, please send me a free info-pack about iPads One Step at a Time

and Android Tablets One Step at a Time. It’s free & there’s no obligation.

Name

Address

Postcode
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Post to The Helpful Book Co, 13B Devonshire Rd Est, Millom, Cumbria, LA18 4JS or call 01229 777606

GW0416A

Advertisement

O
ne of the greatest things about
touchscreen tablets such as the
iPad, Hudl, Galaxy Tab and the

rest is how easy they make it to stay in 
touch.
You can use Skype to make video phone 
calls (which are usually free), send
emails, even attach photos to send to
family and friends miles away, all at the 
touch of a screen.

With a tablet, you can browse the
web or watch TV online, play games
or read ebooks, too – and even borrow
ebooks from the local library without
leaving your armchair. These gadgets 
are much more convenient than a
cumbersome desktop computer and a
lot of people find them easier to use.

But there’s a flip side – if you’re not
sure how to use this technology, you
can feel left behind. Even if you have a
device that can do all these things, you
might not find it all plain sailing. That’s
because these tablets hardly ever come
with a proper manual. That’s where our
new guide comes in. It doesn’t assume 

you are an expert or a ‘techie’ and it 
explains things step by step.

The guide is published by The Helpful 
Book Company and the author Tim
Wakeling has helped thousands get to
grips with their touchscreen, PC and
laptop since he set up the company 10
years ago. Wakeling explains things in
plain English for the less technical, with
plenty of illustrations showing what the
screen will look like and where you’ll
need to tap it. Anyone who’s struggled
with a tablet will find it’s not so hard, 
once explained simply.

There are separate books for the
Apple iPad and for Android-based
tablets such as the Kindle Fire, Hudl,
Samsung Galaxy Tab, Sony Xperia and
the Nexus range. An information pack
helps explain how to tell which version
a customer has, to make sure they buy
the right book. The books are available 
direct from the publisher.
For an information pack call

01229 777 606 and ask for a free  

info pack.
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growing guide

� May growing guide
Make the most of the warmer soil by successional sowing for continuous crops until winter

HOW TO ORDER
dtbrownseeds.co.uk/GD16MAY
Call 0845 371 0532 quote code GD16MAY
Ts&Cs: Delivery within June 2016. Raspberries supplied as 9cm potted canes. Ordered 
items may be sent out separately. Delivery to UK addresses only. Offer subject to 
availability and closes 30th June 2016. Your contract for supply of goods is with D.T. 
Brown Seeds. D.T. Brown reserves the right to substitute any varieties for others of 
equal or greater value. This offer is not available in conjunction with any other offer.

A new French-bred raspberry producing heavy crops
in autumn of large fruits with super sweet flavour. The
plants are upright for easy picking and have excellent
disease resistance. With correct pruning, this primocane 
variety is one of the best for double cropping. 

1 plant £8.95 (49576)
3 plants £17.90 RECEIVE THE THIRD PLANT FREE

Buy it today

Grow your own
Raise better veg  

with our 132-page 

Grow Your Own 

special edition. 

Contains advice  

on how to grow  

over 60 crops  

– PLUS 4 packets  

of seeds. Buy it  

for just £6.99 at 

buysubscriptions.

or call 0844 848 9717

FREE
P&P

3 FOR THE PRICE OF 2: RASPBERRY ‘PARIS’

Raspberry ‘Paris’

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

OUR CHOICES French ‘Hunter’ – a high-
yielding, stringless cropper. Runner
‘Celebration’ – tender beans with great taste.

SOW

HARVEST

Tip Beans will be ready to pick after 12-16 weeks. Keep picking pods regularly for a crop that lasts several

weeks. Sow 5cm deep Final spacing 15cm apart  45cm between rows  Avg. yield 4.5-6kg per 3m

Blackcurrant
OUR CHOICE ‘Ben Sarek’. Compact shrub,  
with a high yield. Ideal for small plots. Frost
resistant and some resistance to mildew.

PLANT PLANT

HARVEST

Tip Fruits on young wood, so prune out old stems in the dormant season. Water in dry weather Plant  5cm 

lower than rootball Final spacing 1.5m apart  1.8m between rows Avg. yield 4-5kg per bush 

Carrot
OUR CHOICE ‘Marion’. Bears smooth, slightly
tapered roots that are tender and sweet.
Has a long sowing period.

SOW

HARVEST

Tip Sow seed thinly to avoid the need for thinning and therefore prevent attracting carrot fly.

Sow 1cm deep Final spacing 5-8cm apart  30cm between rows Avg. yield 3-4kg per 3m row 

Chard
OUR CHOICE ‘Bright Lights’. Range of 
coloured stems from pink to yellow and
crowned with large green or bronze leaves.

SOW

HARVEST

Tip Overwinter plants in autumn by covering with fleece or straw. Protect seedlings from slugs and wash off

aphids Sow 2.5cm deep Final spacing 20cm apart  45cm between rows  Avg. yield 6kg per 3m row

Parsnips
OUR CHOICE ‘Archer’. Attractive tapering 
roots with smooth skin. High yielding with
good flavour and resistance to canker.

SOW

HARVEST HARVEST

Tip Ensure the soil is kept consistently moist to prevent roots splitting. Sow 2cm deep

Final spacing 10-14cm apart  30cm between rows  Avg. yield 4kg per 3m row

Potatoes 
OUR CHOICE ‘Picasso’. Heavy cropping 
maincrop with creamy flesh, striking
red eyes and good scab resistance.

PLANT

HARVEST

Tip Choose an open and sunny spot and dig in plenty of organic matter before planting. Plant 8-15cm 

deep Final spacing 38cm apart  75cm between rows Avg. yield 10kg per 3m row  

Salad leaves 
OUR CHOICE ‘Baby Leaf Seed Mix’. Different 
colours and sizes, including rocket. Easy to
grow, providing crops just weeks after sowing.

SOW

HARVEST

Tip Cover with fleece to ward off flea beetle and start snipping leaves once they reach 10cm.

Sow 1cm deep Final spacing 15cm apart  15cm between rows Avg. yield 10 bunches per 3m row

Squash
OUR CHOICE ‘Uchiki Kuri’. A small,  
round squash, with a sweet, nutty flavour.
Looks great climbing over frames.

SOW

HARVEST

Tip Keep the soil constantly moist and feed regularly once the fruits start to swell.

Sow 2.5cm deep Final spacing 90cm apart  90cm between rows Avg. yield 4-6 fruits per plant

Sweetcorn
OUR CHOICE ‘Swift’. Early-maturing and 
extra tender, with excellent flavour and
texture. Copes with cold soils.

SOW

HARVEST

Tip Wind pollinated, so grow in blocks not rows, and mulch the base of plants to conserve moisture.

Sow 1cm deep Final spacing 45cm apart  45cm between rows  Avg. yield 6-9 cobs per sq m 

Turnips
OUR CHOICE ‘Tokyo Cross’. A fast grower 
that produces high yields of round, white 
roots with a fine flavour. Good raw or cooked. 

SOW

HARVEST

Tip Keep well watered for quick growth, especially in dry weather to prevent roots becoming woody.

Sow  2cm deep  Final spacing  15cm apart  30cm between rows Avg. yield 10 roots per 3m row

DO IT
now



†Terms and conditions apply full details available on request

In detail:

Guaranteed†

Costs in line with far inferior
timber systems
Variety of colours & sizes
Professionally installed by
accredited Franchisees

0800 644 4113
FREEPHONE

colourfence.co.uk
info@colourfence.co.uk

Finish Coat

Epoxy Primer

Conversion Coating

Zincalume® Steel

ADVERTISEMENT

Safe, secure & very, very strong - the revolutionary

BEFORE

The only garden fence you will ever need
COLOUR F E N C E

Colourfence is built to last!

can be proud of ”

“Brilliant product & excellent staff. No more painting and 
no more worries about windy weather. So pleased!”
Anne Brown Cornwall F  E  N  C  E

COLOU R

LOW MAINTENANCE

S
ummer is fast approaching and 
the prospect of long warm days 
enjoying the garden begins to 

feel within reach. But for many of 
us, the Winter storms have left our 
fencing in a very sorry state. 

It is time to take action!
Whether you have previously patched, 
painted or simply prayed to keep your 
fence going, there’s no escaping the 
fact that traditional fences will always 
fall victim to the weather. You need a 
lasting solution... 

You need Colourfence.
Colourfence is scientifi cally tested 
and cyclonically rated to ensure 
when professionally installed, it 
can withstand wind gusts of up to 
130mph. Once it’s up - it stays up, 
year after year. Safe, extra secure and 
hassle free - you will NEVER need 
to paint it, treat it or patch it. Th e 
Colourfence system is so durable that 
it’s guaranteed† to last at least 25 
years. Available in a range of colours 
to suit any garden, with or without 
decorative trellis, the highly skilled 
installation team make short work of 
their dramatic transformations. 

Your sad old fence will be 
effi  ciently cleared and replaced, 
leaving you to get back to enjoying 
your rejuvenated garden. Pricing is 
just as straightforward and equally 
attractive. Starting costs are in line 
with inferior timber systems but 
with Colourfence your investment 
saves you time and money each 
and every year. For those of us 
who love our gardens, Colourfence 
promise a lifetime of hassle-free 
enjoyment. 

For more information and to 
arrange a FREE no obligation 
site visit simply call one of their 
helpful team on 0800 644 4113.

The essential facts 
you need to know 
about fencing in 
one handy guide.

Discover how 
the latest fences 
have transformed 
gardens and put 
an end to costly 
maintenance. 

Call today to 
learn more about 
Colourfence & 
receive this brand 
new guide FREE! 

FREE 
FENCING 
GUIDE!



Your questions answered

Edited by Emma Crawforth

My favourite floral spectacle in May is

a carpet of bluebells. It has to be native

bluebells (Hyacinthoides non-scripta),

with the intense blue haze they

produce en masse. These thrive in

broadleaf woodland, which is why

they also flourish in shady gardens.

Unfortunately, this lovely sight is

threatened. The Spanish bluebell,

Hyacinthoides hispanica, is creeping

into the territory of our native bluebell.

The two cross-breed, creating a fertile

hybrid that, with H. hispanica, looks set

to dominate bluebell sites.

How can you tell the difference? Look

for the delicate, bending stem of the

native, with bells dangling on one side,

slimmer leaves and crucially, white

pollen. Sturdier H. hispanica stands

straighter, with light blue, pink or white

flowers all round its upright stem and

blue pollen. The hybrid can look a lot

like either parent. If you prefer Spanish

bluebells, enjoy them, but don’t let them

spread beyond your garden.

Contact us: email your questions to Q&A@gardenersworld.com or write in to
Q&A, Gardeners’ World Magazine, Vineyard House, 44 Brook Green, London W6 7BT 

We regret that we cannot 
offer a personal garden 
advisory service.

TOP TIPS
Dispose of spent bluebells

carefully, never plant

Spanish/hybrid types in the

countryside and only buy

from reputable sources.
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This month
144 The Big Question 
How can I make more of my shade?

146 Gardeners’ Question 

Time The BBC Radio 4 experts answer 
this month’s pick of readers’ queries

Q&A
Feeling blue  
about the woods

Main image:Hyacinthoides 
non-scripta. Inset image: 
H. hispanica

Emma Crawforth,  
Gardening Editor
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A
Most gardens have at least
one shady corner, but these

areas should be seen as an asset
rather than a problem. You’ll need
to research which plants to grow
there. In certain circumstances,
gardening in shade can be easier
than in hot sun. Out in the open
garden, away from the protection
of walls, fences and other plants,
the full glare of summer sun draws
water from plants, causing many
to flag in the heat. It may also put
them under stress from scorching,
and cause their flowers to fade
more quickly. A site that gets some
shade is a benefit to the majority
of plants, allowing them to recover
from the intensity of the heat and
light, and give better results.

Most gardeners see shade as
a challenge, in direct proportion to
its intensity. But if you learn more
about plants and where they grow
in the wild, you may change your
view. There are many different
woodland plants that have adapted
over millions of years to thrive
in the cool, moist and shady
conditions under trees – this makes
them perfect for growing in shady
corners of the garden. Tiarellas,
anemones, primroses, hellebores
and many ferns are just a few of
the plants that love shade with
moisture at their roots. Opt for

plants that have attractive foliage,
rather than just relying on flowers,
as well as contrasting leaf colours,
shapes and textures to create a
long season of interest. Experiment
by trying different shade-lovers in
various spots to see what thrives
and looks best, but make sure you
improve the soil before planting to
ensure they get off to a good start.

Let in light

It’s also worth looking at the
various sources of your shade to
assess whether there is anything
you can do about it; for example,
thinning out some of the branches
of dense trees and shrubs will let
light penetrate through to the
ground underneath. You may find
that large evergreen shrubs not
only create dense shade but also
look gloomy all year round.
Consider replacing them with less
dense, deciduous shrubs that
create lighter shade and lose their
leaves in winter to allow spring
perennials to thrive underneath.

If the shade is really heavy, say
at the base of a north-facing solid
fence, you could replace it with
trellis to let more light through.
And any boundary – be it
a wall, fence or trellis – will cast
proportionately less shade the
lower it is. If you’re stuck with tall
boundaries, especially in a small
garden, you could paint them
a pale, reflective colour that
bounces light around – a white-
washed south-facing wall will
act as a reflector, increasing
light levels in the area opposite.

Lastly, if the shade is heavy
and limits the range of species
you can grow, then keep it simple.
Grow bold clumps of the plants
that thrive in those conditions,
and brighten up the area with
light-coloured pebbles or gravel,
punctuated with groups of
rocks, for a contemporary look.

Q How can I make
more of my shade?
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Your big question
Whatever your gardening problem,  

David Hurrion has advice on solving it

DAVID SAYS
See shade as an opportunity 

to expand your range of 

plants and create a long 

season of interest with 

varied foliage. There are 

plenty of plants to grow  

in all types of shade.

Many perennials, such as bergenia 
and verbascum, cope in part shade
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Grow comfrey in shade – it

can cope with low light and

the leaves can be made into

liquid feed for tomatoes.

Colm Austin, by email

Improve the soil under trees

and shrubs with lots of

compost to stop the plants

drying out in summer.

J Durrant, by email

Plant autumn raspberries

in shade. I have them along

my north-facing fence and

they produce lots of fruit.

L Milne, Fife

Make the soil better before

you plant in shaded spots.

I added lots of mushroom

compost, and my heucheras

and acer really love it.

Ellen Potts, Leeds

Plant ivy as ground cover

in the dry soil under large

trees. I’ve got the variegated

ivy ‘Sulphur Heart’, which is

bright and colourful all year.

Ally Coppleridge, by email

Cover bare soil between

plants in shade with pebbles

and large cobbles. They look

good and deter weeds.

Tony Simpkins, by email

Grow begonias! They are

really colourful all summer

and do well in the troughs

by my shady front door.

Lara Samuels, Dudley

on what to do
with shady spots

Readers’ tips…

Share your 
gardening 
advice with 
other readers 
and take part  
in our regular surveys by 
signing up to our online reader 
group called Magazine Insiders. 
You’ll be helping to shape 
magazine and website content 
and will be entered into a 
monthly prize draw. To join, go 
to immediateinsiders.com 

Sign up to become  
a Magazine Insider

Know your shade and how to cope
� Deep shade This type of shade 
is found in dark corners formed by 
tall walls or fences that are also 
shaded by other structures or dense 
evergreens. There is usually no direct 
sun but there may be some diffuse 
light. Try painting adjacent walls and 
structures a pale colour – ideally 
white – to reflect light into the area. 
Don’t apply nitrogen-rich fertiliser, 
as this leads to leggy, floppy growth; 
instead, give an occasional dose of 
tomato feed to toughen up growth. 

� Dappled shade This refers to 
areas where the foliage of trees 
and shrubs breaks up, and filters  
sunlight into small patches that 
move around depending on the 
sun’s position. The strength of the 
light depends on the density of the 
foliage above. Try thinning out the 
branches of the shading trees and 
shrubs to let more light reach the 
ground underneath, and improve the 
soil with plenty of garden compost 
to help prevent it drying out.  

� Partial shade These areas are 
shaded for part of the day, as the sun 
moves across the sky and comes in 
at different angles. The amount of 
light depends on the direction the 
area faces, as well as the height, size 
and proximity of the object casting 
the shade. The duration of the shade 
also changes through the seasons. 
Choose from a wide range of plants 
that enjoy partial shade, including 
many species from northern Europe 
and Asia, as well as North America. 

A Although a north-facing site
can be dark in winter, it may get 
more light than you think. The 
positions in the sky where the sun 
rises and sets change over the 
year, and between the spring  
and autumn equinox most north-
facing walls get plenty of light 
– and in some cases direct sun  
– early in the morning and/or  
late in the evening. As long as  
you improve the soil with garden 
compost or manure, then you can 
choose from a vast range of shade-
lovers – hellebores, heuchera and 
bergenias for low, evergreen 
foliage as well as flowers, and for 
summer colour try begonias and 
New Guinea busy Lizzies. 

Shade-loving begonias flower in 
a wide choice of fiery colours 

Q What can I grow by a north-facing wall?
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Gardeners’ Question Time

gardenersworld.com

Caroline Hood, Leeds

A MATT SAYS Roses can 
survive for many years and it’s 
not uncommon to find ancient 
specimens – species roses 
and ramblers tend to last the 
longest. The oldest in the world 
is believed to be the ‘Thousand-
Year Rose’, which grows on the 
wall of Hildesheim Cathedral  
in Germany and is probably 
around 700 years old.

Q How long  
will a rose live?

Water plants at the roots rather 
than hosing the whole plant

Moles are attracted to soils rich with worms and bugs

Ann Lally, by email

A BUNNY SAYS Moles are 
attracted to your garden because 
the soil is rich, and full of tasty 
worms and bugs. But although 
other devices and techniques 
may help, they’re not as  
effective as catching them  
with a humane trap. However,  
the next-best method to try  
is to make your garden as 
unappealing as possible to them. 

Identify the boundary that 
they are coming in through and 
place hair (your own, from the 
hairdresser or dog hair) along the 
target area – moles don’t like it 
in their claws. Also try a natural 
barrier of Sork (mole-repelling 
bulbs impregnated with natural 
extracts), planted every 8m, 
with alliums, daffodils, fritillarias 
and marigolds. Bury the bulbs in 
the ground and they should be 
effective for at least three months. 

Q How can I stop a mole 
from damaging my garden?

Q Why are our
grapevine leaves 
brown and brittle?
Daphne Tait, Orkney

A BOB SAYS This could be one 
of several reasons: sun scald, 
when the weather goes from 
being overcast to scorching-
hot sun; water dripping on the 
leaves; if an over-heated steamy 
conservatory is suddenly highly 
ventilated with a dry breeze 
passing through; or mildew. If 
these are in pots, it could be bad 
drainage or a build-up of salts, 
notable by a whitish crust on the 
compost or the sides of clay pots.

French beans are more heat 
tolerant than runner beans 

Q Is it OK to  
keep a loquat  
tree indoors?
Terry Williamson, Leicester

A BOB SAYS Loquats grown in 
the ground are fairly hardy and 
can get large, but they can be kept 
smaller in tubs and indoors (where 
it’s cool and bright), however, 
they’ll be prone to pests, such 
as mealybugs. It will flower 
eventually (in winter) and if it 
was grown from a seedling, may 
produce fruit like the wild variety.

Q Can I grow 
runner beans  
in a hot country?
Pete Robinson, Dubai

A BUNNY SAYS Climbing 
French beans are more tolerant 
of hot, dry conditions so I would 
go for these instead. But if you 
really want runners, try growing 
them under shade netting. There 
are half runners that grow to 
a height of 1m such as ‘Aztec 
Dwarf White’, which stands  
up to heat and drought better.

Our experts tackle your gardening problems, 

including composts for planters, growing 

potatoes in bags and distorted photinia leavesGQT

Ramblers such 

as Rosa ‘Super Fairy’

are likely to live long
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Q What can I plant underneath
a neighbouring leylandii hedge?

Burkwood osmanthus is best in a sheltered spot to avoid strong winds

A BUNNY SAYS You will need
to be vigilant with watering for the
first two to three years as the
plants will struggle to get their
roots down for moisture. Make life
easier by installing a pressurised
drip irrigation pipe connected to
a garden tap and give it a soaking
for a couple of hours weekly in the
drier months for the first three
years. Add soil above the existing
soil level (but not against the
tree trunks) so you have a 150mm
layer that you can plant into.

Shrubs that will establish are
Buddleja ‘Lochinch’, Burkwood
osmanthus and Viburnum plicatum
‘Lanarth’. I’ve kept to a blue and
white palette, which should work
well in the cooler morning light.

Liv Newell, Cambridgeshire

A MATT SAYS There are plenty
of plants that flourish in dry
shade. Try brunnera for pretty
blue flowers and silvery-green
leaves, Alchemilla mollis for
attractive lime-coloured flowers
and pleated leaves, Geranium
‘Lily Lovell’ for gorgeous deep-
purple flowers, and G.‘Samabor’
for purple markings on leaves.
Cyclamen hederifolium, in its
pink or white forms and with
patterned leaves, thrives in
these conditions, while plants
with white flowers, such as
Aquilegia ‘Munstead White’
and Digitalis purpurea albiflora,
will bring some light.

Shrubs for dry shade include
Daphne laureola, with bright
greenish-yellow flowers,
Viburnum davidii for unusual blue
berries and Euonymus ‘Emerald
Gaiety’ for green and white leaves
that are tinted pink in winter.

Q Can I mulch 
with shredded 
tree boughs?
Tom Bidwell, by email

A BOB SAYS I’d never use any 
unrotted material as this could 
introduce disease. I’d compost 
it all with added nitrogenous 
material, as just a tiny amount  
of raw sawdust can cause 
sowings to fail miserably. 

You don’t say what trees these 
boughs were from – this will make 
a huge difference. Mulches of 
shredded hawthorn will improve 
the growth, survival rate  
and cropping of other trees,  
so should be good among shrubs. 
Likewise, wood and bark mulches 
of cherry, oak, silver birch and 
beech are beneficial to woody 
plants, and will suppress weed 
and seed germination – use 
between established perennials. 

Avoid evergreens, especially 
chamaecyparis and eucalyptus, 
as well as rhus, juglans and 
ailanthus mulches as they  
are harmful to many plants.

Compost woody waste before 
using it as a mulch 

Brunnera ‘Jack 
Frost’ flourishes 

in dry shade 

Bunny
Guinness
Bunny is a winner of 
Chelsea Gold Medals 
and has designed 
everything from public 
parks to city gardens.

Matt 
Biggs
Matt trained 
at Kew and has  
been gardening 
professionally for  
more than 20 years.

Bob
Flowerdew
Bob is an organic 
gardener and a regular 
panellist on BBC  
Radio 4’s Gardeners’ 
Question Time.

Q&A

TEAM

Dry-shade
plants



Yes please, I would like your local Home Consultant to contact me to arrange a free visit. My Consultant will show me
large fabric samples, measure my furniture and give me a free no-obligation quotation for my Reupholstery and Curtains. 
I understand that this visit is purely advisory and puts me under no obligation to buy.

Yes please, Send me a Free Colour Brochure and further details of Reupholstery and Curtains.

Or post this coupon to: Plumbs Reupholstery, Dept No. A741 GWD Old Lancaster Lane, Preston, PR1 7PZ

PLEASE TICK APPROPRIATE BOX

MR/MRS/MISS Dept No. A741 GWD
BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE

ADDRESS
GIVE HOUSE NAME/NUMBER

POSTCODE
YOUR POSTCODE WILL HELP SPEED UP OUR REPLY

TELEPHONE
PLEASE ENTER AREA CODE WHEN REQUESTING A VISIT

EMAIL

Service available to over 98% of UK households (inc Isle of Man, Jersey,
Isle of Wight and Northern Ireland). Please call to confirm availability.

Plumbs - the UK’s Reupholstery Specialist

Making Your Furniture Beautiful Again

FREE
Reupholstery*

Plumbs Reupholstery, Old Lancaster Lane, Preston PR1 7PZ.
*Free Reupholstery offer on selected designs, lowest value item is reupholstered free.
Antique furniture excluded from offer. Terms and conditions apply.

FREE Replacement Seat Cushions
&

FREE Arm Covers or Scatter Cushion Covers
for Reupholstery orders

for Fabric & Workmanship on
all Plumbs Reupholstery

and Curtains

OFFER ENDS NEXT 21 DAYS
Arrange your FREE Home Consultant Visit today, call now

01772 83 83 33
Lines open 7 days a week. Quote Dept No. A741 GWD

British Made by
a Family Firm

The Sales are here! At Plumbs we’ve been in business for over
50 years and now we are delighted to be offering FREE Reupholstery!
Reupholster 2 pieces of furniture and get a third item reupholstered
FREE* in a selection of top designs! We can reupholster virtually all
styles of furniture including: • G Plan • Parker Knoll • Buoyant 
• Multiyork • Christie Tyler • Ercol and many more.

Totally handcrafted, they are available in a beautiful
selection of fabrics from leading design houses such as
Swaffer, William Morris, Linwood and Sanderson,
most are also available as curtains and blinds. When you
request our reupholstery service, our expert craftsmen,
often local to your area, will inspect and repair your
furniture, before reupholstering it to its former glory.

Call Plumbs today to arrange your FREE local Home
Consultant Visit, including a FREE no-obligation
Quotation, FREE Measuring and expert advice on
how your furniture can be re-vitalised by Plumbs.

or visit www.plumbs.co.uk/new
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Attach cross stays to help
stabilise a polytunnel frame

Weigelas prefer sunny positions
but will thrive in most locations

Grow vegetables from seed using
a multi-purpose or seed compost

Earth up potatoes to benefit 
from a bigger harvest

Q What is this
pretty plant?

Q Which compost should I use to grow
veg in a sunny, manger-style planter?

Q How can I keep 
my polytunnel
upright in the wind?

Michael Matthews, by email

A BUNNY SAYS This is one
of the many varieties of weigela.
If you want large flowers and
healthy foliage, prune the plant
immediately after flowering in
early summer, cutting back the
flowered stems by about a third. If
you want more plants, propagation
is easy from hardwood (winter), 
semi-ripe (late summer) or
softwood (spring) cuttings.

Alan Davis, East Devon

A MATT SAYS Use a good-
quality multi-purpose compost
that won’t be too heavy, ideally
one recommended for seed
sowing. If it isn’t, form your seed
drills, sow the seed, then cover
with seed-sowing compost.

You could also buy plug plants
or sow in modules, then transplant
the young plants. Keep the
compost constantly and evenly
watered. Multi-purpose compost 

is difficult to re-wet if it dries
out excessively so feed plants
regularly with liquid fertiliser
through the growing season.

Change the compost every
couple of years – old compost
can be recycled as a soil improver
or mulch. Most vegetables grow
in sunshine: carrots appreciate
a warm, free-draining site, while
a sunny, sheltered spot is ideal
for early-season crops such as
beetroot, cut-and-come-again 
salads and spring onions. 

Diane Stage, by email

A BOB SAYS Add ground stays
and tensioning wires to prevent 
the frame flexing, reduce
the distance between hoops
(or fit more hoops), add cross
braces, attach a plastic cover  
as tightly as possible
(preferably on a warm day),
ensure the ends, ventilation
and door are fixed securely,
and fill in any gaps or holes.

John Penrose, by email

A BOB SAYS The biggest
improvement you can make is
using bigger sacks, or having
fewer plants in each sack.
Increased volumes of compost per
plant is better than more feeding,
as it gives more stable conditions 
and bigger root systems.

Another crucial factor is
watering. This is not just giving
enough water, but also doing
it regularly so that the compost
stays constantly moist, allowing 

the plant to grow 

unchecked. Then you need
to consider fertility. Potatoes
love humus-rich compost, so
incorporate leaf mould, well-
rotted manure, comfrey leaves
and/or grass clippings in their
compost initially, along with slow-
release fertilisers such as blood,
fish and bonemeal, and pelleted
chicken manure. More can be
added later as top dressings
(diluted with compost) as you
earth up the stems. You can
add liquid fertiliser with every
watering as long as it’s very
dilute. Tomato feed is fine, too.

Q What’s the best way to 
feed potatoes in sacks?

Q When should I
stop earthing up
potatoes in sacks?
Alison Wilson, by email

A MATT SAYS Stop when
you reach within 5cm of
the top of the bag, as a gap
is needed for watering. If
you fill the bag up too far,
compost and water will pour 
over the side. The key to
success is to keep the compost 
moist but not waterlogged,
especially for the first six weeks 
until the plants become
established. Overwater and
the plant will produce a mass
of tiny potatoes that have failed  
to develop because they’ve
been starved of oxygen.

Increase watering as the plants
grow larger, particularly during
warmer weather. Ideally, rather
than earthing up, grow five tubers 
in a 40l bag, fill a third with
compost, lay three tubers on
the surface, fill up the next third,
add two tubers then fill it almost 
to the brim with compost. 

Q&A

HOT
TOPIC
Potatoes
in sacks

Water potatoes
regularly to keep
the compost moist
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gardeners’ question time

If you have a gardening problem, email the details (and your

location) to Q&A@gardenersworld.com or write to Emma

Crawforth at Gardeners’ World Magazine, Vineyard House,

44 Brook Green, London W6 7BT. We regret that we cannot  

offer a personal advisory service or guarantee a reply.

You’ll also find lots of pest and disease advice, along with creative 

and problem-solving projects, at gardenersworld.com/how-to

Ways to find more help

Missed it?

Listen online

within seven days

at bbc.co.uk/

radio4
92-95FM &198LW

Gardening on the radio

Gardeners’ Question Time 
Enjoy a fascinating crop of listeners’ 

questions and answers

from the experts every

week, on BBC Radio 4,

Fridays at 3pm, repeated 

Sundays at 2pm. 

Q How can I
grow my young
hazelnut as a tree?
Louise Riley, County Durham

A BUNNY SAYS Hazelnuts
tend to grow more than one main 
stem, so you have to be firm:
select the most upright stem and
remove all other shoots, which
will keep you busy! I’ve seen
them grown on a short leg (a
trunk about 30cm high) and they
were probably grafted to achieve
this. You can succeed, but you 
need to be vigilant. 

Christine Groom, Norfolk

A BOB SAYS Why not? In a
vegetable bed rotation, I’d agree
it’s important not to follow a crop
with the same or similar plant,
but these two are not related
and I can think of few mutual
pests or diseases. The peas will
have increased the soil’s fertility
as they leave root nodules full
of nitrogenous material that  
the sweetcorn will use.

Likewise, sweetcorn will do
well after or combined with
legumes such as beans. However,
sweetcorn should never follow
itself (resulting in a serious
reduction in germination), nor be
grown after or with plants such
as rye, oats, tobacco or tomatoes.

Q Can I grow sweetcorn on the same
ground that grew peas in the same year?

Photinia leaf spot
is usually caused 
by stress

Q What has
happened to my
photinia hedge?
Jo Bishop, by email

A MATT SAYS Photinia ‘Red
Robin’ grows best in full sun or
part shade in a sheltered site
– the leaves and shoots can
be damaged by cold winds and
it looks as though that’s what
has happened to your hedge.

The purple and brown spotting
on the foliage is photinia leaf spot,
which often occurs when the plant
is under stress: damaged leaves
fall in spring and early summer,
but are then replaced. Plants can
be rejuvenated with heavy pruning
in late spring and trimming will
encourage new growth. Feeding
with a general fertiliser in spring
or early summer will also help
recovery. If the soil is heavy,
mulch with well-rotted organic
matter to improve drainage. 

Wood ash can be used to balance 
excessively acidic soil

Annual crops such as sweetcorn can be grown with or after legumes

Malcolm Firth, Shropshire

A BOB SAYS Twigs have the
highest potash levels, but all
wood ashes have some with
many other valuable minerals,
which will benefit the compost
heap. Ashes are strongly alkaline,
accelerate the breakdown in a
heap, make the compost ‘sweet’ 
(pleasantly soil-like) and are
especially useful when put  
on the vegetable plot.

Q Is log-burner
ash good for the
compost heap?



that will revolutionise the 

way you do your gardening!

it loves the 
jobs you hate!

the MANTIS COMPOSTUMBLER
Turn your kitchen scraps and garden waste
into perfect compost in as little as 2 weeks
with a Mantis ComposTumbler!

To find out more about 2 products that could revolutionise

your gardening visit makegardeningeasier.co.uk 
or call us FREE* on 0800 988 4828

AVAILABLE TO BUY DIRECT FROM MANTIS OR FROM A DEALER NEAR YOU (See website for details)

(Please quote 34416116)

compost in just 14 days!
4 sizes to 

choose from 
to suit your

garden

While your lawnmower is on hand to help cut your
lawn, there’s never been anything to replace the
spadework required in the rest of your garden.

The Mantis multi-use garden machine changes
all that, providing a quick, easy-to-use and efficient
way to do a wide range of work intensive jobs you’d
normally do with garden hand tools.

the mantis.

IT DIGS. IT WEEDS. IT AERATES.

IT RAKES/dethatches. IT EDGES.

*Free from UK landlines

■ Turns dry kitchen waste, grass clippings, fallen leaves, dead
flowers and other organic material  into rich, nutrient-filled
compost in 14-30 days.

■ Easier, tidier and far faster than traditional composters
and compost piles with over 500,000 ComposTumblers
already sold worldwide!

■ Specially engineered design and easy to tumble drum
ensures faster decomposition of organic material.

4
models to 

choose from

(electric or petrol)
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For more details or to request a brochure call

01283 742397

Riviera travel are proud to announce the
release of our brand new all-suite ships for 2017,
which will operate alongside our luxurious and
elegant selection of five-star vessels, including
the MS Lord Byron, MS William Shakespeare,
MS Jane Austen and MS Charles Dickens.
All our ships boast exquisite design, fine dining
in first-class restaurants and the most
comfortable accommodation possible.

We offer a choice of eleven fascinating
cruises, which include tours of stunningly

beautiful sights in Paris, Amsterdam, Budapest,
Bruges, Vienna, Cologne, Trier, Koblenz,
Heidelberg, Strasbourg, Basel, Lucerne,
Avignon, Arles, Rouen and more.

WHAT’S INCLUDED
✿ Return rail connections on selected dates and

cruises from more than fifty regional stations
including Newcastle, Leeds, Manchester,
Glasgow, Liverpool, Birmingham, Nottingham,
Bristol and Cardiff*

✿ Standard class reserved seat on Eurostar
from London St. Pancras or flight from a
choice of regional airports (at a supplement)

✿ Beautifully appointed five-star cabins with
hotel-standard beds, private bathrooms and
spectacular river views

✿ Exceptional cuisine with full board throughout
✿ A choice of eleven stunning cruises, see the

website to view our videos
✿ Extensive and inclusive touring programmes
✿ Escorted by an experienced cruise manager

*Please note supplements are applicable for
certain regional stations

Enjoy luxury cruises along the Rhine, Danube, Moselle,

Rhône or Seine – with our fleet of brand-new ships for 2017

ENJOY FABULOUS TOURS
OF EUROPEAN RIVERS

Reichsburg Castle, along the Moselle River in Germany 

or to book, visit  

gwdriviera.co.uk

Selected departures up to November 2016  
OLIDAYS
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Terms & conditions: Holidays are organised by and subject to the booking conditions of Riviera Travel, New Manor, 328 
Wetmore Road, Burton upon Trent, Staffs DE14 1SP, and are offered subject to availability. ABTA V4744 ATOL 3430 
protected. Per person prices based on two sharing a twin room. Single rooms and optional insurance available at a 
supplement. Additional entrance costs may apply. Images used in conjunction with Riviera Travel.

CRUISE DURATION
PRICE 

FROM

Bruges, Medieval Flanders, Amsterdam & the Dutch Bulb fields 8 days £999pp

Amsterdam, Volendam & the Dutch Bulb fields 5 days £649pp

The Blue Danube 8 days £999pp

Cruise the Heart of Europe 15 days £1,499pp

Rhine, Strasbourg & Heidelberg 8 days £1,099pp

Rhine & Moselle 8 days £1,199pp

The Seine, Paris & Normandy 8 days £1,299pp

Burgundy, Provence & the River Rhone 8 days £1,099pp

Medieval Germany, the Main to the Danube 8 days £1,199pp

Rhine Cruise to Switzerland 8 days £1,199pp

The Douro, Oporto & Salamanca, Spain 8 days £1,399pp

Choose your cruise

All bookings will receive a FREE BBC Gardeners’ World Magazine travel wallet

The elegant 5* MS Lord Byron

The Emerald Deck Suite on MS Lord Byron

A superior suite with stunning views

The Hungarian Parliament reflected in the Danube The lavender fields of Burgundy

and from April to October 2017 offer



NEW FOOD
HOTSPOTS
•Explore Europe – where 

to eat in Oslo, Turin,
San Sebastián & more

•Best bites in
   Birmingham 

Victoria

Moore

The joy of

English fizz

John Torode

Marina O’Loughlin

Emma Freud

Joanna Blythman

Jamie

Oliver’s

pasta
supper

Big names,
exclusive recipes

Plus
Tom

Kerridge’s
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cooking
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brand-new,
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& tell
Show

...where once
there was
a bare box
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Send your tips and photos to Show & tell, Gardeners’

World Magazine, Vineyard House, 44 Brook Green,

London W6 7BT or email letters@gardenersworld.

com and you could win National Garden Gift Vouchers. 

We award National Garden Gift Vouchers for all published
letters: £50 for a makeover, £25 for a letter and photo, and
£10 for a letter. We are unable to return photos. If sending
digital photos, make sure they are taken on the camera’s
highest image resolution setting. We can’t give individual

replies and we reserve the right to edit letters. National Garden Gift Vouchers
can be bought and redeemed at more than 2,000 outlets in the UK, with more 
than 90,000 plants and products on offer. Visit thevouchergarden.co.uk

When I moved into my flat six
years ago, there was a small patio
with virtually nothing planted in it.
Over time, I’ve planted a number
of temperate and subtropical
plant species, which have thrived
in this south-facing, lower-ground-
floor courtyard. Good soil and
care have been key to converting 

this small patio into a proper
garden, a refuge for myself  
and wildlife alike.

Juan Carlos Cure,

London

Jungle joy

READER MAKEOVER

AFTER

Your recent hedgehog feature
(March issue), reminded me of the
time when a female hedgehog
moved into the tortoise’s house
in our garden and gave birth to
five hoglets. We fed them and
took them to a hedgehog hospital
for a check-up. We enjoyed seeing
them grow, but our tortoise was 
glad to get her house back.

Mrs P Broadhurst, Staffordshire

We say: Ideally, hedgehogs should
not be moved. Leave water and
a dish of meat-based cat or dog
food every night, and you may
get additional visitors. Breeding
season is typically May to August.

ACROSS
1Poached7Annual8Traps9Kelvedon11Seeds12Paeonia 15 Aster 
17Omega18Gall19Mud20Irish21Carpel22Almond
DOWN
1Potash2Azaleas3Husks4Dahlia5Anne6Sago 10 Dandelion12Primula  
13Erodium 14 Apache15Ananas16Tulips

CROSSWORD SOLUTION – see page 156 for puzzle

Tortoise miffed by lodging hogs

BEFORE

Subtropical
splendour in

a London
patio...

Potty chickens

hatching bulbs

Frogtastic formation swimming
I’m so glad now spring has arrived and I can spend more time outside, 
enjoying the wonders of nature and sights like this.

Gabriela Wernicke-Marfo, by email

A popular spot

for spotty bugs
When I was cutting back my
grasses earlier on in the spring,
I came across these ladybirds
– thank goodness I saw them.
Obviously I stopped cutting and
gently pegged back the grasses
to take these pics. I then tucked
them away and left them to it.
I’ve never seen so many together.

Juliet Faries, by email

Happy hoglets and their mum had
a good start in life in a reader’s plot

Interesting fact: the collective
noun for ladybirds is a ‘loveliness’

A reader’s feathered friends found
these containers a little too cosy

Why spend money forcing
bulbs in a heated greenhouse?
Try using sleepy chickens, who will 
helpfully provide pest control
services and tasty free-range eggs, 
too. A good all rounder.

Shirley Ware,  Norfolk

During the breeding season in spring frogs often form groups in ponds
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Put down your trowel, pick up a pen and

exercise those brain muscles instead…
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ACROSS

1 Sow companion flowers
such as __ egg plant to attract
beneficial insects to the plot (7)

7 Complete outside sowings of
hardy __ blooms this month (6)

8 Hang yellow sticky __ in the
greenhouse to catch whitefly 
and other flying pests (5)

9 ‘ __ Wonder’ is a pea variety
ideal for smaller gardens (8)

11 Collect hellebore __
from ripe pods for
immediate sowing (5)

12 Genus of colourful
bloomers, varieties include  
‘Bowl of Beauty’ and
‘Sarah Bernhardt’ (7)

15 Callistephus is commonly 
called China __ (5)

17 Variety of Phlox maculata
with fragrant, white blooms (5)

18 Unsightly swelling
on a woody plant (4)

19 Soft, sticky mix
of soil and water (3)

20 Hedera hibernica is
also known as __ ivy (5)

21 Female part of a flower (6)

22 Common name
of Prunus dulcis (6)

DOWN

1 Feed strawberries now
with a high-__ feed (6)

2 Pick off faded flowers from
these acid-loving bloomers (7)

3 The dry outer coverings
of some fruits and seeds (5)

4 Plant out tubers of this
reliable garden favourite (6)

5 ‘Princess __‘ is a compact,
dwarf rhododendron with small
trusses of pale-yellow blooms (4)

6 Starchy cereal obtained from the
powdered pith of the __ palm (4)

10 This weed with bright-yellow
flowers might be unwelcome  
on your lawn (9)

12 The primrose genus (7)

13 Stork’s bill is a name for this
genus of plants, ideal for alpine 
house or rock garden (7)

14 ‘Chicago __ ‘ is a variety
of daylily with rich scarlet  
flowers (6)

15 __ comosus is better
known as pineapple (6)

16 The vivid cup-shaped blooms 
of these popular bulbs are
at their best this month (6)
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This new versatile corner sofa is modular so it can be arranged for your maximum support and comfort. 

At HSL, our Comfort Specialists are thoroughly trained to fi nd the perfect sofa for you – come and try 

for yourself at one of our 58 local stores.

Your corner sofa... designed for comfort

Your pack includes 57 real fabric and 12 real leather 

samples, as well as our full range of chairs

Call 01924 507050 quoting GW61 
or visit www.hslchairs.com

Calls answered 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Recliners & Riser 
Recliners available

DELIVERY
UK Mainland

Matching sofas 
available

2 and 3 seater

With 58 stores nationwide, comfort is closer than you think.

Please post this coupon for your FREE brochure pack

Name

Address    

 de

Email

Freepost Plus RTKE-LARX-YJSS, HSL (Dept. GW61), 

Unit 1-3, Grange Road Industrial Estate, 

Grange Road, Soothill, Batley WF17 6LN

NO STAMP

REQUIRED

Free riser recliner home consultation if you’re unable to visit a store 
To book an appointment, simply call 01924 486900, or email home@hslchairs.com
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6 issues – saving 15%. Gift available to the first 500 subscribers only. You will be notified of any future price changes before they take effect. The closing date for this offer is 31st May 2016. You may cancel
at any time and receive a full refund on any outstanding issues by contacting your bank or building society. Written confirmation may also be required. Prices are discounted from the full UK subscription
price and include P&P. Standard UK subscription price is £54, Europe and Republic of Ireland is £67 and Rest of the World is £80. Calls will cost 7p per minute plus your telephone company’s access charge.

  � special spring offer  �  special spring offer  �  special spring offer  �

Subscribe to BBC Gardeners’ World Magazine

and get your first 3 issues for just £5 then if you

continue to enjoy your subscription, you’ll pay

only £22.95 every 6 issues by Direct Debit, saving

15%*. Plus, we’ll send you this Bulldog Mini

Pruning Set worth £18. It includes Mini Bypass

Trimming Shears for deadheading flowers and

stimulating new blooms, and Mini Straight Cut

Trimming Shears for pruning small plants

regularly to keep them in shape. The steel blades

will cut up to 6mm and you can choose between

green or pink soft-grip handles .

PLUS gift worth £18
when you subscribe

Available 
in pink or 

green 
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Call 0844 848 9707  Quote code GWSP516. Lines open Mon to Fri 8am – 8pm and Sat 9am – 1pm

Visit www.buysubscriptions.com/GWSP516

2 EASY WAYS TO SUBSCRIBE

Subscriber Club benefits

Experience more as a BBC 

Gardeners’ World Magazine 

Subscriber Club member:

�  Great savings on the magazine  

cover price

�  Your own Subscriber Edition with 

exclusive cover and Subscriber Club 

pages, plus quarterly newsletters

�  Free delivery direct to your door

�  Exclusive money-saving offers  

and discounts on plants, products  

and BBC Gardeners’ World Live

�  Just for you – subscriber events  

and opportunities to meet the  

magazine’s experts

 PLUS Unlock the Secret Garden –  

a subscriber-only area of gardenersworld.
com with extra features, videos and offers



Next month...
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 Scent special

PLUS Monty
reveals the
scented plants he
can’t live without

���The best plants to choose
for a fragrant garden

���How to make scented roses
the stars of your borders

���Use our scent wheel to help
find the right rose for you

PLUS Subscribe today to get 3 issues for just £5 !   See details opposite

WORTH 
OVER

£24

scented climbers for 
every reader – wisteria 
and star jasmine

2 FREE
*

barbecues under £100

10 essential
pruning
tasks for
summer

*Just pay £5.65 postage

ON TEST

with exclusive discount voucher

PLUS SAVE MONEY AT

Joe shares his pick  
of plants for vibrant 
pot displays now

Carol shows how 
to succeed with your 
summer seed sowing

Advice from the experts

Alan reveals ways  
to give dull borders  
a quick fix that’ll last 



Titchmarsh
Tales from 

And finally…

With his handcrafted willow and wicker baskets, Alan keeps  

alive ancient traditions in the most natural of settings
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Along with

trug baskets,

I find great

solace in

using natural

materials in

the garden

rather than

those that are 

obviously

synthetic

I am about to follow the lead
of Sybil Spencer who gardened
at York Gate near Leeds. This is
a stunning garden of around one
acre, which is now managed and
opened by Perennial (formerly
The Gardeners’ Royal Benevolent
Society). It was Mrs Spencer who
introduced me to permanently
placed ‘weed baskets’ around the 
garden. Fitted with two small
handles on the rim, these were
dotted about, but always on a
corner or where they seemed to
act like pieces of sculpture rather
than just something that had been
left behind and forgotten. Stood
either on a free-draining gravel
path or on flagstones (rather than 
on damp earth, which would
hasten rotting), these baskets
obviated the need to trot to and
from the compost heap every five
minutes. Instead, if you spotted a
weed or a broken stem or whatever, 
you could pull it up or cut it off,
and simply drop it in the nearest
basket. The baskets would be
emptied before they were brimful,
and put back in their permanent 
spring and summer places.

I’ve just bought two sturdy
examples, having earmarked
a couple of sensible spots at either 
end of a long path. I’ve been
meaning to do it for years, but you
know how it is... Placing a plastic
trug in the same spot would not
have anything like the same effect.
But then, to paraphrase William
Morris: ‘Have nothing in your
garden that you do not know to
be useful or believe to be beautiful’.  
Baskets of wicker and trugs
of willow and chestnut pass  
muster on both counts. 

May 2016178

usticity is attractive
in the garden, I reckon, 
and I’m not just
referring to the

comfortable clothing I wear. For
several months now I’ve been
lugging a plastic trug about, into
which I can put weeds and soft
prunings that are destined for the
compost heap. The only reason I’m
doing so is because the handle on
the wicker basket I normally use
has come adrift. The basket is a sort 
of larger, longer version of Mrs
Rabbit’s shopping basket in Beatrix
Potter’s The Tale of Peter Rabbit, and
it sits very comfortably on my arm
as I wander about the garden. It’s
lined with hessian, so that nothing 
falls through the weave of the
wicker. It is, in short, the perfect
receptacle, capable of holding
a pair of secateurs and a trowel,  
as well as compostable this 
and that (and yes, 

both tools frequently have to be
salvaged from the compost heap.)

I’ve been a fan of wicker ever
since visiting the Somerset Levels
umpteen years ago and seeing the
great swathes of withies that grow
each year from the harvested stools 
of willow. In a single season,
between April and October, a hard-
pruned rootstock can produce a
thicket of stems up to 2.5m long,
and these are harvested when
dormant, and woven into all
manner of baskets and hampers
that are surprisingly durable.

As with the trug baskets, which I
use for harvesting strawberries and
raspberries, salads and potatoes,
I find great solace in using natural
materials in the garden rather than
those that are obviously synthetic.
Is it just a fanciful affectation? Not
at all; there is something deeply
satisfying about using natural

materials to gather or collect
natural produce. Trug baskets
comprise a frame of sweet
chestnut and steamed boards
of willow that are handcrafted
into those shallow boat-like

containers that are as easy on 
the eye as on the arm. I’ve

always preferred the type of
trug that has no feet, since it

is a tad lighter and sits
most comfortably on the 
soil between rows of
crops at harvesting time.

With trugs and wicker
baskets, I also have the

satisfaction of knowing
that I’m keeping alive
ancient traditions that
not only offer me practical

help, but which also ensure
responsible land management.
A trug or a basket will last me
anything between five and 10

years (in case you’re worried,
I’ve just repaired the handle
of Mrs Rabbit’s basket with
plastic-coated wire, safe in the

knowledge that when I’m next
passing, I can take it back to
the maker to fit a new handle 
using natural materials).

gardenersworld.com



FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 01829 271 890
OR VISIT www.gabrielash.com

The only
timber

greenhouses
endorsed by

the RHS

gabriel ash

Gabriel Ash Greenhouses

THE RHS
CHELSEA
FLOWER SHOW

24th - 28th May
Stand No: RHW371

RHS
MALVERN

SPRING FESTIVAL

5th - 8th May
Stand No: 3025

VISIT US

AT THE STAND

OR ONLINE FOR

OUR LATEST

SHOW
OFFERS



T H E  F I N E S T  G R E E N H O U S E S  M O N E Y  C A N  B U Y

For all our OFFERS call or click 0800 783 8083
www.hartley-botanic.co.uk  Quoting Ref: T8
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BASICS

Sponsored by

25 skills to make you a better gardener

PART TWO



Inspiring you to
make the most of 

It all goes back to Harry Williamson. A keen gardener, Harry started selling roses in jam tins

in the 1930’s. His business grew and he opened the first Wyevale Garden Centre in Hereford 

in 1961. The seed Harry planted back then blossomed into what we are today: the UK’s

largest garden centre group. And although we’ve grown, one thing has always remained the 

same: our passion for quality plants and spreading the joy of the garden to everyone. 

Help & advice

Talk to our experts –

they’re always on hand

to help with great tips.

Inspiring ideas

Be inspired by our

gorgeous displays to make

the best of your garden.

Peace of mind
With our Hardy Plant Lifetime Guarantee, you can

be sure you’re buying the best quality plants for your

garden. Our Price Promise on garden products means

you’re getting the best price on other garden items.

Quality plants & more

Choose from garden

furniture, pots, tools, gifts 

and homeware.

Make a day of it

Enjoy food & drink in

our restaurants, and

special seasonal events. 

With over 150 Wyevale Garden Centres, find yours at:

www.wyevalegardencentres.co.uk



Welcome
SEEING A PLANT GROW and thrive is more

than satisfying – it’s life-affirming. So to help

you get the results you want in your garden,

we’ve created three booklets to guide you

through 25 essential skills to make you a better

gardener. Whether they’re techniques you’ve

done before or you’re just starting out, you’ll find

all the advice you need to get it right every time – 

plus fun projects for kids. Don’t miss part 3,  

free inside your June issue.  

Seed sowing under cover

Success every time

Potting up plug plants 

Help them grow

Container gardening

Flower-packed displays

Pruning shrubs Make the

right cuts at the right time

Dividing plants Make

new plants the easy way

Planting trees Give them  

a great start in life

Making new beds Create 

new areas for planting

Planting summer bulbs

Simple summer impact 

Pot of the month

Sowing seed direct

Quick and easy results

Buying plants How to

buy the best you can

Planting perennials

Get it right every time

Hanging baskets Vibrant

colour all summer long

Crops in pots Bountiful

harvests in small spaces

Improving the soil

Lay the best foundations

Watering plants How to 

save time and energy

Moving plants Ensure

they thrive in a new home

Pot of the month

Getting more flowers

Keep the colour coming

Garden weeding How to

identify and remove them

Harvesting Get the most 

from your crops

Supporting plants Keep

them looking their best

Taking cuttings Make 

new plants for free

Feeding Ensure plants are 

happy and healthy

Mowing and lawncare

Hedge trimming

Composting Turn your

waste into garden gold

Pot of the month
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Wyevale Garden Centres is delighted to be working
with BBC Gardeners’ World Magazine, bringing you
expert advice, top tips, inspiration and everything 
you need to make the most of your garden.

Sponsored by

3gardenersworld.com

Part 3: June

Part 1: April
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BUY BACK ISSUE…
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Try this with kids Gardening is a great way to keep children
entertained. So we’ve put together 17 projects designed to be
done with or by kids – you’ll find them where you see this logo.  

If you miss any Back to Basics guides
with the April, May and June issues,
they are available to download for
iPad, Kindle and Android devices. 
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Sowing seed direct
WHEN: April-June Spring is prime seed-sowing 

time outside, as the days start to lengthen and 

the soil warms up. All hardy vegetables and 

flowers can be sown directly into the ground 

where they are to grow, and there’s still time  

to sow faster-growing half-hardy plants such  

as beans and zinnias, which can now be sown  

in the ground rather than indoors. 

Good soil preparation is important to create  

the right rooting environment for seedlings  

to germinate and rapidly grow into sturdy  

plants. Ideally, the ground should have been  

dug over and improved with organic matter  

by early spring, and it’s best not to add  

compost or manure just before sowing  

as it’s likely to cause seedlings to rot. 

The ground must be kept weed-free, 

otherwise seedlings will get smothered.  

Sow seed in rows as it’s easier to distinguish 

between your emerging crops and weed 

seedlings. Sowing can continue right through  

to autumn, depending on plant varieties.

Water the drill before sowing 
to create ideal growing 
conditions and leave to drain.  
If you water after sowing 
there’s a risk the seeds will 
wash deep into the soil. 
Repeat if the soil is very dry.

Space the seed evenly along 
the drill. With larger seeds 
such as beetroot, sowing 
several seeds at each spot 
ensures even germination all 
along the row. Cover with dry 
soil and firm gently.

Thin out seedlings once they 
have all appeared but before 
they get too large. Spacing 
varies according to individual 
varieties. Water before 
thinning to ensure the roots 
pull out smoothly.

Ensure soil is weed-free, then 
rake when reasonably dry so 
that it is crumbly and free of 
stones. Make a shallow trench 
using a cane to give a good 
straight line. Check seed packs 
for correct depth to sow. PH
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Sow beetroot 
now to harvest 
from June
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Vegetables

� Beans
� Beetroot
� Carrot
� Chard
� Coriander
� Kale
� Lettuce
� Parsley
� Radish
� Salad leaves
� Spinach
� Spring onion

Ornamentals 

� California poppy
� Calendula
� Clarkia
� Love-in-a-mist
� Nasturtium
� Poppy
�  Poached egg 

plant
� Sunflower

WARM THE SOIL

Cloches or horticultural
fleece are an easy and
effective way to get an
earlier harvest. Put in
place a week or so
before sowing to warm
the soil and to cover
crops when young.  
Peg down securely.

KEEP IT MOIST

During dry spells,
keep the soil moist
before and after
germination and until
the plants are well-
established. Water them
using a fine sprinkler or
rose, and avoid watering 
in hot sun.

BANISH PESTS

Delicate young seedlings
are vulnerable to pests,
particularly slugs
and snails. Use an
environmentally-friendly
control method, such as
barriers of grit, crushed
eggshells, coffee 
grounds or nematodes.

Plants to try

MAKE MINI BIRD SCARERS 

When to start: April or May

The easiest flower seeds to grow 
with children are the ones that  
you just scatter straight into the 
garden soil. These will be labelled 
‘sow direct’ at your local garden 
centre (good examples are poppies 
or cornflowers). However, seeds 
are in danger of being eaten by 
birds before they get the chance  
to grow into flowers. 

Ask your little gardeners to 
make some mini bird scarers so 
that you can be sure you’ll all get 
to enjoy the flowers. First, put a 
short garden cane at either side  
of the area where the seeds have 
been sown, then tie a piece of 
string from one cane to the other, 
like a washing line. Using laundry 
pegs, attach some ribbons, bits of  
kitchen tin foil or anything else 
that will blow and flap around in 
the wind, to keep the birds away 
from your seed. The plants should 
be in flower for the start of the 
school holidays.

5gardenersworld.com

WATCH Monty Don demonstrate how to direct sow
radishes outdoors at gardenersworld.com/direct-sowing

Radish

Poppy

Tie tin foil to 
string to act  
as bird scarers

Nasturtium

Sunflower

Carrot Chard

Sponsored by
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Buying plants
WHEN: spring to autumn Spring is  

the most popular season for buying plants,  

as now is the time when tender flowers or 

vegetables can be planted out and gardens  

are being smartened up ready for summer. 

Make a list before you go shopping: the range  

of plants on sale is mind-bogglingly huge  

and displays are designed to tempt impulse 

shoppers. With future care in mind, you should 

only buy long-lived hardy plants now if you  

can water them during dry spells through 

summer – if not, delay buying until autumn. 

Plants are sold in a wealth of places. Garden 

centres are like department stores – they stock  

a broad range of plants, which may come with 

guarantees. Nurseries specialise in plants, 

sometimes a specific type, and are likely to offer 

an interesting range. Garden shows and plant 

fairs conveniently bring together many 

nurseries and suppliers. If buying plants online, 

do check the size offered and be aware that 

delivery costs can be high. 
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Garden centres 
offer a huge 
range of plants

Be wary of young plants 
recently potted on into bigger 
pots as they may not be well-
rooted. Take off the pot – a 
plant should have a good 
network of roots, but not be 
pot-bound like the plant above.

Check label details, which 
should include flower colour, 
flowering time and site 
preference. Ultimate size is 
important as plants look very 
similar when young but can 
vary hugely when mature.

Avoid buying from places  
that have lots of wilting or 
dead plants in untidy or 
obviously neglected displays. 
Yellowing leaves or faded 
labels indicate plants have 
stood around for a long time.

What to look for

BACK TO BASICS: Part 2

Shrubs, conifers and trees 
should have a well-balanced 
framework of branches. Before 
you buy, stand a plant on its 
own and assess it from all 
sides. Sometimes the ones in 
the middle of a batch are best.



� Flowering 
evergreens, such 
as skimmia and 
choysia

� Winter flowering 
shrubs, such as 
winter jasmine 
and sarcococca

� Plants that grow 
in shade, such as 
geraniums and 
bergenia

� Flowering 
climbers, such as 
clematis and star 
jasmine

� Plants that flower 
for months, such 
as wallflowers 
and hebe

� Cheap bedding 
plants for 
summer colour, 
such as begonias 
and petunias

AVOID FROSTS

Tender flower and
vegetable plants growing
under cover are likely
to need hardening off
before you can plant
them outside. Also,
don’t buy plants too
early when there’s still  
a danger of late frosts.

GET ADVICE

Knowledgeable staff
are often on hand to
advise you on plants,
particularly at garden
centres and plant
nurseries. Make the
most of this free advice
by avoiding busy days 
such as Sundays.

BUY BARE ROOTS

Wait until autumn to buy
plants such as hedging
or fruit bushes. Once
leaves fall and plants are
dormant, they can be
bought bare-rooted,
which is considerably
cheaper than buying  
pot-grown varieties.

Plants to try

CHILDREN BUYING PLANTS 

WITH POCKET MONEY 

When to start: May-July

If your children are planning a trip  
to the garden centre to spend their 
pocket money, give them a few 
pointers first. Ask them to draw a 
picture of their favourite flowers. 
What colour are they? Are they tall? 
Are they giant-sized, or are they 
small? With 100s of plants to 
choose from, it is good to have  
a plan before they go.

With their picture in hand, head 
to the wonderful selection of 
annuals that will flower for weeks 
and weeks in summer. Look along 
the lines of flowers and see if  
they can identify plants that are 
something like their drawing. 
Choose those with perfect leaves 
and, although it is tempting to buy 
plants in full flower, pick ones with 
lots of fat buds so they can watch 
the flowers open in the garden.

Make sure they give them a good 
watering once they’ve planted their 
purchases outside, and water 
regularly over the summer months.

7gardenersworld.com

Star jasmine

Sarcococca

Make a 
favourite 

flowers plan

BegoniaWallflower

Geranium

Skimmia
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WATCH Our No Fuss Guide to choosing plants for dramatic  
pot displays at gardenersworld.com/choosing-plants�
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Plant shrubs & perennials
WHEN: evergreen and tender plants in May; 

other pot-grown plants year-round  

Shrubs and perennials are an investment and 

grow bigger and more beautiful for years to 

come, so it’s well worth giving them a good  

start in life. Plants bought in pots can be planted 

throughout the year, but evergreens and 

anything not totally hardy are best planted in 

late spring after the last frosts so they can 

establish well before winter. Plant when 

weather and soil conditions permit: in spring 

and summer, this could mean waiting until 

after the last frosts, avoiding hot, dry spells or 

delaying if periods of heavy rain have saturated 

the soil. Ideally, plant when the soil is moist but 

not so wet that it sticks to your boots. 

Pre pare the soil in advance: Dig over a much 

wider area than just the planting hole, mixing in 

organic matter and a balanced general fertiliser. 

Clear all weed growth, especially the roots of 

perennial weeds, as they will grow in among 

your plants and become very hard to eradicate.
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Plant 
evergreen 
daphne in  
late spring

Remove the pot. If the roots 
are spiralling around the 
rootball, gently tease them 
out. Make sure the hole is 
sufficiently wide, so that the 
roots can be laid out as 
straight as possible.

Make sure the top of the  
rootball is level with the soil. 
Exceptions include roses, 
where the knobbly ‘graft 
union’ needs to be at soil  
level, and clematis, which 
should be 5-10cm deeper.

Backfill with soil then firm 
gently, by using the heel of 
your boot to ensure good 
contact between the roots  
and soil. Water thoroughly  
and top up the soil if it settles 
to leave gaps.

Dig a hole wider than the 
plant’s container and usually 
to the same depth. Use a fork 
to loosen the sides and base  
of the hole. If it is dry, fill the 
hole to the top with water and 
allow it to drain away. 

BACK TO BASICS: Part 2



MOISTEN WELL

Water plants thoroughly
before planting as dry
rootballs are very hard
to re-wet, even in the
ground. If very dry,
remove the pot and
submerge the plant in
a bucket of water for an
hour or so.

USE FUNGAL FEED

Mycorrhizal fungi (also
called Rootgrow)
‘supercharge’ roots,
boosting nutrient and
water uptake. Sprinkle
over wet roots and into
the hole. Keep separate
from fertiliser, which can
inhibit the fungi.

KEEP WATERING

Water deeply and
thoroughly 2-3 times a
week during dry spells
in summer. As a rough
guide, apply at least a
canful of water each
time to soak down to the
roots. Plants in pots will
need water more often.

Plants to try

MAKE A PLANT SIZE GUIDE

When to start: spring and autumn

When choosing plants with children 
it’s important they learn that most 
of the plants at the garden centre 
will grow to twice or even 10 times 
the size they are in the pots. Show 
them the plant label where it 
should say how big they will get. 

A fun game for them to play is  
to work out how much space a new 
plant will take up before planting  
it out in the garden. For example,  
if it will reach 100cm high, ask the 
kids to find a garden cane or a tall 
piece of wood and, using a tape 
measure, mark how tall the plant 
will grow by tying a piece of ribbon 
to the cane at 100cm. 

They can then take the cane and 
stand in the place where the plant 
will be grown (being careful not to 
stand on any nearby plants). Take  
a photo of them holding the cane. 
You might decide that the plant  
is too big for that spot so ask your 
child to look around the garden  
and find a better place! 

9gardenersworld.com

Rosemary

Use a cane 
measure as a 

handy guide to 
plant growth

Sea hollySalvia

Bay Cistus

Shrubs

� Bay
� Ceanothus
� Cistus
� Curry plant
� Daphne
� Fuchsia
� Lavatera
� Lavender
� Perovskia
� Rose
� Rosemary
� Santolina

Perennials

� Achillea
� Echinacea
� Helenium
� Ornamental

grasses
� Rudbeckia
� Salvia
� Sea holly
� Sedum
� Verbena

Sponsored by
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Grasses

WATCH our video guide to planting shrubs to ensure yours get  
off to the best start at gardenersworld.com/planting-shrubs�
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Hanging baskets
WHEN: late spring to autumn Transform 

house walls, fence posts and pergolas with 

colourful hanging containers packed with 

flowers, attractive foliage and even herbs, 

salads or strawberries. Baskets are suspended 

on brackets, which must be securely fixed – 

plants and well-watered compost can amount 

to quite a weight. An alternative is half-baskets 

that are flat on one side to hang on hooks. 

Open-mesh baskets are most colourful, with 

planting on both the top and sides, while solid 

baskets have less planting space but are easier 

to maintain as they don’t dry out so  

rapidly, particularly self-watering  

types that have a built-in reservoir. 

While most flowering plants need sun  

for at least half the day to perform well,  

there are a few that thrive in shadier conditions, 

including fuchsia, lobelia and viola. Come 

autumn, baskets can be replanted for winter  

and spring colour with miniature cyclamen, 

dwarf bulbs, heather and foliage plants.
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Be bold with 
your choice of 
summer colour

Cut a circle of strong 
polythene to cover a quarter 
to a third of the area of the 
basket and place in the base. 
This forms a ‘saucer’ to help 
retain moisture. Make some 
small holes for drainage.

Partly fill with multi-purpose  
or hanging basket potting 
compost. Put in the central 
plant which can be upright, 
like this geranium. Surround 
with several bushy or 
spreading plants.

Insert trailing plants through 
the sides from the outside, 
ensuring the roots are in the 
compost. A newspaper wrap 
helps them to slip through. Top 
up with compost to 2cm below 
the rim, firm gently and water.

Stand the basket on a large, 
empty pot for stability. Line 
the sides with moss – 
preferably sustainable  
New Zealand sphagnum moss 
– or use a recycled wool or  
pre-formed liner.

BACK TO BASICS: Part 2



GIVE NUTRIENTS

Feeding is essential
for plants to flower and
grow well when packed
into a small space.
A single application
of controlled-release
fertiliser supplies a
number of nutrients  
for several months.

WATER DAILY

Hanging baskets dry
out rapidly and must
be watered immediately
after planting, and
regularly from then on,
usually daily, sometimes
twice daily during hot
weather. A watering 
system would help.

DEADHEAD

Remove dead or
faded flower heads
two or three times
per week. This will
encourage the plants
to keep producing more
flowers and makes
the basket look much 
neater too.

Plants to try

GROW A BASKET OF BERRIES

When to start: April-May

Strawberries are a real treat, 
especially if picked straight from 
the garden. If you have run out of 
space to grow them in the ground, 
then why not get your children to 
grow them in a hanging basket? 

First, put up a strong hook for the 
basket so that it will hang at an easy 
height for the little ones to water. 

Then they can place a liner in the 
basket and fill it with compost. 
They will need three or four 
strawberry plants. They should 
make a hole for each of the plants 
in the compost and plant the 
strawberries in their new home. 
Ensure they water the plants well 
then help them hang the basket.  
By growing these juicy berries  
in a basket the fruits  will be out  
of danger from munching slugs  
and snails. In June-July the first  
lovely red fruits should appear. 

If there are siblings, they could  
each grow a basket of fruit and see 
who gets the most berries?

11gardenersworld.com

WATCH our guide to planting up a hanging basket to guarantee yours
are bursting with colour at gardenersworld.com/hanging-basket

Geranium

Petunia

Strawberries 
grow perfectly 
in baskets

Helichrysum

Plectranthus

Begonia Fuchsia

Ornamentals  

� Bacopa 
� Begonia
� Bidens
� Calibrachoa
� Fuchsia (trailing)
�  Geranium (both 

upright and 
trailing)

� Helichrysum
� Lobelia
� Nasturtium
� Nemesia
�  Petunia, especially 

‘Surfinia’ varieties
� Plectranthus
� Sutera
�  Verbena  

(short types) 

Edibles  

�  Cut and come 
again salad leaves

� Basil
� Bush tomatoes
� Chillies
� Chives
� Radishes 
� Strawberries

Sponsored by
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Growing crops in pots
WHEN: spring-late summer Even the smallest 

plot can produce a feast of fresh crops as there’s 

a wealth of plants ideal for all kinds of containers. 

Tall-growing or climbing vegetables are real 

space-savers, trained on walls, trellis or free-

standing supports. Many edible plants look 

attractive, too and are perfect for high-profile 

spots like patios or to grow conveniently close  

to the kitchen. A huge range of containers is 

available to buy, or ‘upcycle’ anything that can 

hold compost – just be sure to make plenty of 

drainage holes in the bottom.

To achieve reasonable crops, sun is needed  

for at least half the day, plus shelter from strong 

winds, as well as good-quality compost. Ready 

access to water is essential as all container 

plants need regular watering to be kept evenly 

moist. Many plants have to be pollinated by 

insects in order to produce a good crop: tempt 

them in by growing nectar-rich flowers that  

are both pretty and edible, such as calendula, 

viola and wild strawberry. 
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Grow attractive 
veg such as chillies 
and peppers in 
patio pots

Window boxes, troughs and 
hanging baskets are suitable 
for strawberries, lettuce and 
other salad crops, trailing 
tomatoes, herbs and smaller 
root crops such as radishes 
and round-rooted carrots.

Growing bags and planters 
are made of strong plastic and 
come complete with compost 
to make instant mini veg beds 
for medium-sized crops such 
as bushy tomatoes, beans, 
peppers and spinach.

Vertical ‘green wall’
containers with limited soil 
depth can accommodate many 
different salad plants such as 
mixed salad leaves, lettuce, 
smaller herbs such as parsley 
and basil, and strawberries.

In large, deep containers,  
at least 40cm wide and around 
40cm deep, grow deep-rooting 
plants such as courgettes, 
cucumbers, climbing French 
beans, peppers and tall 
varieties of tomato.

Four ways to grow crops

BACK TO BASICS: Part 2



SOW FOR SUCCESS

Sow the seed of quick-
growing veg like salad
leaves directly into a
container. You’ll get
better results with seeds
of larger, tender plants if
you sow into 9cm pots
or modules in a warm 
spot and transplant later.

CHECK FOR PESTS

Be vigilant for pests and
diseases. If you remove
early infestations by
hand, it can avert big
problems later on.
Choose varieties that
have been bred for
natural resistance 
where possible.

FEED WEEKLY

Plants need regular
feeding once crops start
to form, particularly in
pots. An occasional
slow-release feed is fine
for roots and leafy veg.
A weekly high-potash
fertiliser is best for 
fruiting veg.

Plants to try

GROW YOUR OWN  

PIZZA TOPPINGS 

When to start: April- June

Growing herbs is an easy way for 
children to discover new flavours, 
and they can impress their school 
friends when they come for tea by 
adding their home-grown herbs to 
pizza. First, they need a pot about 
the same size as a bucket, and it 
must have at least one hole in the 
bottom. They should place the pot  
in the sunniest spot in the garden, 
then fill it with potting compost. 

Give them an oregano, a parsley 
and a basil plant from the garden 
centre or supermarket. Next, they 
need to remove the plants from their 
bought pots, make three holes in the 
compost of their garden pot and pop 
one plant in each, then water well. 

The herbs need to grow for a few 
weeks before they can start using
the leaves for pizza. The parsley and
basil should be sprinkled over the
top of a pizza after it has been
cooked, but the tiny oregano leaves
can be added before or after cooking.

13gardenersworld.com

WATCH our guide to growing herbs for easy pickings in a
window box at gardenersworld.com/herbs-window-box

Lettuce

Pepper

Top pizza  
with your own 
fragrant herbs

Mizuna

Strawberry

Carrot French bean

Sow seed 

� Beetroot 
� Carrot
� Courgette
� French bean
� Lettuce
� Mixed salad 

leaves
� Mizuna
� Peas
� Radish
� Rocket
� Spinach
� Spring onion

Buy plants

� Aubergine
� Basil
� Chillies
� Cucumber
� Herbs
� Oregano
� Parsley
� Pepper
� Strawberry
� Thyme 
� Tomato

Sponsored by
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Mulching plants  
WHEN: mid- to late-spring and autumn

Covering the bare soil around plants is known 

as mulching and is an excellent low-

maintenance way of preventing weeds,

retaining moisture and improving the soil,

depending on the type of mulch you use.

What you use to mulch with depends to some

extent on whether looks are important: brown

cardboard and thick layers of newspaper are

free and great at suppressing weeds but look

unsightly, as does weed control fabric, while

chipped bark is smart and shows off plants well. 

Mulching can also be an excellent low-

maintenance way to improve soil without

digging, by applying nutritious organic matter

such as rotted manure (at least six months old),

garden compost or a proprietary soil improver, 

which is gradually taken down by worms.

Whatever material is used, apply to ground that

is thoroughly damp so that moisture is retained.

Organic matter should be spread 5-10cm thick 

and applied to weed-free soil.
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Spread garden
compost for an
effective mulch

‘No-dig’ beds are excellent
for vegetables. Make them
120cm wide so that there’s no
need to tread on and compact
the soil. Deeply dig initially,
then mulch with nutritious
material annually in spring.

Gravel is attractive around
drought-loving and borderline 
hardy plants such as
succulents, as it insulates
roots and conserves water,
although it is not effective  
at suppressing weeds.

Woody garden waste can be
shredded to use as a mulch.
Once shredded, stack for at
least six months before using,
as the chippings take valuable 
nutrients from the soil if 
applied when fresh.

Mulching new plants helps
them to establish and grow
strongly by retaining moisture 
and insulating roots from
extremes of temperature.
Keep the mulch clear of stems,
where it could cause rotting.

Four ways to mulch

BACK TO BASICS: Part 2
Sponsored by
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There are over 150 Wyevale Garden Centres.

Find yours at wyevalegardencentres.co.uk

Strawberries from £1.99 for a 9cm pot

Use mature plants for a long harvest

this year. Try an early, mid and late

variety or an everbearer that fruits

all season. Most can be grown in 

hanging baskets.

Blueberries from £6.99

Grow your own blueberries and

harvest a superfood from your pot!

Give them ericaceous compost in

a pot on the patio or plant in the 

garden in acid soil.

Veg pots from £6.99

Want to grow more than one variety

of a vegetable in a plot? Pick up a

pre-selected pack of kale, salad,

onions or cabbages – each grows

well with the others in the pack.

Aubergines, tomatoes, chillies and

cucumbers from £5.99

Try the exclusive grafted range

from Rob Smith and Suttons. These

grafted plants are grown to yield up

to 75 per cent more premium fruit.

W
hether you’ve got a dedicated space for growing your own

or just a windowsill, you can cultivate an impressive crop if

you take proper care of your fruit and vegetables and plant

clever. Wyevale Garden Centres horticulture manager Matthew Yates

has advice for those looking to grow or harvest edible crops this month.

Matt says that the start of May is fine to begin planting outside,

providing you’re aware of the risk of late frost. “Brassicas, beans, root

veg and leeks can all be planted out at the start of May in most areas,

but be prepared to get out there overnight to fleece or cloche over,”

he advises. “Towards the end of the month pretty much anything

can go outside. Start hardening off seedlings as it gets warmer, and 

remember to thin them out.”

Matt is keen to point out that we shouldn’t be cautious of growing

fruit. “If you’ve got enough space to have three or four bushes in the

garden, great,” he says. “But we also do small patio pears, apples and

plums, so if you only have a small courtyard garden you can still grow

fruit. Wyevale Garden Centres stock blueberries that will still fruit

even if you plant just one shrub. You don’t need space for three or four. 

Even some apple trees don’t need pollinating by another tree.”

Matt’s top tips for preparation and maintenance? “Stock up on pots

and trays in all sizes and a good multi purpose compost,” he says. “Plus,

a good dibber and hoe it’s important to hoe on warm days to keep on

top of weeds. Finally, keep the watering up – don’t let things dry out!”

Wyevale Garden Centres

horticulture manager

Matthew Yates shares

his tips for growing a

decent crop of edibles

whatever space you have

5 things to
GROW AND EAT

Tomatoes from £1.79

Wyevale Garden Centres stock many varieties ideal for pots. ‘Tomato

Tumbler’ and ‘Tomato Sungold’ are also great for baskets, or try ‘Hundreds

and Thousands’ cherry tomatoes. “As long as you’ve got a good amount of

light and protection from wind, you don’t need much space,” advises Matt.
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Watering plants
WHEN: spring, summer and dry spells  

You can save yourself time and energy by 

watering well and in the right places. While  

all plants need water, some require more  

than others, so it pays to focus your attention  

on those that need it most. 

Plants that are under-watered are more  

prone to problems such as mildew, and can 

eventually die. Choosing varieties that will  

suit your garden’s conditions will also help –  

for example, drought-tolerant plants are perfect  

for sunny sites on free-draining soils, while 

those that are happy to live in dry shade can  

go underneath trees and shrubs. 

Good soil preparation makes a huge 

difference too, as plenty of organic matter 

added to the soil acts like a sponge, holding  

on to water for plants to use. Mulching the 

surface with more of the same also stops water 

evaporating and helps keep soil moist. Water  

is an increasingly precious resource, so it 

makes sense to be water-wise. 
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Concentrate 
your watering 
on thirsty plants

Trays and pots of seedlings 
are best watered from below 
by standing them in shallow 
trays until the surface darkens. 
This reduces the risk of 
disease and avoids physical 
damage to tiny seedlings. 

New lawns need watering in 
dry spells for the first couple of 
months. Established lawns can 
be left unwatered, as they green 
up again once rain arrives. 
Sprinklers are low effort, but 
much of the water evaporates.

Collecting rainwater reduces 
metered water bills and is 
better for your plants too. 
Lime-hating plants such as 
camellias prefer rainwater, 
which is more acidic (contains 
less lime) than tap water.

Water directly onto the soil, 
ideally morning or evening 
when less is lost through 
evaporation. Avoid wetting  
a plant’s foliage, which can 
spread diseases and cause 
scorching in hot sun.

Four ways to water

BACK TO BASICS: Part 2



LOCK IN MOISTURE

Water-retaining
granules, which swell to
many times their original
size, can be added to the
compost of short-lived
summer plants. But
don’t use for long-lived
plants as they would
stay too wet in winter.

GIVE A GOOD SOAK

Water thoroughly but
less often, as this
encourages roots to
grow downwards.
Sprinkling a little water
frequently will only
encourage roots to stay
near the surface, where
they dry out quicker.

USE A WATER KIT

You can set up watering
systems to care for high-
maintenance plants
such as those in hanging
baskets and containers.
A timer can be added to
make the system fully
automatic, which is ideal
for holidays.

Plants to
prioritise

MAKE YOUR OWN 

WATERING SYSTEM 

When to start: April-June

Watering plants is fun for all the 
family – especially with a home-
made drip irrigation system. All you 
need is a two-litre bottle. Supervise 
the children while they make two 
tiny holes in the bottom and two  
in the sides using a small nail  
or a pair of scissors. 

Then put their chosen plants into  
a large pot filled with compost, but 
allow room to sink the bottle into 
the pot. Leave a quarter of the 
bottle poking out of the top of the 
compost. Fill the bottle with water, 
put on the lid and the water will 
slowly drip out of the bottle – the 
water will reach the plant roots, 
which is just where it is needed. 

Slowly watering precious plants 
with a drip irrigation system is 
perfect if you are going away  
for a couple of days. Kids can also 
enjoy watching the water dripping 
away – see if they can guess how 
long it will take to empty the bottle?
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WATCH Alan Titchmarsh’s No Fuss Guide to watering wisely, to keep
your plants lush with less effort at gardenersworld.com/watering

Young seedlings

Tomato

Turn a plastic 
bottle into a 
watering kit

Salad leaves

Cucumber

Hanging basket Plants in pots

Three secrets of success

� Container-
grown plants: 
those that dry 
out fastest 
are ones in 
hanging baskets, 
small pots and 
containers  
in sunny or 
breezy spots

� Young seedlings
� Anything 

recently planted 
or transplanted

� Leafy vegetables 
such as salad 
leaves and 
those that form 
fruits or pods 
such as beans, 
tomatoes, 
courgettes and 
cucumber

Sponsored by
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Moving shrubs
WHEN: evergreens in October or late March;

deciduous from late October to mid-March

Transplanting an established shrub can be

done successfully, with plenty of care. However,

there’s always the danger that it may not survive

– the older the plant, the greater the risk – so try 

not to move large, established plants unless

necessary. Optimum timing varies according  

to the type of shrub and your location.

Evergreens are best transplanted in October,

or late March when the soil is warming up.

Deciduous plants should be moved when

dormant, from late October to mid-March.

The key to success is thorough soil preparation 

in the new site by deeply cultivating and

adding plenty of organic matter; then, after

transplanting, stake to avoid loosening new

roots; and water regularly right through until

autumn while the plant re-establishes itself.

If the site is windy, which speeds up water loss 

from leaves, create shelter using a piece of

windbreak netting secured to wooden stakes. 
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Wait until camellias
have finished flowering
before you move them

Using a sharp spade, dig all
around the plant at a distance
of at least 30cm from the main
stem. Try and keep the rootball
intact as much as possible.
Thicker roots may need to be
severed with a sharp knife.

Carefully lift the rootball and
dig underneath to ensure all
the roots are severed. Slide
a piece of strong polythene,
sacking or tarpaulin beneath
the plant so that it can be 
moved intact.

Transplant the shrub to its
new site, firm it in and stake
securely if necessary. Water
the roots thoroughly then
mulch with organic matter.
Spraying the foliage helps  
to reduce drying out.

Prune back the stems
by around a quarter so that
the plant has less top growth  
to support. Water is lost
through the foliage, so fewer
leaves mean the shrub will  
be less stressed. 

BACK TO BASICS: Part 2
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Sign up to The Garden Club for free and earn 5 points for every

£1 spent in centre, plus double points on Tuesdays for all over 

60’s members.

Rewards
Points are converted into vouchers to spend in centre.

Savings
Members-only seasonal offers and savings in our centres.

Offers
Receive exclusive vouchers plus

invitations to events and previews 

throughout the year.

Join FREE
online &

in centre today

Enjoying your garden has
never been more rewarding

Sign up online today for free at:
www.wyevalegardencentres.co.uk
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Secrets of success

BEWARE FROSTS
Marguerites are
tender, so can’t cope
with frost. Keep an eye
on the weather
forecast and bring
under cover if a cold 
snap is likely.

CUTTING BACK
When the geranium
begins to look tired,
cut it back to near soil 
level. This will
encourage a fresh
spurt of growth and
produce more flowers.

DON’T MISS BACK TO BASICS PART 3 IN JUNE

Salvia nemorosa
‘Ostfriesland’ x1

white marguerite x1

Geranium x oxonianum  
‘Wargrave Pink’ x1 

40cm wide
wooden planter

Plant up this flower-packed container for cottage

garden charm from May until September. Stick to

complementary colours and aim for a good mix

of shapes and textures. Here, the salvia provides

a vertical accent towards the back of the planter,

while the marguerite boosts the flower count. You

could also incorporate another geranium plant for 

even more flowers. If you can’t find these exact 

varieties, look for others in similar shades.

Pot of the month: May
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